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PROGRAM EVENTS

ELNIT International Association
«IVIS» Company, partner of East View Information Services, Inc.,
Moscow, Russia
SPONSOR OF THE PLAY
«WHAT? WHERE? WHEN?
IN LIBRARY, INFORMATION, BOOK,
AND PUBLISHING SPACE»

«INFRA-M» Group of Companies, Moscow, Russia

SPECIAL GRANTS FOR PARTICIPATION
IN THE CONFERENCE HAVE BEEN
PROVIDED BY

Ministry of Culture of the Russian Federation
ELNIT International Association
«BIBKOM» Central Collector of Libraries, Moscow, Russia
«KONEK» Subscription Agency, Moscow, St. Petersburg, Russia
«AVD-System» Ltd., Ekaterinburg, Russia
«Periodika» Company, Kiev, Ukraine
SPONSORS OF THE PROJECT
«BOOKS, JOURNALS AND E-PUBLICATIONS FOR CRIMEAN LIBRARIES»

Russian National Public Library for Science and Technology,
Moscow, Russia

N.A. Nekrasov Central Universal Scientific Library,
Moscow, Russia

Russian State Library for Arts, Moscow, Russia

«Rossotrudnichestvo» Representative Office in Ukraine,
Kiev, Ukraine

The pens for the participants to the Conference have been provided by N.I. Nekrasov Central Universal Scientific Library, Moscow, Russia

The books for the children - members of the folk band of the «Sudak» Tourist and Health Center - have been provided by M.I. Rudomino All-Russian State Library for Foreign Literature

The gifts for the participants of the cultural and sport programs have been provided by «Canon.Ru» Company
INFORMATION SUPPORT BY

«Scientific and Technical Libraries» Journal, Moscow, Russia
«University Book» Journal, Moscow, Russia
«Book Industry» Journal, «KnoRus» Publishing Trade House, Moscow, Russia
«Modern Library» Journal, Moscow, Russia
«School Library» Journal, Moscow, Russia
«Librarianship» Journal, St. Petersburg, Russia
«Library at School» Newspaper, Moscow, Russia
«Library Planet» Journal, Kiev, Ukraine
«Crimea» State TV and Broadcasting Company, Simferopol, Autonomous Republic of Crimea, Ukraine
«BiblioTeca» Newsletter of the Ukrainian Library Association

Periodicals and newspapers in the Autonomous Republic of Crimea

Web-sites:
www.gpntb.ru
www.iliac.org
www.elnit.org
www.ifla.org
www.uba.org.ua
www.nbuv.gov.ua
www.rntb.kz
www.ifapcom.ru
www.mcbs.ru
ATTENTION!

Speakers should register with the section chair or administrator at least 15 minutes prior to the session they speak at.

Registration for off-site (guest) sessions is open on June 8 and 9 at 9:00–22:00 at the special registration desk. Transportation for guest sessions will be provided for persons with registration coupons only.

Chairpersons’, moderators’, administrators,’ and exhibitors’ names are given in the Conference program and other materials in the alphabetic order except for the cases when administrators require otherwise. Academic degrees, academic and honorary titles are not indicated, as a rule.

Positions are given only for the chairpersons and administrators of the events, as well as for the speakers at official, special and independent events in the framework of the Conference general program.

Paper titles, author names and affiliations, as well as information on exhibitors, are given in the program as submitted to the Organizing Committee in the registration forms.

The Organizing Committee does not accept or consider any claims from participants who have not registered or submitted their papers on time.

The Program Committee accepts no more than two papers from one Conference participant, except for special cases approved by the Program Board or permitted by the Organizing Committee as an exception based on a written application of the participant.

Auditorium Location

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Conference Hall</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tauria Conference Hall</td>
<td>Club</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consul Conference Hall</td>
<td>“Consul” Restaurant, 2nd floor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crimea Conference Hall</td>
<td>“Silk Way” Business Center, 2nd floor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sudak Conference Hall</td>
<td>“Silk Way” Business Center, 2nd floor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commonwealth Conference Hall</td>
<td>“Silk Way” Business Center, 2nd floor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Livadiya Conference Hall</td>
<td>Building 1, 1st floor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tauria-2 Conference Hall</td>
<td>“Silk Way” Business Center, 3rd floor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kara Dag Auditorium</td>
<td>Building 6, 4th floor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Novy Svet Auditorium</td>
<td>Building 6, 5th floor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surozh Auditorium</td>
<td>Building 6, 6th floor</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Exhibition is located in the foyer of the Club
I. OFFICIAL AND CEREMONIAL EVENTS. PLENARY SESSION, GUEST LECTURES, ACTIONS, PROGRAMS AND MEETINGS, PRESS CONFERENCE I. OFFICIAL AND CEREMONIAL EVENTS. PLENARY SESSION, GUEST LECTURES, ACTIONS, PROGRAMS AND MEETINGS, PRESS CONFERENCE

CONFERENCE OPENING

OPENING

Plenary Session

Monday, June 10

Summer Concert Hall

9.00-10.30 OFFICIAL CONFERENCE OPENING

Greetings on behalf of the leaders of states, parliaments, ministries, international foundations, co-organizers, outstanding figures in politics, science, culture and education.

MODERATOR AND INTRODUCTION:

Yakov Shrayberg, Chair, “Crimea 2013” Conference Organizing Committee, Moscow, Russia

OFFICIAL OPENING

Vladimir Serov, Sudak City Mayor, Sudak, Autonomous Republic of Crimea, Ukraine

OFFICIAL OPENING PROCEDURE GREETINGS:

1. Viktor Plakida, Permanent Representative of the President of Ukraine in the Autonomous Republic of Crimea, Simferopol, Autonomous Republic of Crimea, Ukraine
2. Anatoly Mogilev, Chair, Council of Ministers of the Autonomous Republic of Crimea, Simferopol, Autonomous Republic of Crimea, Ukraine

3. Boris Deych, People’s Deputy of Ukraine; Co-Chair of the Supervisory Board of the International «Crimea» Conference, Kiev, Ukraine

4. Vladimir Medinsky, RF Minister of Culture, Moscow, Russia

5. Svetlana Zhurova, People’s Deputy, State Duma of the Russian Federation Federal Assembly, Co-Chair of the Supervisory Board of the International «Crimea» Conference, Moscow, Russia

6. Evgeny Kuzmin, Chairman, Intergovernmental Council “Information for All” UNESCO Program; Chairman, Russian Committee, “Information for All” UNESCO Program, President; Interregional Library Cooperation Center; Chairman, Program Committee of the International «Crimea» Conference, Moscow, Russia

7. Ann Okerson, Special Representative of the IFLA President — Chair of the IFLA Professional Committee and Member of the IFLA Governing Board, Special Advisor on Electronic Strategies, Center for Research Libraries, Yale University, New Haven, CT, USA

8. Viktor Balyurko, Ukraine Deputy Minister of Culture, Kiev, Ukraine

9. Anatoly Akimov, Advisor to the RF Minister of Education and Science, Moscow, Russia

10. Elena Moskokova, First Deputy Head, “Rossotrudnichestvo” Representative Office in Ukraine, Kiev, Ukraine; Irina Tsareva, First Secretary of the RF Embassy in Ukraine, Kiev, Ukraine

11. Viktor Gorbatko, Major General, Pilot-Cosmonaut, Twice Hero of the Soviet Union, Member of the First (Gagarin’s) Cosmonaut Team, Moscow, Russia

12. Sergey Kapkov, Head, Moscow City Department of Culture, Moscow, Russia

13. Ekaterina Genieva, Director General, M.I. Rudomino All-Russian State Library for Foreign Literature, Moscow, Russia

14. Alexander Voropaev, Head, Department of Book Exhibitions and Reading Promotion, Federal Agency for Press and Mass Communications, Moscow, Russia

15. Raisa Pletneva, Chair of the Board, “Sudak” Tourist and Health Center, Sudak, Autonomous Republic of Crimea, Ukraine

Conference anthem (Organizing Committee)

10.30-11.00      COFFEE BREAK
11.00-12.30 PLENARY SESSION I

MODERATOR:
Alyona Plakida, Minister of Culture of the Autonomous Republic of Crimea, Simferopol, Autonomous Republic of Crimea, Ukraine

ADMINISTRATORS:
Galina Evstigneeva, Deputy Director General for Library and Information Resources, Russian National Public Library for Science and Technology, Moscow, Russia
Svetlana Zolotinskaya, Department Head, Russian National Public Library for Science and Technology, Moscow, Russia
Elena Lindeman, Deputy Director General for Library and Information Services, Russian National Public Library for Science and Technology, Moscow, Russia
Irina Sokolova, Chief Bibliographer, Russian National Public Library for Science and Technology, Moscow, Russia

11.00-12.15 THE 20TH ANNIVERSARY “CRIMEA 2013” CONFERENCE ANNUAL PAPER
«ELECTRONIC BOOKS, THE FUTURE OF LIBRARIES AND PUBLIC CONSCIENCE: AN ATTEMPT TO APPREHEND»

Yakov Shrayberg, Chair, “Crimea 2013” Conference Organizing Committee; Director General, Russian National Public Library for Science and Technology, Moscow, Russia

12.15-12.30 QUESTIONS, ANSWERS, DISCUSSION ON THE ANNUAL PAPER

12.30-13.00 EXHIBITION OPENING
CENTRAL ENTRANCE TO THE EXHIBITION HALL (CLUB BUILDING)

SPEAKERS:
Boris Marshak, First Deputy Chair, “Crimea 2013” Conference Organizing Committee; Deputy Director General for Research and Strategic Development, Russian National Public Library for Science and Technology, Moscow, Russia
Larisa Nikiforenko, Head, Office of Library Activity Analysis and Forecast, Division of Strategic Planning of Cultural Development and Regional Policy in Culture, Department of the Governmental Policy Shaping in Culture, Art and Education, Ministry of Culture of Ukraine, Kiev, Ukraine
A special event dedicated to the 20th anniversary of the Conference is to be held within the Exhibition Opening

Special Presentation
«How to Make a Conference Magnificent: An Interactive Game Master Class in Honor of the Anniversary of the Crimean Conferences»

Organizers: International Academy of Business and New Technologies, Yaroslavl, Russia

Russian National Public Library for Science and Technology, Moscow, Russia

Exhibition. The stand of the Russian National Public Library for Science and Technology, Moscow, Russia

For the Schedule and Exhibition Catalog see pp. of the Program

13.00-15.00 LUNCH
14.20-15.00 OPEN PRESS CONFERENCE (for accredited journalists and all comers)

Tauria Conference Hall

MODERATOR:
Nadezhda Pavlova, Head, Conference Press Center; Deputy Editor-in-Chief, Head of Editorial Board, “Sci-Tech Libraries” Journal, Russian National Public Library for Science and Technology, Moscow, Russia

ADMINISTRATORS:
Svetlana Zolotinskaya, Department Head, Russian National Public Library for Science and Technology, Moscow, Russia
Mikhail Klopop, Advertising Manager, Russian National Public Library for Science and Technology, Moscow, Russia
Alyona Novikova, PR Manager, Russian National Public Library for Science and Technology, Moscow, Russia
Alexey Finogenov, Section Head, Russian National Public Library for Science and Technology, Moscow, Russia
Press Conference participants:


15.00-17.00 CONFERENCE CENTRAL PLENARY DISCUSSION VENUE:
«THE LIBRARY OF THE FUTURE IN THE DIGITAL AGE»
Tauria Conference Hall

MODERATORS AND INTRODUCTORY SPEECHES BY:

Ekaterina Genieva, Director General, M.I. Rudomino All-Russian State Library for Foreign Literature, Moscow, Russia

Boris Esenkin, President, “Biblio-Globus” Trading House; President, “Scribe Guild” Public Organization, Moscow, Russia

Svetlana Zhurova, Deputy, State Duma of the Russian Federation Federal Assembly, Moscow, Russia

Ivan Zasursky, Head, Department of New Media and Communication Theory, Journalism Faculty, M. Lomonosov Moscow State University; President, Internet Publishers Association; Publisher, «Private Reporter» Internet Publication, Moscow, Russia

Yakov Shrayberg, Director General, Russian National Public Library for Science and Technology; Chair, “Crimea” Conference Organizing Committee, Moscow, Russia

Ann Okerson, Special Representative of the IFLA President — Chair of the IFLA Professional Committee and Member of the IFLA Governing Board, Special Advisor on Electronic Strategies, Center for Research Libraries, Yale University, New Haven, CT, United States
ADMINISTRATORS:

Kseniya Volkova, Assistant to Director General on International Cooperation, Russian National Public Library for Science and Technology, Moscow, Russia

Lyudmila Popova, Director, Kerch Centralized Library System, Kerch, Autonomous Republic of Crimea, Ukraine

Boris Fedorov, Deputy Director General, Chief Engineer, Russian National Public Library for Science and Technology, Moscow, Russia

DISCUSSION PARTICIPANTS:

Gulisa Balabekova, General Director, National Library of the Republic of Kazakhstan, Almaty, Kazakhstan

Alexander Visly, Director General, Russian State Library, Moscow, Russia

Tamara Vylegzhanina, Director General, National Parliamentary Library of Ukraine, Kiev, Ukraine

Ekaterina Kudrina, Rector, Kemerovo State University of Culture and Arts, Kemerovo, Russia

Evgeny Kuzmin, Chairman, Intergovernmental Council “Information for All” UNESCO Program; Chairman, Russian Committee, “Information for All” UNESCO Program; President, Interregional Library Cooperation Center, Moscow, Russia

Anton Likhomanov, Director General, National Library of Russia, St. Petersburg, Russia

Valentina Pashkova, Vice President, Ukrainian Library Association; Director, Information Resource Center, US Embassy in Ukraine, Kiev, Ukraine

Alyona Plakida, Minister of Culture of the Autonomous Republic of Crimea, Simferopol, Autonomous Republic of Crimea, Ukraine

Alexender Visly, Director General, Russian State Library, Moscow, Russia

Time limit for presentations — five minutes

GENERAL DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS OF THE CENTRAL DISCUSSION VENUE

15.00-19.00 CONFERENCE PROGRAM

19.00-20.00 DINNER

20.30 CONFERENCE OPENING CEREMONY

Summer Concert Hall
22.00  BANQUET-FOURCHETTE ON THE OCCASION OF THE CONFERENCE OPENING
Esplanade between the Winter Club and Building 2
(around «Europa» fountain)
Friday, June 14, 15.00-19.30

OFFICIAL CONFERENCE CLOSING

15.00-16.30  PART 1. CONFERENCE CONCLUSIONS, DISCUSSION ROUND TABLE, REPORTS BY SECTIONS, WORKSHOPS, ROUND TABLES, AND OTHER CONFERENCE EVENTS CHAIRS, MODERATORS, AND ADMINISTRATORS.

COMMUNICATIONS BY CONFERENCE PARTICIPANTS, GUESTS, JOURNALISTS

Tauria Conference Hall

MODERATORS:

Ekaterina Genieva, Director General, M.I. Rudomino All-Russian State Library for Foreign Literature, Moscow, Russia

Evgeny Kuzmin, Chairman, Intergovernmental Council, “Information for All” UNESCO Program; Chairman, Russian Committee, “Information for All” UNESCO Program; President, Interregional Library Cooperation Center, Chairman, “Crimea 2013” Conference Program Board, Moscow, Russia

Kama Urmurzina, President, Kazakhstan Libraries Information Consortium; President, Kazakhstan Republican Library for Science and Technology, Almaty, Kazakhstan

Irina Shevchenko, President, Ukrainian Library Association; Director, Institute of Postgraduate Education, National Academy for Top Managers in Culture and Arts, Kiev, Ukraine

Yakov Shrayberg, Chair, Crimea 2013" Conference Organizing Committees; Vice-President, Russian Library Association; Director General, Russian National Public Library for Science and Technology, Moscow, Russia

ADMINISTRATORS:

Galina Aganina, Head, Management Activity Support Service, Russian National Public Library for Science and Technology, Moscow, Russia

Yury Zaslavsky, Director, Scanning Service Center, Russian National Public Library for Science and Technology, Moscow, Russia

Tatyana Panteleeva, Department Head, Russian National Public Library for Science and Technology, Moscow, Russia
Concluding speech by:
Yakov Shrayberg, Chair, “Crimea 2013” International Conference Organizing Committee, Moscow, Russia

18.00-19.30 PART 2. CONFERENCE CLOSING CEREMONY, RESULTS OF CONTESTS, NOMINATIONS, SPORTS EVENTS, AWARDS TO WINNERS, SURPRISES, FINAL COMMUNICATIONS

Summer Concert Hall

MODERATORS:
Conference Organizing Committee members:
Boris Marshak, Inna Ermilina, and Elena Lindeman

Opening and closing remarks:
Yakov Shrayberg, Chair, “Crimea 2013” International Conference Organizing Committee, Moscow, Russia

PRESENTATIONS BY CONFERENCE PARTICIPANTS

20.30 DINNER-BANQUET ON THE OCCASION OF THE CONFERENCE CLOSING
Consul Restaurant Esplanade
Photo Exhibition Presentation
«Sharing the Beauty»

Monday, June 10, 17.00
The Hall at the Silk Way Business Center

AUTHOR AND MODERATOR:
Alexander Kuznetsov, Executive Director, National Electronic Information Consortium (NEICON), Moscow, Russia

ADMINISTRATORS:
Leonid Belousov, Entrepreneur, Evpatoria, Autonomous Republic of Crimea, Ukraine
Mikhail Goncharov, Director, Internet Technologies Development and Maintenance Center, Russian National Public Library for Science and Technology, Moscow, Russia
Galina Evstigneeva, Deputy Director General for Library and Information Resources, Russian National Public Library for Science and Technology, Moscow, Russia

The exhibition will feature 12 landscape photos made in different locations of our planet.

At the opening, the author will describe the locations where the photos were taken and the specialities of the photography.

A modest buffet will be offered after the exhibition opening

Concert of “Solnyshko” choreographic group, laureate of international contests, directed by Tatyana and Mikhail Guzun, Zhitomir, Ukraine

Tuesday, June 11, 19.45-21.30
Summer Concert Hall
INTELLECTUAL AND DEBATE DUEL
«To the Barriers»
(after Vladimir Solovyev’s popular TV show)

The Duel Motive: «The Library of the Future»

Tuesday, June 11, 21.30-23.30
Tauria Conference Hall

DUEL BACKGROUND:
The difference in views and opinions on the role and place of the library in the near future; on the impact of the digital environment on the training of a new librarian and a new end user; on what the end user will see in the library when coming into it for the first time; on what should be expected from the representatives of the governments and businesses. Do these views and opinions meet?

The library — a treasure of knowledge or a warehouse of information? How does the society visualize the library?

DUEL PURPOSE:
To attempt to find answers to the following issues:
– What is the library’s role in the maintenance of science and education?
– How do librarians visualize the library of the future?
– Which library is needed for end users?
– Which library is needed for the governments?
– Who is “A New Librarian”? 
– What is our vision of the library in the digital future?
DUELLISTS:

Mikhail Afanasyev, Cand. Sci. (History), Director, State Public Historical Library of Russia, Moscow, Russia

Ivan Zasursky, Cand. Sci. (Philology), Lecturer, Producer; Head, Department of New Media and Communication Theory, Journalism Faculty, M. Lomonosov Moscow State University; President, Internet Publishers Association; Founder and Publisher, «Private Reporter» Internet Publication; blogger, Moscow, Russia

REFEREE:

Yakov Shrayberg, Dr. Sci. (Engineering), Professor, Director General, Russian National Public Library for Science and Technology; Head, Department of Electronic Libraries, Information Technologies and Systems, Moscow State University of Culture and Arts, Moscow, Russia

ASSISTANT TO THE REFEREE AND ADMINISTRATOR:

Evgeniya Guseva, Cand. Sci. (Teaching), Head, Library Collections Division, Russian State Library; Senior Teacher, Department of Information and Library Activities Management, Moscow State University of Culture and Arts, Moscow, Russia

AFANASYEV’S SECONDS:

Nataliya Gendina, Dr. Sci. (Teaching), Professor, Director, Research Institute of Information Technologies in Social Sphere, Kemerovo State University of Culture and Arts, Kemerovo, Russia

Irina Mikhnova, Cand. Sci. (Teaching), Director, Russian State Library for the Youth, Moscow, Russia

ZASURSKY’S SECONDS:

Igor Gruzdev, Deputy Director General for Information Technologies, Russian State Library, Moscow, Russia

Mikhail Toporkov, Director General, «Integrator AP» Company (IQlib), Moscow, Russia

PANEL:

Gulisa Balabekova, General Director, National Library of the Republic of Kazakhstan, Almaty, Kazakhstan

Alexander Visly, Cand. Sci. (Phys.-Math.), Director General, Russian State Library, Moscow, Russia

Ekaterina Genieva, Dr. Sci. (Teaching), Director General, M.I. Rudomino All-Russian State Library for Foreign Literature, Moscow, Russia

Svetlana Zhurova, Deputy, State Duma of the Russian Federation Federal Assembly, Co-Chair of the Supervisory Board of the International «Crimea» Conference, Moscow, Russia

Irina Shevchenko, Cand. Sci. (Teaching), Director, Institute of Post-graduate Education, National Academy for Top Managers in Culture and Arts; President, Ukrainian Library Association; Kiev, Ukraine
INDEPENDENT EXPERTS:

Lyubov Kazachenkova, Executive Director, «Litera-Press» Publishing Center; Editor-in-Chief, «Sovremennaya biblioteka» (Modern Library) Journal, Moscow, Russia

Vladimir Prudnikov, Editor-in-Chief, «INFRA-M» Publishing House, Moscow, Russia

Yury Stolyarov, Dr. Sci. (Teaching), Professor, Leading Researcher, Research Center for Book Culture Studies, “Nauka” Publishing House of the Russian Academy of Sciences; Professor, Department of Library and Information Activities Management, Moscow State University of Culture and Arts, Moscow, Russia

THE DUEL’S WINNER WILL BE DETERMINED BY SECRET VOTE OF THE AUDIENCE INCLUDING MEMBERS OF THE PANEL, INDEPENDENT EXPERTS AND REFEREE

Welcome all who desire to participate.
The show will be interesting and unforgettable

23.30-01.00 NIGHT RENDEZVOUS — EMBARRASSING AND THORNY QUESTIONS THAT FORCE LIBRARIANS, POLITICIANS, WRITERS AND PUBLISHERS TO GIVE STRAIGHT ANSWERS

MODERATORS:

Elena Beylina, Editor-in-Chief, «Universitetskaya Kniga» (University Book) Journal, Moscow, Russia

Lyubov Kazachenkova, Editor-in-Chief, «Sovremennaya biblioteka» (Modern Library) Journal, Moscow, Russia

ORGANIZERS:

Russian National Public Library for Science and Technology, Moscow, Russia

«Universitetskaya Kniga» (University Book) Journal, Moscow, Russia

«Sovremennaya biblioteka» (Modern Library) Journal, Moscow, Russia

By special invitations only
CLUB OF INTERESTING MEETINGS

Wednesday, June 12, 19.45-21.30
Tauria Conference Hall

MODERATORS:
Anna Berseneva (Tatyana Sotnikova), writer, scriptwriter, Assistant Professor, A. M. Gorky Literary Institute, Moscow, Russia
Vladimir Sotnikov, writer, scriptwriter, Moscow, Russia

Introduction by:
Yakov Shrayberg, Chair, Crimea 2013 International Conference Organizing Committee, Moscow, Russia

Evening with famous writer

Dina Rubina – member of the Union of Writers of the USSR, member of Pen-Club (International Writers Union)

Boris Karafyolov, artist, member of UNESCO’s International Association of Art participates in the evening

Concert «Do you remember how we dated»

Wednesday, June 12, 22.00-23.30
Tauria Conference Hall

Participating: Laureates of V. Grushin International Bard Festival, diplomants of the St. Petersburg Chords International Bard Festival RARE BIRD Group

On the program: popular songs of 1930-1950s, songs of student years, cinema music
Concert of Tauria Crimean Republican vocal-choreographic ensemble named by Lidiya Chernyshova

Director – Igor Mikhaylevsky, Honored Artist of the Autonomous Republic of Crimea, Honored Artist of Ukraine

Thursday, June 13, 18.00-19.00

Tauria Conference Hall
INTELLECTUAL SHOW

Event sponsored by:
«INFRA-M» Group of Companies, Moscow, Russia

Thursday, June 13, 19.45-21.30
Oladiynaya Cafeteria
Embankment along the «Sudak» Tourist and Health Center
(often to Building № 5)

MODERATOR:
Yakov Shrayberg, Chair, “Crimea 2013” International Conference Organizing Committee, Moscow, Russia

ADMINISTRATOR:
Olga Shlenskaya, Director, Publishing and Reprographic Center, Russian National Public Library for Science and Technology, Moscow, Russia

JURY:
Tatyana Zhukova, President, Russian School Library Association, Moscow, Russia
Svetlana Zhurova, Deputy, State Duma of the Russian Federation Federal Assembly, Co-Chair of the Supervisory Board of the International «Crimea» Conference, Moscow, Russia
Boris Lensky, Head, Department for Book Business, Moscow State Press University, Moscow, Russia
Vladimir Prudnikov, Editor-in-Chief, «INFRA-M» Publishing House, Moscow, Russia

TEAM OF EXPERTS:
Viktor Zverevich — team captain, Head, Department of Research and Development, Moscow City Library Center, Moscow, Russia
Sergey Dariy, Director, «Yurite» Publishers, Moscow, Russia
Tatyana Kuznetsova, Head, Department of Library Science and Information, Academy of Retraining in Arts, Culture and Tourism, Moscow, Russia
Alexander Mazuritsky, Head, Library Science and Bibliology Department, Moscow State University of Culture and Arts, Khimki, Moscow Region, Russia
Georgy Saprykin, Director, The State Juvenile Library of Ukraine, Kiev, Ukraine
Nikolay Yatsevich, Dean, Department of Information and Document-Based Communications, Belarus State University of Culture and Arts, Minsk, Belarus
Alternate:
Tatyana Kalashnik, Director, Pskov Regional Special Library for the Blind and Visually Impaired, Pskov, Russia

ADMINISTRATION GROUP:
Viktor Bevzushenko, Engineer, “Ukrtelecom Co.”, Zhitomir Directorate, Zhitomir, Ukraine
Tatyana Volodina, Department Head, Russian National Public Library for Science and Technology, Moscow, Russia
Tatyana Kirilenko, Section Head, Russian National Public Library for Science and Technology, Moscow, Russia
Olga Pavlova, Section Head, Russian National Public Library for Science and Technology, Moscow, Russia
Ilya Povalyaev, Operator of Digital Devices, Publishing and Reprographic Center, Russian National Public Library for Science and Technology, Moscow, Russia
Sergey Popov, PR-manager, ELNIT International Association, Moscow, Russia
Galina Potapova, Senior Researcher, Russian National Public Library for Science and Technology, Moscow, Russia
Alla Shatskaya, Assistant to the Head of the Management Activity Support Service, Russian National Public Library for Science and Technology, Moscow, Russia

PROGRAM:

A real play with awards and emotions, fourchette, songs, dances, and everything you need for excellent recreation.

By invitations only
SPECIAL PROGRAM ON THE OCCASION OF CRIMEA CONFERENCE 20-TH ANNIVERSARY

«CRIMEA CLUB: RENAISSANCE»

Thursday, June 13, 22.00-23.30
Tauria Conference Hall

Songs, socializing, meetings with Conference veterans, reminiscences, photos, prizes

All Conference fans and friends are invited to participate!

CHAIRS:

Alisher Ishmatov, Deputy Director, Alisher Navoi National Library of the Republic of Uzbekistan, Tashkent, Uzbekistan

Anton Likhomanov, Director General, National Library of Russia, St. Petersburg, Russia

Kama Urmurzina, President, Kazakhstan Libraries Information Consortium; President, Kazakhstan Republican Library for Science and Technology, Almaty, Kazakhstan

ADMINISTRATORS:

Valentina Volynets, Deputy Director, G.I. Denisenko Library for Science and Technology of “Kiev Polytechnic Institute” Ukrainian National Technical University, Kiev, Ukraine

Marina Ivanova, Head, User Service Department, Russian National Public Library for Science and Technology, Moscow, Russia

Tuesday, June 11, 16.00-19.00

Commonwealth Conference Hall

16.00-19.00 SPECIAL JOINT EVENT DEDICATED TO THE 20TH ANNIVERSARY OF THE «CRIMEA» CONFERENCES

«A NEW ROLE OF NATIONAL LIBRARIES IN THE SOCIETAL DEVELOPMENT IN THE INFORMATION AGE»

Keynote paper:

Disruptive Technologies and the Libraries of the Future: Can Libraries be the drivers in shaping future of eBooks?

Jacques du Plessis, School of Information Studies, University of Wisconsin, Milwaukee, United States of America,

Ewa Barczyk, Golda Meir Library, University of Wisconsin, Milwaukee
1. Russian National Library — On the Threshold of the 200th Anniversary
   Anton Likhomanov, Director General, National Library of Russia, St. Petersburg, Russia

2. The Crimean Lessons
   Kama Urmurzina, President, Kazakhstan Libraries Information Consortium; President, Kazakhstan Republican Library for Science and Technology, Almaty, Kazakhstan

3. Publishing Activity of the National Library of Belarus in a Modern Information Environment
   Lyudmila Kiryukhina and Alexander Susha, National Library of Belarus, Minsk, Belarus

4. The Role of Libraries in the Sustainable Development of the Republic of Kazakhstan
   Marzhan Valiulina, National Academic Library of the Republic of Kazakhstan, Astana, Kazakhstan

5. The Role of the National Library of Uzbekistan in Implementing the State Policy in the Field of Information and Library Activity
   Alisher Ishmatov, Alisher Navoi National Library of the Republic of Uzbekistan, Tashkent, Uzbekistan

6. Lending Fiction Books at the National Library... Why Not?
   Tatyana Chaikovskaya, National Academic Library of the Republic of Kazakhstan, Astana, Kazakhstan

   Ekaterina Lobuzina, V. I. Vernadsky National Library of Ukraine, Kiev, Ukraine
PRESENTATION OF THE MULTI-AUTHOR BOOK «TOLERANCE IN A MULTICULTURAL SOCIETY: A REGIONAL ASPECT» (SCIENTIFIC EDITOR PROF. EKATERINA KUDRINA, DR. SCI. (TEACHING))

MODERATOR:
Ekaterina Kudrina, Kemerovo State University of Culture and Arts, Kemerovo, Russia

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS, DISCUSSION, SECTION CONCLUSIONS
Section 2: Automated and Corporate Library Systems and Technologies

Special events within the framework of Section 2:
Discussion and Consulting Round Table «Prospects for the Integration of the Union Catalog of Scientific and Technical Information for the Purpose of Improving User Services at the CIS Libraries»
Round Table «ZooSPACE: A Platform for the Integration of Dissimilar Distributed Data»

CHAIRS:
Alexander Karaush, Director, Municipal Information Library System, Tomsk, Russia
Boris Marshak, Deputy Director General for Research and Strategic Development, Russian National Public Library for Science and Technology; Executive Director, International Association of Users and Developers of Electronic Libraries and New Information Technologies (ELNIT), Moscow, Russia
Alexander Melnikov, Deputy Director, I. Franko Crimean Republican Universal Scientific Library, Simferopol, Autonomous Republic of Crimea, Ukraine
Tim Goverdovski, Regional Sales Manager, «Bibliotheca RFID Library Systems AG», Rotkreuz, Switzerland
Igor Timoshenko, Director General, «International Technology Transfer Center» Nonprofit Partnership, Moscow, Russia

ADMINISTRATORS:
Evgeniya Podmorina, Head, Department of Library and Information Technologies and Databases Implementation and Marketing, Russian National Public Library for Science and Technology, Moscow, Russia
Marina Ragimova, Head, Department of Support and Development of Corporate Systems and Union Catalogues, and of the Analysis of Modern Library Technologies, Russian National Public Library for Science and Technology, Moscow, Russia
Monday, June 10, 17.00-19.00  
Tauria Conference Hall

17.00-19.00  SESSION I

AUTOMATED LIBRARY INFORMATION TECHNOLOGIES: THE LATEST DEVELOPMENTS AND TRENDS

Presentations – up to 20 minutes, including questions and answers
– up to 5 minutes

1. Functionality of Information Safety as an Essential Element of Modern ALIS
   Alexander Zhdanov, «Mediann-Resheniya» Ltd., Moscow, Russia

2. IRBIS-CRIPTO Special-Purpose Software Systems on the Basis of IRBIS Software Products for the Automation of Library and Information Processes in Specific Operating Conditions
   Alexey Degtev, Federal State Unitary Enterprise «TsentrInform», St. Petersburg, Russia

   Valery Popov, Scientific and Production Association «Inform-Systema», Moscow, Russia

4. Applying ILS Technological Solutions for Building a Single Library Information Space
   Svetlana Artamonova, «Liber» Company, Moscow, Russia

5. New Functionalities of MegaPro ILS
   Vladimir Gribov, Lyudmila Levova and Sergey Efremov, «Data Express» Company, Moscow, Russia

6. Prospective Functional Tasks in a New Information Environment
   Olga Bulycheva, «1С» Company, Moscow, Russia

7. 1C LIBRARY ILS: Stages of development
   Raisa Antipova, «Mart» Company, Velikie Luki, Pskov Region, Russia
Wednesday, June 12, 9.00-19.00
Tauria Conference Hall

9.00-11.00 SESSION II
MODERN TRENDS IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF RFID TECHNOLOGIES IN LIBRARIES

Presentations – up to 20 minutes, including questions and answers
– up to 5 minutes

1. Bibliotheca’s Integrated RFID Solutions. Smartadmin Software as the Core That Allows for Managing All RFID Equipment in the Library
   Tim Goverdovski, Regional Sales Manager, «Bibliotheca RFID Library Systems AG», Rotkreuz, Switzerland

2. RFID equipment for Libraries and Support of the Radio Frequency Identification Technology within the Framework of IRBIS64 Library Automation System
   Igor Timoshenko, Director General, «International Technology Transfer Center» Nonprofit Partnership, Moscow, Russia

3. 3M Solutions for Library Automation Using RFID Technologies
   Andrey Ivanov, Valery Sulim and Alina Gordeeva, «3M» Company, Moscow, Russia

   Anna Karpova, «ID logic» Company, Moscow, Russia

5. Subject Guides in the Stack with QR Codes and NFC Tags
   Keiso Katsura, Miyagi Gakuin Women’s University, Sendai, Japan

6. Radio frequency identification as a new technology of library automation
   Romuald Grigyanets, United Institute of Informatics Problems, National Academy of Sciences of Belarus, Minsk, Belarus
   Zhanna Molchan, Jakub Kolas Central Scientific Library, National Academy of Sciences of Belarus, Minsk, Belarus

7. RFID Technologies and Their Impact on the Library Concept and Design
   Anatoly Babul and Viktor Nesterovsky, «TekhAvtomatizatsiya» Company, Minsk, Belarus

11.00-11.20 COFFEE BREAK
SESSION II (CONTINUED)

8. Sinertek Solutions for Using RFID Technologies for the Automation of Library Processes

   R. Moiseev, «Sinertek» Company, St. Petersburg, Russia

9. Controlling Access to Multifunctional Devices with RFID Technologies and Using Functions of IRBIS LAS Charged Services Database

   Vadim Dorogavtsev, Krasnoyarsk Region State Universal Scientific Library, Krasnoyarsk, Russia

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS, DISCUSSION

SESSION III

CORPORATE LIBRARY AND INFORMATION SYSTEMS AND TECHNOLOGIES. UNION CATALOGUES

Presentations – up to 20 minutes, including questions and answers
   – up to 5 minutes


   Boris Marshak, Russian National Public Library for Science and Technology, Moscow, Russia

2. Monitoring databases on Russian Union Catalog of Sci-tech Literature as the part of the integrated Union Catalog of Sci-Tech Information

   Marina Ragimova and Victoriya Sokolovskaya, Russian National Public Library for Science and Technology, Moscow, Russia

3. IRBIS-Corporation: Three Years of Development

   Kirill Sokolinsky, «IRBIS-Consultant» Company, ELNIT Association, St. Petersburg, Russia

LUNCH
15.00-17.10  SESSION III (CONTINUED)

4. Original and Borrowed Cataloguing: Document Processing Challenges of the State Public Historical Library

Marina Rachina, State Public Historical Library of Russia, Moscow, Russia

5. Library and Information System in Sverdlovsk Region: The Principles of Corporate Resource Acquisition and Use

Valentina Zhiltsova, Sverdlovsk Regional Library for the Children and Young Adults, Ekaterinburg, Russia

6. Building the Union Catalogue of the Libraries of Arkhangelsk Region

Galina Gildebrant, N.A. Dobrolyubov Regional Universal Scientific Library, Arkhangelsk, Russia

7. Unified User Database of the Tomsk Municipal Information Library System: Issues, Challenges and Solutions

Alexander Karaush, Director, Municipal Information Library System, Tomsk, Russia

8. UC-Server and UC-Client Software for Building Union Catalogs (for IRBIS ILS)

Sergey Bazhenov and Roman Parshikov, State Public Library for Science and Technology, Siberian Branch, Russian Academy of Sciences, Novosibirsk, Russia

9. Applying LIS Technological Solutions for Building the Library Single Information Space

Svetlana Artamonova, «Liber» Company, Moscow, Russia

17.10-17.30  COFFEE BREAK

17.30-19.00  DISCUSSION AND CONSULTING ROUND TABLE «PROSPECTS FOR THE INTEGRATION OF THE UNION CATALOG OF SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL INFORMATION FOR THE PURPOSE OF IMPROVING USER SERVICES AT THE CIS LIBRARIES»

MODERATOR AND INTRODUCTORY WORD:

Marina Ragimova, Head, Department of Support and Development of Corporate Systems and Union Catalogs, and of the Analysis of Modern Library Technologies, Russian National Public Library for Science and Technology, Moscow, Russia

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS, DISCUSSION
Thursday, June 13, 9.00-13.30
Tauria Conference Hall

9.00-11.00  SESSION IV
AUTOMATED LIBRARY AND INFORMATION SYSTEMS AND TECHNOLOGIES: CREATION AND APPLICATION EXPERIENCE

Presentations – up to 20 minutes, including questions and answers
– up to 5 minutes

1. Exporting the IRBIS Bibliographical Entries to Be Used by External Integrators
   Kirill Kolosov, Russian National Public Library for Science and Technology, Moscow, Russia

2. Distribution of IRBIS LAS in Belarus by the Belarus Agricultural Library: Seventeen Years of Experience
   Svetlana Voronovich, I.S. Lupinovich Agricultural Library, National Academy of Sciences of Belarus, Minsk, Belarus

3. Evaluation of AIS and AIT Implementation in Russian Libraries
   Larisa Novinskaya, Vladimir Regional Scientific Library, Vladimir, Russia

4. Using the IRBIS Automated Library System Module to Assess the Availability of Books for the Academic Activity
   Olga Soboleva, Far-Eastern State Railways University, Khabarovsk, Russia

5. Providing Client-Server Remote Access to IRBIS64 ALIS Operators
   Elena Shumbar, M. Dragomanov National Pedagogical University, Kiev, Ukraine

   Inna Vaganova, Russian State Library for Arts, Moscow, Russia

11.00-11.20  COFFEE BREAK
11.20-13.30  ROUND TABLE
«ZOOSPACE: A PLATFORM FOR THE INTEGRATION OF DISSIMILAR DISTRIBUTED DATA»

MODERATORS:
Oleg Zhizhimov, Section Head, Institute of Computational Technologies, Siberian Branch, Russian Academy of Sciences, Novosibirsk, Russia
Anatoly Fedotov, Deputy Director, Institute of Computational Technologies, Siberian Branch, Russian Academy of Sciences, Novosibirsk, Russia

1. ZooSPACE: A Technological Platform for the Integration of Heterogeneous Distributed Data
Oleg Zhizhimov, N. Nikultsev, Elena Nikultseva, Anatoly Fedotov and Yury Shokin, Institute of Computational Technologies, Siberian Branch, Russian Academy of Sciences, Novosibirsk, Russia

2. Distributed Experimental Stand for ZooSPACE: The Structure and Composition
Sergey Bazhenov, Oleg Zhizhimov, O. Kolobov, Nikolay Mazov, N. Nikultsev, Elena Nikultseva, Alexander Pavlov and I. Turchanovsky, State Public Scientific-Technological Library, Siberian Branch, Russian Academy of Sciences, Novosibirsk, Russia

3. ZooSPACE Features Allowing for Access to Information Resources (A Presentation)
Danil Skachkov and Oleg Zhizhimov, State Public Library for Science and Tecnology Siberian Branch, Russian Academy of Sciences, Novosibirsk, Russia

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS, DISCUSSION

Friday, June 14, 9.00-13.00
Kara-Dag Auditorium

9.00-11.00  SESSION IV (CONTINUED)

7. Electronic Technologies of the Russian Academy of Sciences Library: The Past and the Present
Mariya Belinskaya, Russian Academy of Sciences Library, St. Petersburg, Russia

8. Retrospective Conversion of the Russian National Library Catalogues: 15 Years of Experience and Future Tasks
Elena Zagorskaya, Russian Academy of Sciences Library, St. Petersburg, Russia
9. IRBIS: Advanced Features. A Description of Archives on Humanities
Lev Rudzsky, ELNIT International Association, Representative Office in Ukraine, Kiev, Ukraine

10. OCR in the Cataloguing Technology: Using a Specialized IRBIS64 Software Module as an Example
Arseny Shuvalov, Independent Software Vendor, Saratov, Russia

11. An Experimental Run of the Prototype Library and Information Automation Center (Siberian Branch of the Russian Academy of Sciences): Providing Services to the Krasnoyarsk Research Center Central Scientific Library
Alexander Pavlov, State Public Library for Science and Tecnology, Siberian Branch, Russian Academy of Sciences, Novosibirsk, Russia

12. The Role of Information Systems in Developing New Approaches to Building Electronic Full-Text Collections
Tatyana Moshkovskaya, «Losev's House» Library of the History of Russian Philosophy and Culture, Moscow, Russia

11.00-12.20 COFFEE BREAK
11.20-13.00 SESSION IV (CONTINUED)

13. Using the CRM+Service Desk Software for Library Support. Is the Use of the 8-800 Phone Number a Myth? No, It's a Reality!
Ivan Molvinskikh, «AVD-system» Company, Ekaterinburg, Russia

14. Informing Students on the Availability of Academic Literature: Chelybinsk State University’s Solution
Irina Zakharova, Chelyabinsk State University Scientific Library, Chelyabinsk, Russia

15. Calculating the Book Supply Coefficient in Chelyabinsk State University (Based on the Circulation Statistics)
Mikhail Timchenko, Chelyabinsk State University, Chelyabinsk, Russia

16. The Experience of The State Library of Yugra in Generating a System Allowing Users to Access Internet Resources Using Wi-Fi and the IRBIS Library Automation System

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS, DISCUSSION
SECTION CONCLUSIONS
Section 3: Digital Libraries and Online Resources in the Modern Library and Information Space

Session is sponsored by the State Library

Special Events within the Framework of the Section Program:
Round Table «Challenges of the Open Access»

Tuesday, 11 June, 9.00-19.00
«Crimea» Conference Hall

9.00-11.00 SESSION I
ELECTRONIC LIBRARIES: DESIGN, DEVELOPMENT AND MAINTENANCE

CHAIRS:
Nina Avdeeva, Head, Department for Maintaining and Monitoring the Client’s Service, Russian State Library, Moscow, Russia
Alexander Visly, Director General, Russian State Library, Moscow, Russia
Igor Gruzdev, Deputy Director General for Information Technologies, Russian State Library, Moscow, Russia

ADMINISTRATORS:
Kirill Kolosov, Head of Department for Internet Complex Administration, Design and Analysis Russian National Public Library for Science and Technology, Moscow, Russia
Olga Nikulina, Head, Department of Access Maintenance to Electronic Resources, Russian State Library, Moscow, Russia

Presentations – up to 20 minutes, including questions and answers
– up to 5 minutes

1. Electronic Libraries – In Pursuit of Happiness
Alexander Visly, Russian State Library, Moscow, Russia

2. National Electronic Library: A Profitable Partnership
Nina Avdeeva and Olga Nikulina, Russian State Library, Moscow, Russia
3. **Electronic Library: Requirements of the Users and Capabilities of the Libraries**  
   Olga Kulish, National Library of Russia, St. Petersburg, Russia

4. **Shaping, Developing and Maintaining the Electronic Resource of the Presidential Library: Scientific and Organizational Foundations**  
   Elena Zhabko, Boris Yeltsin Presidential Library, St. Petersburg, Russia

5. **Electronic Resources of the State Public Historical Library of Russia and Their Promotion**  
   Natalya Martynova, State Public Historical Library of Russia, Moscow, Russia

6. **Digital Collections of Periodicals as Part of the Electronic Library’s Content of the National Library of Belarus**  
   Vadim Lapo, National Library of Belarus, Minsk, Belarus

11.00-11.20 **COFFEE BREAK**  
11.20-13.00 **SESSION I (CONTINUED)**

7. **Electronic Documents of a Scientific Library**  
   N. Mashakova, Scientific Library, Republican State Enterprise «Gylym ordasy», Almaty, Kazakhstan

8. **A Model of the Scientific Heritage Digital Library**  
   Anatoly Fedotov, Institute of Computational Technologies, Siberian Branch, Russian Academy of Sciences, Novosibirsk, Russia

9. **The Library Open to People (Webcasts at A. F. Losev's House Library)**  
   Valentina Ilyina, «Losev's House» Library of the History of Russian Philosophy and Culture, Moscow, Russia

10. **Preserving our Past for Building our Future: Experience in Designing Multimedia Aids and Electronic Collections**  
    Gulmira Bulatova, L. N. Tolstoy Regional Universal Scientific Library, Kostanay, Kazakhstan

11. **Digital Archive of Scientific Publications: The Stages of Development**  
    Elena Kovyazina, Institute of Computational Modeling, Siberian Branch, Russian Academy of Sciences, Krasnoyarsk, Russia

13.00-15.00 **LUNCH**
15.00-17.00  SESSION II

MODERN TECHNOLOGIES FOR DIGITAL LIBRARIES

Presentations – up to 20 minutes, including questions and answers
– up to 5 minutes

1. The «Antiplagiat» (Antiplagiarism) System: The Myths and Legends of Discoveries and Borrowings
  Yury Chekhovich, «Anti-Plagiat» CJSC, Moscow, Russia

2. «Antiplagiat.RGB»: The Tasks and Operating Principles
  Nina Avdeeva and Tatyana Blinova, Russian State Library, Moscow, Russia

3. Information system of Integrated Personal Communications with Users
  Vitaly Yarotsky, Xerox, Moscow, Russia

4. Electronic Library with a Full-Text Distributed Search: On the Road to Functional Integration of Resources and Services
  Sergey Lyapin, «Konstanta» Company, Arkhangelsk, Russia

5. Geographical Data Indexing in Digital Libraries for Geographical Search
  Danil Skachkov, Institute of Computational Technologies, Siberian Branch, Russian Academy of Sciences, Novosibirsk, Russia

6. Development Prospects of Scientific and Information Maintenance: Elsevier’s Solutions
  Galina Yakshonok, Elsevier Publishers, Moscow Represent, Moscow, Russia

17.00-17.20  COFFEE BREAK

17.20-19.00  SESSION II (CONTINUED)

  Alexander Lipensky, «KONEK» Subscription Agency, Moscow, Russia

8. Complete Archives of Periodical Publications: from the “Herald of Europe” to the “Motion Picture Art”
  Marina Ushanova, «IVIS» Company, Moscow, Russia

Anton Molchanov, Institute of Public Health Management Problems, Moscow, Russia

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS, DISCUSSION

Thursday, June 13, 9.00-19.00
«Crimea» Conference Hall

9.00-11.00 SESSION III
MODERN SYSTEMS AND SERVICES FOR LIBRARIES

CHAIRS:
Nina Avdeeva, Head, Department for Maintaining and Monitoring the Client’s Service, Russian State Library, Moscow, Russia
Mikhail Goncharov, Director, Internet Technologies Development and Maintenance Center, Russian National Public Library for Science and Technology, Moscow, Russia
Tatyana Yaroshenko, Vice President for Information Maintenance and Director, Scientific Library, “Kiev-Mohyla Academy” National University, Kiev, Ukraine

ADMINISTRATORS:
Kirill Kolosov, Head of Department for Internet Complex Administration, Design and Analysis, Russian National Public Library for Science and Technology, Moscow, Russia
Olga Nikulina, Head, Department of Access Maintenance to Electronic Resources, Russian State Library, Moscow, Russia

Presentations – up to 20 minutes, including questions and answers
– up to 5 minutes

1. Internet Technology Projects of the Russian National Public Library for Science and Technology
Mikhail Goncharov, Russian National Public Library for Science and Technology, Moscow, Russia

2. Catalogue Management System for the Electronic Subscriptions of the Library Using the NEIKON Archive
Kirill Kolosov, Russian National Public Library for Science and Technology, Moscow, Russia

57
3. EBSCO Discovery Service Integrated Retrieval System: Any News?
   Andrey Sokolov, «EBSCO Publishing» Company, Minsk, Belarus

4. Bringing your library to the forefront of Research with Discovery Service Summon
   Aaron Maierhofer, ProQuest - Serials Solutions, Cambridge, UK

5. Why Discovery
   Ron Lozinsky, Ex Libris, Jerusalem, Israel

11.00-11.20 COFFEE BREAK

11.20-13.00 SESSION III (CONTINUED)

6. Torrossa: A Platform for Access to Full-Text Databases –to the Content of Electronic Books and Journals in Romanic Languages - from the Casalini Libri Company
   Andrea Ferro, Casalini Libri, Florence, Italy

7. A Technical Information Library – Electronic Library Services
   Elena Roscoe, TIB/UB Hannover, Hannover, Germany

8. Scientific Reference Tools and Encyclopedic Resources on the Web: Life after Death
   Konstantin Kostyuk, “Direct-Media” Company, Moscow, Russia

   Lyudmila Kildyushevskaya, National Library of Russia, St. Petersburg, Russia

10. «Sage Publication» Digital Resources: Collections of Books and Journals
    Anna Lech, Sage Publications Ltd., London, UK

12.30-13.30 ROUND TABLE
    «CHALLENGES OF THE OPEN ACCESS»

MODERATOR:
   Tatyana Yaroshenko, Vice President for Information Maintenance and Director, Scientific Library, “Kiev-Mohyla Academy” National University, Kiev, Ukraine

Keynote paper:
Scientific Communication in the Digital Age: Open Access
   Tatyana Yaroshenko, “Kiev-Mohyla Academy” National University, Kiev, Ukraine
Averting Plagiarism through Open Access in Higher Education. The Role of Stakeholders

Dennis Ocholla and Lyudmila Ocholla, Department of Information Studies, University of Zululand, KwaDlangezwa, South Africa

13.00-15.00  LUNCH
15.00-17.00  SESSION IV

INTERNET TECHNOLOGIES IN LIBRARIES

Presentations – up to 20 minutes, including questions and answers
– up to 5 minutes

1. Online Technologies Used to Represent the Electronic Resources of Libraries, Archives and Museums. The Experience of the Presidential Library
   Andrey Zaitsev, Boris Yeltsin Presidential Library, St. Petersburg, Russia

2. BASNET Integration into GEANT – Pan-European Research and Education Network
   Yuzaf Kostyukevich, United Institute of Informatics Problems, National Academy of Sciences of Belarus, Minsk, Belarus

3. Modern Internet Services for Library Websites
   Olga Babina, Siberian Federal University, Krasnoyarsk, Russia

4. Mass Media Databases as a Research Tool: Capabilities and Prospects
   Alexander Smolyansky, “Integrum World Wide” Company, St. Petersburg, Russia

5. Library Web-site Designer
   Yury Ledenev, Sergey German and Irina Komarova, «Systema» Scientific and Technological Center, Moscow, Russia

6. Designing a Web-site to Preserve and Promote Mikhail Svetlov’s Literary Heritage
   Larisa Sergunina, Mikhail Svetlov Central Municipal Library for the Young, Moscow, Russia

17.00-17.20  COFFEE BREAK
17.20-19.00  SESSION IV (CONTINUED)

7. Comparing Software for Bibliometric Studies and Science Mapping
   Nikolay Mazov, A.A. Trofimuk Institute of Oil and Gas Geology and Geophysics, Siberian Branch of the Russian Academy of Sciences, Novosibirsk, Novosibirsk, Russia
   Vadim Gureev, VECTOR State Research Center of Virology and Biotechnology, Koltsovo, Novosibirsk Region, Russia

8. Library’s Life in the Networked Society (on the occasion of 150-th anniversary of the State Historical Library)
   Oksana Dineeva, State Public Historical Library, Moscow, Russia

   Andrey Galitskov, “LitRes” Company, Moscow, Russia

    Elena Dolgopolova, National Library of Belarus, Minsk, Belarus

11. Libraries in Digital Environment: User Information Services at Sakhalin Regional Universal Scientific Library
    Olga Turkina, Sakhalin Regional Universal Scientific Library, Yuzhno-Sakhalinsk, Russia

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS, DISCUSSION, SECTION CONCLUSIONS
Section 4: Libraries, Museums and Archives in the Global Information and Cultural Environment

Special Events within the Framework of the Section Program:
Joint Session of Section 4 “Libraries, Museums and Archives in the Global Information and Cultural Environment” at the International Conference «Crimea 2013» and Sessions of Several Other International Conferences:
«17th Readings from M. Voloshin» and 8th International Crimean Gertsyky Readings «The Silver Age in Crimea: Flashback from the 21st Century»

Session II: Guest Session in Bakhchisarai

Preliminary registration at the Organizing Committee Desk
at 9.00 – 22.00, June 8–9

Tuesday, June 11, 9.00-14.00
Surozh Auditorium

CHAIRS:
Ada Kolganova, Director, Russian State Library for Arts, Moscow, Russia
Nataliya Miroshnichenko, Head, M. Voloshin’s House-Museum in Koktebel - A Branch of the Crimean Republican Institution “Ecological, Historical, and Cultural Reserve “M. Voloshin’s Cimmeria””, Koktebel, Autonomous Republic of Crimea, Ukraine
Valery Naumenko, Director General, Bakhchisarai Historical and Cultural Reserve, Bakhchisarai, Autonomous Republic of Crimea, Ukraine
Boris Poletavkin, Director General, Crimean Republican Institution «Koktebel Ecological, Historical and Cultural Reserve «M. Voloshin’s Cimmeria», Feodosia, Autonomous Republic of Crimea, Ukraine

ADMINISTRATORS:
Inna Vaganova, Deputy Director, Russian State Library for Arts, Moscow, Russia
Olga Sologub, Director, Sudak Central Library, Sudak, Autonomous Republic of Crimea, Ukraine

9.00-11.45 SESSION I

Presentations – up to 20 minutes, including questions and answers
– up to 5 minutes
1. Art in the Electronic Environment: Designing A Navigator for Internet Resources

Inna Vaganova and Ada Kolganova, Director, Russian State Library for Arts, Moscow, Russia


Elena Zhabko, Yulia Selivanova and Tatyana Maskhulia, Boris Yeltsin Presidential Library, St. Petersburg, Russia

3. Collections of Nikolay Gogol's House in Moscow and Development of Interest to Literature

Vera Vikulova, Nikolay Gogol's House - Memorial Museum and Scientific Library, Moscow, Russia

4. Libraries, Museums and Archives: The Facets of Cooperation

Tatyana Bragina, A.M. Gorky Regional Scientific Library, Vladimir, Russia

5. Marina Tsvetaeva’s House of Novosibirsk Regional Scientific Library as a Center of Social and Cultural Activities

Larisa Gelshert, State Regional Scientific Library, Novosibirsk, Russia

6. Museum Library ILS Based on the 1C: COMPANY 8 Platform

Vladimir Smorodin, “Mart” Company, Velikie Luki, Pskov Region, Russia

7. Scientific Library as an Intellectual Communication Territory: Publishing Experience of M. Gorky National Scientific Library Arts Department

Tatyana Shchurova, M. Gorky National Scientific Library, Odessa, Ukraine


Tatyana Sladkova, Private Cultural Institution jewish “Hebrew Museum and Center”, Moscow, Russia


Marcin Dembowski, Oxford University Press, Oxford, UK


Galina Polenova, I. S. Shemanovsky Museum and Exhibition Complex, Salekhard, Yamal-Nenets Autonomous District, Russia

11.45-12.00 COFFEE BREAK
12.00-14.00  SPECIAL EVENTS, DEDICATED TO THE CENTENARY OF MAXIMILIAN VOLOSHIN’S HOUSE

*Topic: «The Poet’s House: Guests and Fates»*

Joint Session of Section 4 “Libraries, Museums and Archives in the Global Information and Cultural Environment” at the International Conference «Crimea 2013» and Sessions of Several Other International Conferences:
«17th Readings from M. Voloshin» and 8th International Crimean Gertsyk Readings «The Silver Age in Crimea: Flashback from the 21st Century»

*Organizers: Russian State Library for Arts, Koktebel Ecological, Historical and Cultural Reserve «M. Voloshin’s Cimmeria», Cultural Center «Marina Tsvetaeva House Museum», Moscow, Russia*

*Literary and Art Museum of Marina and Anastasia Tsvetaevas, Aleksandrov, Vladimir Region, Russia, Sudak City Council*

CHAIRS:

- **Nataliya Miroshnichenko**, Head, M. Voloshin’s House Museum in Koktebel - A Branch of the Crimean Republican Institution “Ecological, Historical, and Cultural Reserve “M. Voloshin’s Cimmeria””, Koktebel, Autonomous Republic of Crimea, Ukraine
- **Ada Kolganova**, Director, Russian State Library for Arts, Moscow, Russia
- **Boris Poletavkin**, Director General, Crimean Republican Institution «Koktebel Ecological, Historical and Cultural Reserve «M. Voloshin’s Cimmeria»», Feodosia, Autonomous Republic of Crimea, Ukraine

ADMINISTRATOR:

- **Inna Vaganova**, Deputy Director, Russian State Library for Arts, Moscow, Russia

*Presentations – up to 15 minutes*

1. **Cultural Center «Marina Tsvetaeva’s House»**

- **Esfir Krasovskaya**, Cultural Center «Marina Tsvetaeva’s House», Moscow, Russia
2. The Silver Age in Gertsyk’s Memories
   Tatyana Zhukovskaya, Theorist of Literature, Moscow, Russia

3. Contribution of the Lubny-Gertsyks to the Development of Aleksandrov Region
   Lev Gotthelf, Literary and Art Museum of Marina and Anastasia Tsvetaevs, Aleksandrov, Vladimir Region, Russia

4. Leo and Konstantin Lubny-Gertsyk
   Elvira Kalashnikova, Literary and Art Museum of Marina and Anastasia Tsvetaevs, Aleksandrov, Vladimir Region, Russia

5. Tsvetaeva — Voloshin — Evreinov: The Idea of Creativity in the Context of Artistic Quests
   Natalya Shainyan, Cultural Center «Marina Tsvetaeva’s House», Moscow, Russia

6. What a Postcard Can Tell… A Glimpse of the Tsvetaevs’ Life
   Elena Khaplanova, Russian State Library for Arts, Moscow, Russia

7. Cimmeria in Boris Chichibabin’s Poetry
   Lilija Karas-Chichibabina, Boris Chichibabin International Memory Foundation, Kharkov, Ukraine

8. «Maximilian Voloshin. Zvezda-Polyn» (Star the Wormwood). Presentation of the 2013 Partner Publication by M. Voloshin’s House and Museum

   Nataliya Miroshnichenko, Head, M. Voloshin’s House Museum in Koktebel - A Branch of the Crimean Republican Institution “Ecological, Historical, and Cultural Reserve “M. Voloshin’s Cimmeria”’, Koktebel, Autonomous Republic of Crimea, Ukraine

10. History of the International Crimean Gertsyk’s Readings in Sudak: Not Closing the Chapter Yet but Evaluating the Results
    Svetlana Emets, Deputy Director General for Culture, “Sudak” Tourist and Health Center, Autonomous Republic of Crimea, Sudak, Ukraine

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS, DISCUSSION
Session II: Guest Session in Bakhchisarai

Wednesday, June 12, 8.30-17.00

7.00-8.00 BREAKFAST

8.30 DEPARTURE TO BAKHCHISARAI
(Main entrance to “Sudak” Tourist and Health Center. Please keep your registration coupons to board the bus)

«The Khan’s Palace» - museum of the Crimean Tatars history and culture, Bakhchisarai historical and cultural reserve

CHAIRS:
Ada Kolganova, Director, Russian State Art Library, Moscow, Russia
Valery Naumenko, Director General, Bakhchisarai Historical and Cultural Reserve, Bakhchisarai, Autonomous Republic of Crimea, Ukraine

ADMINISTRATORS:
Elena Khaplanova, Department Head, Russian State Library for Arts, Moscow, Russia
Rustem Eminov, Department Head, “The Khan’s Palace” - Museum of the Crimean Tatars History and Culture, Bakhchisarai Historical and Cultural Reserve, Bakhchisarai, Autonomous Republic of Crimea, Ukraine

11.00-12.00 SESSION II

PRIVATE COLLECTIONS AS A BASIS OF MUSEUM AND LIBRARY COLLECTIONS. ON THE WAY TOWARD PARTNERSHIP OF RUSSIAN AND UKRAINIAN LIBRARIES AND MUSEUMS

EXHIBITION PRESENTATION
«BAKHCHISARAI ON THE VERGE OF TWO AGES. PHOTOS OF THE 1916-1920s. FROM THE COLLECTION OF RUSSIAN STATE LIBRARY FOR ARTS (Moscow)»

Introduction by:
Lyudmila Lylova, Head, Department of Culture, Bakhchisarai Regional Public Administration, Bakhchisarai, Autonomous Republic of Crimea, Ukraine
Valery Naumenko, Director General, Bakhchisarai Historical and Cultural Reserve, Bakhchisarai, Autonomous Republic of Crimea, Ukraine  
Ada Kolganova, Director, Russian State Library for Arts, Moscow, Russia

12.00-14.00 SESSION II (CONTINUED)

Art Museum of Bakhchisarai Historical and Cultural Reserve, Bakhchisarai

1. Crimea in the Life of Alexander Fomin - the Founder of Russian State Library for Arts
   Tatyana Mordkovich, Russian State Library for Arts, Moscow, Russia

2. The Work of the Fomins and Bodaninskikh in the Museum of Bakhchisarai
   Rustem Eminov, Bakhchisarai Historical and Cultural Reserve, Bakhchisarai, Autonomous Republic of Crimea, Ukraine

14.00-15.30 LUNCH

15.30-17.00 PROFESSIONAL TOUR OF BAKHCHISARAI HISTORICAL AND CULTURAL RESERVE

17.00 DEPARTURE to SUDAK
Section 5: Library Science, Bibliography Science, and Bibliology

Special Events within the Section Program:
Presentation of the book
Tatyana F. Karatygina. «Special libraries against the background of the country’s history: Collection of papers and articles»
Presentation of the 9th edition of the dictionary
«Who is who in the library and information world in Russia and the CIS» (in 3 volumes)

Tuesday, June 11, 15.00-19.00
Surozh Auditorium

CHAIRS:
Tamara Vylegzhanina, Director General, National Parliamentary Library of Ukraine, Kiev, Ukraine
Roman Motulsky, Director, National Library of Belarus, Minsk, Belarus
Yury Stolyarov, Chief Researcher, Research Center for Book Culture Studies, “Nauka” Publishing House, Russian Academy of Sciences; Professor, Department of Library and Information Management, Moscow State University of Culture and Arts, Moscow, Russia

ADMINISTRATORS:
Yuliya Gnedova, Deputy Director, I. Franko Universal Scientific Library, Simferopol, Autonomous Republic of Crimea, Ukraine
Inessa Kondrasheva, Head, Research Bibliographic Department, Russian National Public Library for Science and Technology, Moscow, Russia

15.00-17.00 SESSION I
BOOK AND COLLECTION STUDIES, HISTORY OF LIBRARIES

Presentations – up to 15 minutes, including questions and answers – up to 5 minutes
1. **Origins of the world book culture**

   Yury Stolyarov, Research Center for Book Culture Studies, “Nauka” Publishing House, Russian Academy of Sciences; Moscow State University of Culture and Arts, Moscow, Russia

2. **As compared to the year 1913: Publishing in Russia one hundred years ago**

   Boris Lensky, Moscow State University of Press, Moscow, Russia

3. **Documenting your library’s history before it is too late**

   Wanda Dole, Ottenheimer Library, University of Arkansas at Little Rock, AR, USA

4. **Personal book collections within the Scientific Library of NAS Institute of Archeology**

   Irina Chernovol, Institute of Archeology, National Academy of Sciences of Ukraine, Dnepropetrovsk, Ukraine

5. **Principles to select sci-tech popular literature when building digital collections**

   Tatyana Panteleeva, Russian National Public Library for Science and Technology, Moscow; Russia

6. **The first All-Russian Contest «Librarian of the Year»**

   Irina Trushina, National Library of Russia, St. Petersburg, Russia

**PRESENTATION OF THE BOOK**

Tatyana F. Karatygina. **Special Libraries Against the Background of the Country’s History: Collection of Papers and Articles.** – Moscow, Econom-Inform, 2012. – 488 P.

**MODERATOR:**

Tatyana Karatygina, Professor, Library Studies Chair, Moscow State University of Culture and Arts, Khimki, Moscow Region, Russia

**17.00-17.20 COFFEE BREAK**

**17.20-19.00 SESSION II**

**LIBRARY AND BIBLIOGRAPHIC COMMUNICATIONS IN THE INFORMATION SPACE**

Presentations – up to 15 minutes, including questions and answers – up to 5 minutes
1. Corporate communications in library and information activities
   Neonila Turanina, Belgorod State Institute of Culture and Arts, Belgorod, Russia

2. Organizational mechanism of libraries innovative activities: The relay approach
   Evgeniya Guseva, Russian State Library, Moscow, Russia

3. Ways to fulfill bibliographic queries on the Russian émigré subject scope (preparing the exhibition “Lost Argonaut” on the occasion of 100-th anniversary of poet Valery Pereleshin)
   Irina Malova, Alexander Solzhenitsin House of Russia Abroad, Moscow, Russia

4. Bibliographic work of modern library within the context of increasing digital information flows: A case study of RNPLS&T
   Innessa Kondrasheva, Head, Research Bibliographic Department, Russian National Public Library for Science and Technology, Moscow, Russia

5. Evolution of social and demographic composition of scientific library users: Experience of Vernadsky National Library
   Sergey Drigaylo and Vasily Drigaylo, G.I. Denisenko Library for Science and Technology of “Kiev Polytechnic Institute” Ukrainian National Technical University, Kiev, Ukraine

6. Discourse analysis in modern research: Presentation of results through bibliographic methods
   Polina Treskova, Central Scientific Library, Russian Academy of Sciences Ural Division, Ekaterinburg, Russia

7. Electronic library space and “M-Library”
   Victor Zverevich, Moscow City Library Center, Moscow, Russia

PRESENTATION OF THE 9TH EDITION OF THE DICTIONARY «WHO IS WHO IN THE LIBRARY AND INFORMATION WORLD IN RUSSIA AND THE CIS» (IN 3 VOLUMES)

MODERATOR:
   Svetlana Zolotinskaya, Department Head, Russian National Public Library for Science and Technology, Moscow, Russia

ADMINISTRATOR:
   Arina Belova, PR Manager, Russian National Public Library for Science and Technology, Moscow, Russia
Special Events within the Section Program:

Special event on the occasion of the publication of the textbook: «Electronic libraries. Information communication live environment» and development of the teaching and learning course «Electronic Libraries» — lottery and distribution of books and discount certificates

Presentation of the research and practical aid by Marina Zakharenko «Young professionals in modern libraries: Organization administrative approach»

Round table «Fixed knowledge for bachelor. Preparation of textbooks»

Round table «Teacher librarian – a new position in school libraries, the new content of professional training in the universities of culture and arts»

Presentation of a new publishing project by the Russian School Library Association
«Learning and teaching aids to support teacher librarian»

CHAIRS:

Ekaterina Kudrina, Rector, Kemerovo State University of Culture and Arts, Kemerovo, Russia

Tatyana Kuznetsova, Head, Library Science and Information Chair, Academy of Retraining in Arts, Culture and Tourism, Moscow, Russia

Alexander Mazuritsky, Head, Library Science and Bibliology Chair, Moscow State University of Culture and Arts, Khimki, Moscow Region, Russia

Nikolay Yatsevich, Dean, Information and Document Communication Department, Belarusian State University of Culture and Arts, Minsk, Belarus

ADMINISTRATORS:

Svetlana Bruy, Librarian, Sudak Centralized Library System, Sudak, Autonomous Republic of Crimea, Ukraine

Marina Rassadina, Head, Library Information Center, Vladimir Regional College of Culture and Arts, Vladimir, Russia

Wednesday, June 12, 9.00-19.00

Surozh Auditorium

9.00-11.40 SESSION I

EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS IN CULTURE AND ARTS:
CONCEPTS OF DEVELOPMENT, STANDARDS AND ROLE IN CONTEMPORARY SOCIETY

Presentations – up to 20 minutes, including questions and answers – up to 5 minutes

1. Professional education in culture and arts: New paradigm

Ekaterina Kudrina, Kemerovo State University of Culture and Arts, Kemerovo, Russia

2. Graduation qualification paper: Divergence of requirements in training specialists, bachelor, masters in library and information sciences

Natalya Gendina, Research Institute for Information Technologies in Social Sphere, Kemerovo State University of Culture and Arts, Kemerovo, Russia

3. Challenges and opportunities of social media teaching and research in African universities. CMLIS perspective

Dennis Ocholla, University of Zululand, KwaDlangezwa, South Africa
4. From College Park to St. Petersburg: Internationalizing librarian education, a case study of the University of Maryland

Yelena Luckert, University of Maryland Libraries, College Park, MD, USA

5. One hundred years of library education in the CIS and near abroad countries

Yury Stolyarov, Research Center for Book Culture Studies, “Nauka” Publishing House, Russian Academy of Sciences; Moscow State University of Culture and Arts, Moscow, Russia

6. Self-portrait of the modern library and information education

Alexander Mazuritsky, Moscow State University of Culture and Arts, Khimki, Moscow Region, Russia

Olga Kalegina, Kazan State University of Culture and Arts, Kazan, Russia

7. Commemoration as the translator of value and conceptual characteristics of library profession

Tatyana Karatygina, Moscow State University of Culture and Arts, Khimki, Moscow Region, Russia

SPECIAL EVENT
ON THE OCCASION OF THE PUBLICATION OF THE TEXTBOOK: «ELECTRONIC LIBRARIES. INFORMATION COMMUNICATION LIVE ENVIRONMENT» AND DEVELOPMENT OF THE TEACHING AND LEARNING COURSE «ELECTRONIC LIBRARIES»

Introduction by:

Yakov Shrayberg, Director General, Russian National Public Library for Science and Technology; President, International Association of Users and Developers of Electronic Libraries and New Information Technologies (ELNIT International Association); Professor, Head, Department of Electronic Libraries, Information Technologies and Systems, Moscow State University of Culture and Arts, Moscow, Russia

LOTTERY AND DISTRIBUTION OF BOOKS AND DISCOUNT CERTIFICATES

MODERATORS:

Andrey Zemskov, Chief Expert, Advisor to Director General, Russian National Public Library for Science and Technology, Moscow, Russia
Yuliya Sokolova, Director, Information Library Center, International Academy of Business and New Technologies, Yaroslavl, Russia

**11.40-12.00 COFFEE BREAK**

**12.00-13.00 SESSION II**

**LIBRARY EDUCATION, PROFESSIONAL TRAINING AND RETRAINING**

*Presentations – up to 20 minutes, including questions and answers – up to 5 minutes*

1. **Continuing library education under the education system reform in Russia**

   Tatyana Kuznetsova, Head, Library Science and Information Chair, Academy of Retraining in Arts, Culture and Tourism, Moscow, Russia

2. **Keeping abreast of constant change: The need for (re)qualification in special libraries**

   Juergen Warmbrunn, Research Library, Herder Institute for Historical Research on East Central Europe – Institute of the Leibniz Association, Marburg, Germany

3. **Experience in training professionals for sci-tech libraries**

   Valentina Brezhneva, St. Petersburg State University of Culture and Arts, St. Petersburg, Russia

**13.00-15.00 LUNCH**

**15.00-17.00 SESSION II (CONTINUED)**

4. **Library Education: Transformation ways**

   Nikolay Yatsevich, Belarusian State University of Culture and Arts, Minsk, Belarus

5. **Organizational and methodological support of bachelor and masters’ programs: Interuniversity corporate efforts**

   Vladimir Klyuev, Moscow State University of Culture and Arts, Khimki, Moscow Region, Russia

6. **Library education: Expecting changes, or time to act?**

   Marina Rassadina, Vladimir Regional College of Culture and Arts, Vladimir, Russia

7. **Webinars in the system of continuing professional education for adults: Experience and innovative components**

   Irina Strelkova, Republican Institute of Innovative Technology of Belarusian National Technical University, Minsk, Belarus
8. Measuring student learning outcomes for graduating students of LIS Master’s program: A case study
   
   **Oksana Zavalina**, College of Information, University of North Texas, Denton, TX, USA

9. Using electronic educational resources (EER) in education processes
   
   **Elena Pankova**, St. Petersburg College for Library and Information Technologies, St. Petersburg, Russia

10. Professional development is the key to library efficiency
    
    **Almagul Ayupova**, Republican Scientific and Technical Library, Almaty, Kazakhstan

17.00-17.20  **COFFEE BREAK**

17.20-19.00  **SESSION II (CONTINUED)**

11. Distant education technologies in teaching specialization 071901 “Library science”: Opportunities and problems
   
   **Larisa Severina**, St. Petersburg College for Library and Information Technologies, St. Petersburg, Russia

12. New information technologies in increasing librarians competence in using ILS
    
    **Vladimir Smorodin**, MART Company, Velikie Luki, Pskov Region, Russia

   **MARINA ZAKHARENKO «YOUNG PROFESSIONALS IN MODERN LIBRARIES: ORGANIZATION ADMINISTRATIVE APPROACH»**

MODERATORS:

   **Irina Mikhnova**, Director, Russian State Library for Young Adults, Moscow, Russia
   **Tatyana Zakharchuk**, Chief Editor, “Professiya” Publishing House, Dean, Library and Information Department, St. Petersburg, Russia

---

**Thursday, June 13, 9.00-13.30**

**Surozh Auditorium**

9.00-11.00  **ROUND TABLE**

   «**FIXED KNOWLEDGE FOR BACHELOR. PREPARATION OF TEXTBOOKS**»

MODERATORS:

   **Vladimir Klyuev**, Chair, Education Board, Russian Universities for Library and Information Education; Head, Department of Library and Information
Management, Moscow State University of Culture and Arts, Khimki, Moscow Region, Russia

Valentina Brezhneva, Deputy Chair, Education Board, Russian Universities for Library and Information Education; St. Petersburg State University of Culture and Arts, St. Petersburg, Russia

Framework papers:

Textbooks for bachelor programs in the professional education: What has been done, what are the plans

Vladimir Klyuev, Moscow State University of Culture and Arts, Khimki, Moscow Region, Russia

Electronic textbooks for bachelors of library and information sciences. Form and content

Sergey Zuyev, “Professiya” Publishing House, St. Petersburg, Russia

Subject scope for discussion:

1. Textbooks for bachelor programs. What the technology of preparation and issueing should be (development and discussion of outlines, authors’ team building, structure optimization, tone of presentation, illustrations and appendices, unified tutorial aids, prospects for e-textbooks, etc.)?

2. Assessment of projected textbooks quality by professional community (who is to carry out research and academic expertise, what is more preferable: independent reviewing by education scientists or/and by practicing professionals, is it viable to form public editorial board of target series, are public discussions needed, and what their format should be, problems of getting advisory stamps).

3. Problems of publishing textbooks for bachelor program (scientific editing, independent editing, series design and uniformity of structure, circulation and distribution).

Presentation of the publication-ready textbooks in the new series «Bachelor in Library and Information Activities»: «Library Science. General Course», «General Documentology» and «Analytico-synthetic processing of information».

11.00-11.20 COFFEE BREAK

11.20-13.00 ROUND TABLE

«TEACHER LIBRARIAN – A NEW POSITION IN SCHOOL LIBRARIES, THE NEW CONTENT OF PROFESSIONAL TRAINING IN THE UNIVERSITIES OF CULTURE AND ARTS»

MODERATORS:
Ekaterina Kudrina, Ph.D. (Education), Professor, Rector, Kemerovo State University of Culture and Arts, Kemerovo, Russia
Tatyana Zhukova, Cand. Sc. (Education), President, Russian School Library Association, Moscow, Russia

PROBLEMS FOR DISCUSSION:

— What teacher librarians should be: Professional library association’s approach?
— What teacher librarians have to be taught: University educators’ approach?
— What the ratio of library and education components in the structure of the professional mission of teacher librarians should be?
— Can teaching basics of the information culture in school libraries facilitate making teacher librarians peer participants in learning process?
— How to support mass advanced training and retraining of school librarians due to implementation of the teacher librarian position?
— How to carry out skill qualification test in the new qualification category «teacher librarian»?

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS, DISCUSSION

13.00-13.30 PRESENTATION OF A NEW PUBLISHING PROJECT BY THE RUSSIAN SCHOOL LIBRARY ASSOCIATION «LEARNING AND TEACHING AIDS TO SUPPORT TEACHER LIBRARIAN» GENDINA N. I., KOSOLAPOVA E. V. BASIC INFORMATION CULTURE FOR STUDENTS: TEACHING AND LEARNING MATERIALS FOR

MODERATORS:

Tatyana Zhukova, Cand. Sc. (Education), President, Russian School Library Association, Moscow, Russia

Natalya Gendina, Ph.D. (Education), Director, Research Institute for Information Technologies in Social Sphere, Kemerovo State University of Culture and Arts, Kemerovo, Russia

QUESTIONS, ANSWERS, EXCHANGE OF OPINIONS, SECTION CONCLUSIONS
Section 7:
Information and Linguistic Support
of Library and Information Systems

Special Events within the Section Program:

Presentation
«New version of the Database of the Library Bibliographic
Classification Medium Tables on CD-ROM (Medium Tables,
issues 1-5 and the additional issue)»

Presentation “Exactus Expert” expert system

Presentation
«New version of the database of the State Rubricator for
Scientific and Technical Information on CD-ROM»

Presentation
«All-Russian Classifier of Specializations in Education»
database

CHAIRS:

Ekaterina Zaytseva, Director, Center of Research, Design and Development of Automated Library and Information Systems, Russian National Public Library for Science and Technology, Moscow, Russia

Oksana Zavalina, Ph.D. Assistant Professor, Department of Library and Information Sciences (LIS), College of Information, University of North Texas, Denton, TX, USA

ADMINISTRATOR:

Valentina Anisimova, Head, Department of Information and Linguistic Support of Automated Library and Information Systems, Russian National Public Library for Science and Technology, Moscow, Russia
Monday, June 10, 15.00-19.10
Commonwealth Conference Hall

15.00-17.00  SESSION I
CURRENT PROBLEMS OF ILS INFORMATION AND LINGUISTIC SUPPORT, CATALOGUING AND RETRIEVAL IN DIGITAL ENVIRONMENT

Time for presentations – up to 20 minutes, including questions and answers – up to 5 minutes

1. Teaching information organization to LIS students: Approaches used at the University of North Texas
   Oksana Zavalina, Department of Library and Information Sciences (LIS), College of Information, University of North Texas, Denton, TX, USA

2. Linguistic support of Presidential Library’s digital collections
   Yyuliya Selivanova, Boris Yeltsin Presidential Library, St. Petersburg, Russia

3. The concept of digital copy cataloguing in the project of Electronic Resources Union Catalog
   Tatyana Maskhuliya, Boris Yeltsin Presidential Library, St. Petersburg, Russia

4. Authority file of the subject headings of the Presidential Library: Concept and practice
   Yyuliya Selivanova, Boris Yeltsin Presidential Library, St. Petersburg, Russia

5. Online libraries: The linguistic aspect
   Tatyana Zenkova, Chita State Medical Library, Chita, Russia

6. Recognizing terms in texts with content analysis method
   Alexander Kuznetsov, V. I. Vernadsky National Library of Ukraine, Kiev, Ukraine

17.00-17.20  COFFEE BREAK
17.20-19.00  SESSION II

PROSPECTS FOR LIBRARY BIBLIOGRAPHIC CLASSIFICATIONS DEVELOPMENT AND APPLICATION

Digital versions of classification systems: Problems of development, current status, and prospects for issuing

Ekaterina Zaytseva, Russian National Public Library for Science and Technology, Moscow, Russia

17.40-18.00  PRESENTATION

«NEW VERSION OF THE DATABASE OF THE LIBRARY BIBLIOGRAPHIC CLASSIFICATION MEDIUM TABLES ON CD-ROM (MEDIUM TABLES, ISSUES 1-5 AND THE ADDITIONAL ISSUE)»

MODERATORS:

Ekaterina Zaytseva, Director, Center of Research, Design and Development of Automated Library and Information Systems, Russian National Public Library for Science and Technology, Moscow, Russia

Valentina Anisimova, Head, Department of Information and Linguistic Support of Automated Library and Information Systems, Russian National Public Library for Science and Technology, Moscow, Russia

18.00-18.30  PRESENTATION

“EXACTUS EXPERT” EXPERT SYSTEM

MODERATORS:

Ivan Smirnov, Alexander Shvets, Institute for System Analysis of the Russian Academy of Sciences, Moscow, Russia
18.30-18.50  PRESENTATION
«NEW VERSION OF THE DATABASE OF THE STATE RUBRICATOR FOR SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL INFORMATION ON CD-ROM»

MODERATORS:
Ekaterina Zaytseva, Director, Center of Research, Design and Development of Automated Library and Information Systems, Russian National Public Library for Science and Technology, Moscow, Russia
Valentina Anisimova, Head, Department of Information and Linguistic Support of Automated Library and Information Systems, Russian National Public Library for Science and Technology, Moscow, Russia

18.50-19.10  PRESENTATION
«ALL-RUSSIAN CLASSIFIER OF SPECIALIZATIONS IN EDUCATION» DATABASE

MODERATORS:
Ekaterina Zaytseva, Director, Center of Research, Design and Development of Automated Library and Information Systems, Russian National Public Library for Science and Technology, Moscow, Russia
Valentina Anisimova, Head, Department of Information and Linguistic Support of Automated Library and Information Systems, Russian National Public Library for Science and Technology, Moscow, Russia

QUESTIONS, ANSWERS, EXCHANGE OF OPINIONS, SECTION CONCLUSIONS
Section 8: Ecological Information and Ecological Culture

Consecrated to 150-th anniversary of Vladimir Vernadsky

Special Events within the Section Program:
Forum and ceremonial meeting on the occasion of the 150-th anniversary of Vladimir Vernadsky
Guest Session at I. Franko Universal Scientific Library, Simferopol, and meeting with a famous writer Dina Rubina
Presentation of RNPLS&T new information products in the series «RNPLS&T’s Electronic Library for Ecology»
Presentation of the Crimean Republican Institution – I. Franko Universal Scientific Library
Opening of the exhibition «Rare publications on the live environment»
Discussion Round table: «Eco About…» (joint event of Sections 8 and 12)

Guest sessions of the Section in the city of Simferopol

Please register in advance at the Organizing Committee desk on June 8 and 9, 9.00 – 22.00

Tuesday, June 11, 9.00-13.00
Novy Svet Auditorium

CHAIRS:
Elena Bychkova, Head, Ecological Information Department, Russian National Public Library for Science and Technology, Moscow, Russia
Ekaterina Nikonorova, Head, Special Projects Department, Russian State Library, Moscow, Russia
Tatyana Pavlusha, Deputy Director for Research, V. I. Vernadsky National Library of Ukraine, Kiev, Ukraine
ADMINISTRATORS:

Anna Matuchenko, student, Institute of Information Technologies and Libraries, Moscow State University of Culture and Arts, Khimki, Moscow Region, Russia

Irina Sokolova, Chief Librarian, Russian National Public Library for Science and Technology, Moscow, Russia

Alexander Shrayberg, Chief Librarian, Russian National Public Library for Science and Technology, Moscow, Russia

9.00-11.00  SESSION I

FORUM AND CEREMONIAL MEETING ON THE OCCASION OF THE 150-th ANNIVERSARY OF VLADIMIR VERNADSKY

Presentations – up to 20 minutes, including questions and answers – up to 5 minutes

Welcome by:

Yakov Shrayberg, Chair, “Crimea 2013” International Conference Organizing Committee, Director General, Russian National Public Library for Science and Technology, Moscow, Russia

Alexey Onishchenko, Ph.D. (Philosophy), Professor, philosopher, culturologist, Academic Secretary, Division of History, Philosophy and Law, National Academy of Sciences of Ukraine; Member, National Academy of Sciences of Ukraine, Director General, V.I. Vernadsky National Library of Ukraine, Kiev, Ukraine

Vladimir Grachev, President, V.I. Vernadsky Nongovernemntal Ecological Fund; Chairman of the Board, «GREENLIGHT» International Public Ecological Organization, Moscow, Russia

1. The Mother-Nature as a new national idea

Ivan Zasursky, Moscow State University, Internet Publishers Association, Moscow, Russia

2. Laws of Noosphere: The 150-th anniversary of V. I. Vernadsky

Yury Stolyarov, Research Center for Book Culture Studies, “Nauka” Publishing House, Russian Academy of Sciences, Moscow State University of Culture and Arts, Moscow, Russia

3. Celebrating V.I. Vernadsky’s 150-th anniversary in St. Petersburg

Anton Likhomanov, National Library of Russia, St. Petersburg, Russia

4. The role of V. I. Vernadsky National Library of Ukraine in promoting Vernadsky’s scientific heritage in Ukraine

Tatyana Pavlusha, V. I. Vernadsky National Library of Ukraine, Kiev, Ukraine
5. V.I. Vernadsky: Memorial digital collection

Ekaterina Lobuzina, V. I. Vernadsky National Library of Ukraine, Kiev, Ukraine

11.00-11.20  COFFEE BREAK
11.20-13.00  SESSION II (CONTINUED)

6. V.I. Vernadsky’s world of spirit

Victoria Spirova, V.I. Vernadsky Tauric National University, Simferopol, Autonomous Republic of Crimea, Ukraine

7. Studying V.I. Vernadsky’s oeuvre in the Ukrainian Academy of Sciences

Lyubov Dubrovina, V.I. Vernadsky National Library of Ukraine, Kiev, Ukraine

8. Presentation of the Bibliographic index “V. I. Vernadsky and the Crimea”

Larisa Chizhova, V.I. Vernadsky Tauric National University, Simferopol, Autonomous Republic of Crimea, Ukraine

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS, DISCUSSION

Guest sessions II and III in the city of Simferopol

Wednesday, June 12, 8.30-17.00

7.00-8.00  BREAKFAST
8.30      DEPARTURE TO SIMFEROPOL
(Main entrance to “Sudak” Tourist and Health Center. Please keep your registration coupons to board the bus)

Crimean Republican Institution
I. Franko Universal Scientific Library, Simferopol,
Autonomous Republic of Crimea, Ukraine
SESSION II

OPEN ACCESS IN ECOLOGICAL INFORMATION SERVICES

MODERATORS:
Elena Bychkova, Head, Ecological Information Department, Russian National Public Library for Science and Technology, Moscow, Russia
Andrey Zemskov, Chief Expert, Advisor to Director General, Russian National Public Library for Science and Technology, Moscow, Russia
Ekaterina Nikonorova, Head, Special Projects Department, Russian State Library, Moscow, Russia

ADMINISTRATORS:
Lyudmila Drozdova, Director, I. Franko Universal Scientific Library, Simferopol, Autonomous Republic of Crimea, Ukraine
Innessa Kondrasheva, Head, Research Bibliographic Department, Russian National Public Library for Science and Technology, Moscow, Russia

Presentations – up to 20 minutes, including questions and answers – up to 5 minutes

Ecology and open access
Andrey Zemskov, Russian National Public Library for Science and Technology, Moscow, Russia

2. Ecological aspects of local studies and nature management
Ekaterian Nikonorova, Russian State Library, Moscow, Russia

3. Research publications in ecology access options
Innessa Kondrasheva, Russian National Public Library for Science and Technology, Moscow, Russia

4. Prolonged education seminars in ecology for librarians: Partnership project by RNPLS&T and APRIKT
Tatyana Kuznetsova, Academy for Retraining in Arts, Culture and Tourism (APRIKT), Moscow, Russia

5. «Green Library» – ecological environment of the E. Voynich Central Children’s Library №76
Lyudmila Sinyukova, Centralized Library System № 3 of Eastern Administrative District, Moscow, Russia

6. Delivering ecological information to users via blogs, social media and scientific networks
Anna Kryukova, Russian State Public Library for Science and Technology, Moscow, Russia
12.00-13.00  MEETING WITH A FAMOUS WRITER DINA RUBINA
Participating is an artist Boris Karafyolov
The meeting is accompanied with book exhibition

QUESTIONS, ANSWERS, EXCHANGE OF OPINIONS

13.00-14.00  LUNCH

14.00-15.30  SESSION III
EDUCATING ECOLOGICAL WORLD OUTLOOK
IN THE PUBLICATIONS OF THE 18-th – EARLY 20-th CENTURIES

MODERATORS:
Elena Bychkova, Head, Ecological Information Department, Russian National Public Library for Science and Technology, Moscow, Russia
Lyudmila Drozdova, Director, I. Franko Universal Scientific Library, Simferopol, Autonomous Republic of Crimea, Ukraine
Leylya Kadyrova, Deputy Director, I. Gasprinsky Crimean Tatar Library, Simferopol, Autonomous Republic of Crimea, Ukraine

ADMINISTRATORS:
Innessa Kondrasheva, Head, Research Bibliographic Department, Russian National Public Library for Science and Technology, Moscow, Russia
Tamara Kurochkina, Deputy Director, I. Franko Universal Scientific Library, Simferopol, Autonomous Republic of Crimea, Ukraine

Presentations – up to 20 minutes, including questions and answers – up to 5 minutes

1. Open resources in ecology in the Republic of Crimea
Lyudmila Drozdova, I. Franko Universal Scientific Library, Simferopol, Autonomous Republic of Crimea, Ukraine

Natalya Dunaeva, N. I. Zheleznov Central Scientific Library, K. A. Timiryazev Moscow Agricultural Academy – Russian State Agrarian University, Moscow, Russia
3. Commemorating Uriye Yakubovna Azizova – Explorer of the Crimean medical plants

Dilyara Belyalova, I. Gasprinsky Crimean Tatar Library, Simferopol, Autonomous Republic of Crimea, Ukraine

Presentation of the joint information product by RNPLS&T, I. Franko Universal Scientific Library and I. Gasprinsky Crimean Tatar Library «Medical Plants of the Crimea»

Presentation of RNPLS&T new information product in the series «RNPLS&T’s Electronic Library for Ecology»: «The Garden Art»

Elena Bychkova, Russian National Public Library for Science and Technology, Moscow, Russia

Communications of the event participants not scheduled on the Conference program – up to 5 minutes

15.30-16.20 FOR SESSION PARTICIPANTS AND GUESTS:
PRESENTATION OF THE CRIMEAN REPUBLICAN INSTITUTION I. FRANKO UNIVERSAL SCIENTIFIC LIBRARY
Collections, exhibitions, information technologies

16.20-17.00 EXHIBITION OPENING
«RARE PUBLICATIONS ON THE LIVE ENVIRONMENT»

MODERATOR:

Lyudmila Drozdova, Director, I. Franko Universal Scientific Library, Simferopol, Autonomous Republic of Crimea, Ukraine

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS, DISCUSSION, SECTION CONCLUSIONS

17.00 DEPARTURE TO SUDAK
Thursday, June 14, 16.30-18.00
Livadia Conference Hall

16.30-18.00 DISCUSSION ROUND TABLE
«ECO ABOUT ....»
(joint event of Sections 8 and 12)

MODERATORS:
Ekaterina Nikonorova, Head, Special Projects Department, Russian State Library, Moscow, Russia

ADMINISTRATORS:
Elena Bychkova, Head, Ecological Information Department, Russian National Public Library for Science and Technology, Moscow, Russia
Innessa Kondrasheva, Head, Research Bibliographic Department, Russian National Public Library for Science and Technology, Moscow, Russia

EVENT FORMAT:
Questiona and Answers. Open Mike

Keynote paper:

Eco about ...

Ekaterina Nikonorova, Russian State Library, Moscow, Russia

PROBLEMS FOR DISCUSSION:
— Ecoculture, eco-education, eco-information… Fashion, or vital necessity?
— How to live eco-style? What is the essence of:
  – Eco-behavior and eco-attitude
  – Eco-technologies
  – Eco-tools
— Librarians’ mission in ecology means:
  – to attract attention
  – to organize
  – to advocate
  –to set example
  –to launch projects
Assignment is to make up library’s ecoplan for a year.

ROUND TABLE CONCLUSIONS
Section 9: Information Market and Library Collection Development

Special Events within the Section Program:
Interactive rubric “Dialogues” “Library — Publisher — Book Distributor”
Special presentation «Migration of newspapers and journals to the digital world»
School of Collection Developers: Summer session “Libraries and the book market: Acquisition, digital resources, law initiatives in 2013”
Round Table «Promotion of books and reading: Foreign experience»
Round Table “Russian Book Chamber — towards 100-th anniversary”

CHAIRS:
Alexander Voropaev, Head, Department of Book Exhibitions and Reading Promotion, Federal Agency for Press and Mass Communications, Moscow, Russia
Galina Evstigneeva, Deputy Director General for Library and Information Resources, Russian National Public Library for Science and Technology, Moscow, Russia
Anatoly Lykov, Director, ACADEMINTORG Foreign Trade Company, Moscow, Russia

ADMINISTRATORS:
Elena Beylina, General Director, University Book Publishing House, Moscow, Russia
Diana Berezkina, Manager, SoftPress Publishing House, Kiev, Ukraine
Galina Krylova, Department Head, Russian National Public Library for Science and Technology, Moscow, Russia
Monday, June 10, 17.30-19.00
Sudak Conference Hall

17.30-19.00 OPEN SESSION

MODERATOR:
Boris Esenkin, President, BIBLIO-GLOBUS Trade House; President, “Book Guild” Non-profit Organization, Moscow, Russia

ADMINISTRATOR:
Svetlana Zorina, Director General and Editor-in-chief, Book Industry Journal, KnoRus Company, Moscow, Russia

17.30-18.10 LECTURE

Libraries in clouds

Ruero Gilyarevsky, Division Head, All-Russian Institute of Scientific and Technical Information (VINITI), Moscow, Russia

18.10-18.40 SPECIAL PAPER

Strategy of the book industry in sociocultural sphere

Boris Esenkin, President, BIBLIO-GLOBUS Trade House; President, “Book Guild” Non-profit Organization, Moscow, Russia

18.40-19.00 INTERACTIVE RUBRIC “DIALOGUES”

“LIBRARY — PUBLISHER — BOOK DISTRIBUTOR”

VIDEOPRESENTATION

MODERATOR:
Svetlana Zorina, Director General and Editor-in-chief, Book Industry Journal, KnoRus Company, Moscow, Russia

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS, DISCUSSION
Tuesday, June 11, 15.00-19.00
Tauria Conference Hall

15.00-16.20 SESSION I
DEVELOPMENT AND PRESERVATION OF LIBRARY COLLECTIONS ON TRADITIONAL AND DIGITAL MEDIA: LEGAL, TECHNOLOGICAL AND BIBLIOGRAPHIC

Time for presentations – up to 20 minutes, including questions and answers – up to 5 minutes

1. **Electronic resources in the collection development system and information support in the RNPLS&T**
   
   Galina Evstigneeva, Russian National Public Library for Science and Technology, Moscow, Russia

2. **Electronic subscriptions: Life goes on…**
   
   Elena Tikhonova, National Library of Russia, National Library of Russia, St. Petersburg, Russia

3. **Digital-asset management and long-term preservation**
   
   Roman Piontek, Ex Libris, Hamburg, Germany

4. **Current periodicals collection of the Presidential Library of the Republic of Azerbaijan: Developing, indexing, preserving**
   
   Zakir Ismailov, Presidential Library, Department of Presidential Affairs of the Republic of Azerbaijan, Baku, Azerbaijan

16.20-17.20 SPECIAL PRESENTATION
«MIGRATION OF NEWSPAPERS AND JOURNALS TO THE DIGITAL WORLD»

MODERATOR:
Igor Smirnoff, Vice President, NewspaperDirect, Vancouver, Canada

Lottery is to be held among the participants.
Grand prize – IPad!

17.20-17.40 COFFEE BREAK
17.40-19.30 SESSION II (CONTINUED)

5. User demand studies as an impact factor of library collection development
   Irina Ankhimyuk, Russian State Library, Moscow, Russia

   Tatyana Petrusenko and Irina Eydemiller, National Library of Russia, St. Petersburg, Russia

7. INFORMREGISTR Sci-tech Center in the system of mandatory copy: On the occasion of 20-th anniversary
   Anna Grebennikova, INFORMREGISTR Sci-tech Center, Moscow, Russia

8. Libraries’ future in the light of information preservation reliability
   Anatoly Tsapenko, K. D. Ushinsky Scientific Pedagogical Library of the Russian Academy of Education, Moscow, Russia

9. Databases and digital resources. Acquisition and use
   Alexander Smolyansky, Integrum World Wide, St. Petersburg, Russia

10. Scientometric parameters for selecting information for library collection development
    Svetlana Udovenya, RUNEB Company (Scientific e-library), Moscow, Russia

11. E-books and library services
    Andrey Zemskov, Russian National Public Library for Science and Technology, Moscow, Russia

QUESTIONS, ANSWERS, EXCHANGE OF OPINIONS

Wednesday, June 12, 9.00-13.00
Novy Svet Conference Hall

9.00-11.00 SESSION II
BOOK MARKET FOR LIBRARIES: COOPERATION, ELECTRONIC BOOKS AND NEW OPPORTUNITIES

Presentations – up to 20 minutes, including questions and answers – up to 5 minutes
1. Status and strategic development of Russia’s book industry
   Alexander Voropaev, Division of Periodical Press, Book Publishing and Poligraphic Industry, Federal Agency for Press and Mass Communications, Moscow, Russia
   Boris Lensky, Moscow State University of Printing Arts, Moscow, Russia

2. Cambridge Journals, an overview
   Madeleine Eve, Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, United Kingdom

3. Digital book collections by Oxford University Press
   Marcin Dembowski, Oxford University Press, Oxford, United Kingdom

4. Experience of ACADEMINTORG in providing access to digital resources of foreign publishers for Russian research and education consortia
   Anatoly Lykov, Director, ACADEMINTORG Foreign Trade Company, Moscow, Russia

5. Analyzing the Russian market of electronic periodicals: Yesterday, today, and tomorrow
   Dmitry Ushanov, East View Information Services, Moscow Representative Office, Moscow, Russia

6. Efficient use of electronic education resources
   Petr Berberov, INFRA-M Publishing House, Moscow, Russia

7. Electronic library systems – new possibilities for “pin-point” collection development in universities (ILS University Library online)
   Oleg Molodetsky, Direct-Media Company, Moscow, Russia

11.00-11.20      COFFEE BREAK

11.20-13.00      SESSION II (CONTINUED)

8. ‘Russian Classic Library’ and ‘World Great Artists’: Epoch-making digital collections by Direct-Media publishers’
   Konstantin Kostyuk, Direct-Media Company, Moscow, Russia

9. Electronic resources: Library collection development and new offers for users (as exemplified by Grebennikov publishers’ Electronic Library
   Arkady Khalyukov, Grebennikov Publishing House, Moscow, Russia

10. Integrating URAIT publishers’ electronic textbooks into library collections: Realities and prospects
    Sergey Dariy and Dmitry Kudinov, URAIT Publishing House, Moscow, Russia
11. Digital content: Opportunities and advantages for using in higher education
   Sergey Ivanov, IPRbooks ILS, Saratov, Russia

12. Online Book collections of Oxford University Press
   Marzena Giers-Fidler, Oxford University Press, Oxford, United Kingdom

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS, DISCUSSION

Wednesday, June 12, 15.00-19.00
   Consul Conference Hall

15.00-17.00  ROUND TABLE
“PROMOTION OF BOOKS AND READING:
FOREIGN EXPERIENCE”
Organizers – Russian Book Union, Book Industry Journal,
“Reading together. Navigator in the World of Books” journal

MODERATORS AND INTRODUCTION BY:
   Yuliya Gnezdilova, Director General, “Reading Together. Navigator in the World of Books” Journal, Moscow, Russia
   Svetlana Zorina, Director General and Editor-in-Chief, Book Industry Journal, Moscow, Russia

Part 1 – Foreign experience

Video interview: Actions to promote reading. Collaborative initiatives by libraries, publishers’ and Book trust»
   Viv Bird, Chief Executive, Book Trust, London, United Kingdom

Video presentation of projects to promote reading
   Cristiane Bornett, Head, Library Berlin-Friedrichshain-Kreuzberg, Berlin, Germany

— Why the Library supports reading and language development?
— What programs do exist? Who they are intended for?
— Networking under the project «Children’s perceiving the strength of words»

Part 2 – Publishers’, book distributors’ and libraries’ initiatives to support books and reading. How to achieve the synergy effect?

— How the publishers’, libraries’, bookstores’ paradigm is changing under new circumstances?
— Analysis of the initiatives to support books and reading. How to achieve the synergy effect?

— Libraries as major reading advocacy centers. What they can do to promote reading among children and the young adults, and how?

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS, DISCUSSION

17.00-17.10 COFFEE BREAK
17.10-19.00 SCHOOL OF COLLECTION DEVELOPERS: SUMMER SESSION
«LIBRARIES AND THE BOOK MARKET: ACQUISITION, DIGITAL RESOURCES, LAW INITIATIVES IN 2013»

Joint event of the Russian Library Association, University Book Journal, Modern Library Journal, and GRAND-FAIR Publishing Group

MODERATORS AND INTRODUCTION BY:
Elena Beylina, Director General, Editor-in-Chief, University Book Journal, Moscow, Russia
Lyubov Kazachenkova, Editor-in-Chief, «Modern Library» Journal, Moscow, Russia
Tatyana Petrusenko, Department Head, National Library of Russia, St. Petersburg, Russia
Rifat Sarazetdinov, Director General, «GRAND-FAIR» Publishing Group, Moscow, Russia

TOPICS FOR DISCUSSION:


— Federal Law of April 05 2013 № 44-FZ «On contractual system in the procurement of goods, works and services to meet state and municipal needs»: New opportunities, old problems.

— FZ-№ 44 instead of FZ-№ 94, as a compromise of the ministries: What customers and contractors should be prepared for?

— Book electronic resources in libraries: From aggregation to relevance (offers and services for academic and public libraries).
During the discussion industry experts will provide consultations, collective opinion will be formulated (that of publishing, book trade and library communities), and critical points of approved FZ-№44 version execution will be discussed.

Friday, June 14, 9.00-11.00
Consul Conference Hall

9.00-11.00 ROUND TABLE
“RUSSIAN BOOK CHAMBER — TOWARDS 100-th ANNIVERSARY”

MODERATORS:
- Elena Nogina, Director General, Russian Book Chamber, Moscow, Russia
- Irina Ilyina, Deputy Director for Bibliography, Russian Book Chamber, Moscow, Russia

PROBLEMS FOR DISCUSSION:

New projects of the Russian Book Chamber (electronic publications, book trade, SIBID library standards development)
- Konstantin Sukhorukov, Russian Book Chamber, Moscow, Russia

Electronic information resources of the Russian Book Chamber (databases, e-catalogs, e-records, retroconversion, collection digitization)
- Galina Perova, Russian Book Chamber, Moscow, Russia

Regional publications – information for the entire country (completeness of regional acquisitions, data unification for bibliographic records, ISBN control, ISMN implementation results, cooperation with other book chambers)
- Irina Ilyina, Russian Book Chamber, Moscow, Russia

Mandatory copy acquisition control under the Federal Law 77-FZ
- Valentina Nikolenko, Russian Book Chamber, Moscow, Russia

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS, DISCUSSION
Section 10: Library innovations and quality management

Tuesday, June 11, 9.00-13.00
Commonwealth Conference Hall

CHAIRS:
Nadezhda Bogza, Director, A. Gmyrev State Regional Universal Scientific Library, Nikolaev, Ukraine
Evgeniya Guseva, Head, Collection System Management Department, Russian State Library, Moscow, Russia

ADMINISTRATORS:
Yuliya Gnedova, Deputy Director, I. Franko Universal Scientific Library, Simferopol, Autonomous Republic of Crimea, Ukraine
Lyudmila Kudelina, Section Head, User Services Department, Russian National Public Library for Science and Technology, Moscow, Russia

9.00-11.00 ONE-DAY SESSION

Presentations – up to 20 minutes, including questions and answers –
up to 5 minutes

1. **Marketing of the corporate sci-tech library services: A case study of the Center for Sci-tech Information of Krasnoyarsk Railways**

   Olga Ushakova, Scientific and Technical Information and Library Center of Krasnoyarsk Railways – Branch of Russian Railways OJSC, Krasnoyarsk, Russia

2. **Developing and implementing quality management system and a library progress factor**

   Zinaida Saenko, State Regional Scientific Library, Novosibirsk, Russia

3. **User behavior in Perm market of information services**

   Ekaterina Sirotina, A. M. Gorky State Regional Universal Library, Perm, Russia

4. **Corporate library as its information and education resource**

   Marina Varsan, Center for Sci-tech Information, South Eastern Railways - Branch of Russian Railways OJSC, Voronezh, Russia

5. **Government order as a foundation for regional universal library development**

   Nataliya Timofeeva, A. M. Gorky State Regional Universal Library, Perm, Russia
6. Components for sustainable innovation development in Nikolaev region libraries

Nadezhda Bogza, A. Gmyrev State Regional Universal Scientific Library, Nikolaev, Ukraine

11.00-11.20 COFFEE BREAK

11.20-13.00 SESSION CONTINUED

7. New functionalities of innovative Passport system for macroeconomic studies

Valerjan Gotovski, Euromonitor International, Vilnius, Lithuania

8. Library innovations in innovative society

Sergey Matadyan, National Center of Innovation and Entrepreneurship, Yerevan, Armenia

9. Innovative libraries: Organization and process management

Evgeniya Guseva, Russian State Library, Moscow, Russia

10. Operating procedure of Business Library Reading Room

Alexander Yarmolich, Central City Business Library, Moscow, Russia

11. Forecasting and planning the order for goods delivery, work execution, and services provision

Dmitry Laptev, Central City Business Library, Moscow, Russia

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS, DISCUSSION, SECTION CONCLUSIONS
Section 11: Regional, Municipal and Rural Public Libraries: New economy and new technologies

Thursday, June 13, 9.00-13.30
Livadia Conference Hall

Joint meeting with IFLA Seminar on user services with electronic books and inter library loans

9.00-10.30 PLENARY SESSION

MODERATORS:

Francis Kirkwood, organizer of the IFLA Forum at the Crimea Conference, consultant for Kirkwood Professional Information Consultancy, member of the Standing Committee of the IFLA Section for Genealogy and Local History, Ottawa, Canada

Ann Okerson, Chair of the Professional Committee and member of the Governing Board of IFLA, Special Advisor on Electronic Strategies of the Center for Research Libraries, New Haven, Connecticut, USA

ORGANIZERS:

Kseniya Volkova, Leading Expert, Assistant for International Cooperation to the Director General of the Russian National Public Library for Science and Technology, Moscow, Russia

Svetlana Silaeva, Head of the Department of International Cooperation of the Russian National Public Library for Science and Technology, Moscow, Russia

Valentina Pashkova, Vice-president, Ukrainian Library Association, director of the Information Resource Center, Embassy of the USA in Ukraine, Kiev, Ukraine

WORDS OF WELCOME:

Yakov Shrayberg, Chair of the Organizing Committee of the Crimea 2013 International Conference, Director General of the Russian National Public Library for Science and Technology; member of the IFLA Committee for Copyright and Other Legal Matters (CLM), Moscow, Russia

Nrina Shevchenko, President, Ukrainian Library Association; Director of the Institute of Postgraduate Education of the National Academy of Managers of Culture and the Arts, Kiev, Ukraine

Alexander Visliy, Director General of the Russian State Library, Moscow, Russia
INTRODUCTION:

Ann Okerson, Chair of the Professional Committee and member of the Governing Board of IFLA, Special Advisor on Electronic Strategies of the Center for Research Libraries, New Haven, Connecticut, USA

PLENARY REPORTS:

1. What IFLA is Doing: Current Activities, Future Perspectives
   Ann Okerson, Chair of the Professional Committee and member of the Governing Board of IFLA, Special Advisor on Electronic Strategies of the Center for Research Libraries, New Haven, Connecticut, USA

   Francis Kirkwood, organizer of the IFLA Forum at the Crimea Conference, consultant for Kirkwood Professional Information Consultancy, member of the Standing Committee of the IFLA Section for Genealogy and Local History, Ottawa, Canada

10.30-13.00 IFLA SEMINAR ON COPYRIGHT EXCEPTIONS AND LIMITATIONS FOR LIBRARIES

MODERATOR:

Ann Okerson, Chair of the Professional Committee and member of the Governing Board of IFLA, Special Advisor on Electronic Strategies of the Center for Research Libraries, New Haven, Connecticut, USA

KEYNOTE PRESENTATION:

1. IFLA, the World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO) and Copyright Exceptions: What IFLA’s Work Means for You
   Ann Okerson, chair of the Professional Committee and member of the Governing Board of IFLA, Special Advisor on Electronic Strategies of the Center for Research Libraries, New Haven, Connecticut, USA

REPORTS:

2. How Do We Do Without the “Fair Use” Exception in our Copyright Legislation?
   Yakov Shrayberg, Chair of the Organizing Committee of the Crimea 2013 International Conference, Director General of the Russian National Public Library for Science and Technology; member of the IFLA Committee for Copyright and Other Legal Matters (CLM), Moscow, Russia

3. Electronic Libraries and Copyright
   Alexander Visliy, Director General of the Russian State Library, Moscow, Russia
4. Copyright and Libraries in Ukraine
   Nataliya Rozkolupa, National Parliamentary Library of Ukraine, Kiev, Ukraine

5. New Rights to the New Media? Or ...
   Viktor Monakhov, Institute for the Study of the State and the Law, Russian Academy of Sciences, Moscow, Russia

6. A Legislative Framework to Ensure the Rights of the Visually Impaired as Regards Access to Information in Russia
   Elena Zakharova, Russian State Library for the Blind, Moscow, Russia

7. The Activities of the Russian State Library in Ensuring Intellectual Property Rights
   Sergey German, Russian State Library, Moscow, Russia

ROUND TABLE DISCUSSION: QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS ON THE TOPIC “COPYRIGHT AND LIBRARIES”

MODERATORS:
   Alexander Visliy, Director General of the Russian State Library, Moscow, Russia
   Viktor Monakhov, Senior Research Officer, Institute for the Study of the State and the Law, Russian Academy of Sciences, Moscow, Russia

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS, DISCUSSION
Section 12:
Reading and Information Literacy of Children and the Youth

*Special Events within the Section Program:*
- Master class «Tolerance lessons: Playing and learning»
- Presentation «Global citizen: What, how and why teenagers should read about teenagers»
- Discussion site «Collaborative projects as a model of library staff development»
- Discussion Round Table «ECO About ....»
- (joint event of Sections 8 and 12)
- Round Table «Social mandate: What and how we want to read today?»
- Meeting with a children book writer and composer Tatyana Bokova «All those passerbies are the dads and moms ...»
- Round Table «Thumbelina for 18+ only. Protecting children from harmful information in the books for children and teenagers»

*Monday, June 10, 15.00-19.00*
*Tauria-2 Conference Hall*
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CHAIRS:

Olga Gromova, Editor-in-Chief, Library in School Journal, «The First of September» Publishing House, Moscow, Russia

Igor Torlin, Deputy Director General, National Children’s Library of Ukraine, Kiev, Ukraine

ADMINISTRATORS:

Nataliya Dzyuba, National Children’s Library of Ukraine, Kiev, Ukraine


15.00-16.20  SESSION I

LIBRARIES FOR CHILDREN: INNOVATIONS + COOPERATION

HAPPY BIRTHDAY TO NEW IDEAS

Presentations – up to 20 minutes, including questions and answers – up to 5 minutes

1. Library is the territory of ideas: The Ukrainian map

Larisa Lugovaya, Regional Library for Children, Lvov, Ukraine

2. On the project «Library and space»

Olga Gromova, Editor-in-Chief, Library in School Journal, «The First of September» Publishing House, Moscow, Russia

3. Modern library initiatives to promote books and reading

Nataliya Yakimova, Central City Library, Nizhny Tagil, Russia

4. How to make teenagers the readers of children’s libraries: Experience of Nevskaya Centralized Library System in St. Petersburg

Irina Zhukova, Children’s Library № 8 of Nevskaya Centralized Library System, St. Petersburg, Russia

16.20-16.40  COFFEE BREAK

16.40-18.15  MASTER CLASS

Tolerance lessons: Playing and learning
How to educate tolerance in children
Anna Dunaevskaya, Jewish Museum and Tolerance Center, Moscow, Russia

DISCUSSION, EXCHANGE OF OPINIONS
18.15-19.00 PRESENTATION
«GLOBAL CITIZEN: WHAT, HOW AND WHY TEENAGERS SHOULD READ ABOUT TEENAGERS»
Vitaly Zyusko and Nataliya Levushkina, KompasGid Publishing House, Moscow, Russia

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS, DISCUSSION

Wednesday, June 12, 9.00-14.00
Kara-Dag Auditorium

9.00-11.00 SESSION II
«DIGITAL ROUTE» FOR LIBRARIES: ELECTRONIC RESOURCES AND PROJECTS TO SUPPORT EDUCATION
Presentations – up to 20 minutes, including questions and answers – up to 5 minutes

1. Kids’ librarian: Professional development on the Web
   Dzyuba Nataliya, National Children’s Library of Ukraine, Kiev, Ukraine

2. Follow the White Rabbit, or the journey to the outer world with its own laws
   Elena Kislova and Igor Torlin, National Children’s Library of Ukraine, Kiev, Ukraine
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3. Developing services for special user group with digital books on their mobile devices

Mariya Borisova, A. Gaidar Central City Children’s Library, Moscow, Russia

4. Experience in building the electronic library - collection of abecedaries and spelling books in K. D. Ushinsky Scientific Pedagogical Library

Ilya Marshak, Center for Scientific Pedagogic Information, Autonomous Non-profit Company for the Support and Implementation of New Technologies in Education, Moscow, Russia

11.00-11.20  COFFEE BREAK
11.20-13.00  DISCUSSION SITE

«COLLABORATIVE PROJECTS AS A MODEL OF LIBRARY STAFF DEVELOPMENT»

MODERATOR:

Igor Torlin, Deputy Director General, National Children’s Library of Ukraine, Kiev, Ukraine

Framework papers:

1. Electronic Schoolbag project: The community of children’s and school libraries

Elena Miroshnikova, Sverdlovsk Regional Library for Children and Youth, Ekaterinburg, Russia

2. Pedagogical aspects of librarian’s mission: Departmental corporate resources

Valentina Zhiltsova, Sverdlovsk Regional Library for Children and Youth, Ekaterinburg, Russia

PROBLEMS AND SOLUTIONS:

— Modern content of professional development courses: What should be taught, and how?

— Teaching librarians to build and use electronic education resources.

— Who selects EER, and how it is done? Selection criteria.

— What is the purpose? Ways to use EER in learning and other processes.

DEVELOPING METHODOLOGICAL RECOMMENDATIONS:

— Forms and methods of EER in school and children’s libraries.

— Training librarians: Approaches, methods, forms.
**QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS, DISCUSSION**

**Thursday, June 13, 15.00-19.00**

*Livadia Conference Hall*

**15.00-16.30** **ROUND TABLE**

«**SOCIAL MANDATE: WHAT AND HOW WE WANT TO READ TODAY?**»

**ORGANIZERS:**

**MODERATOR:**
Yuliya Gnezdilova, Director General, «Reading Together. Navigator in the World of Books» journal, Moscow, Russia

**TOPICS FOR DISCUSSION:**

— Books and teenagers in the modern world: Comparative analysis of the survey of the young readers conducted at Moscow Book House store (2007 and 2013).

— «If I were a writer». Children’s literature through the eyes of teenagers (based on the contest held at Moscow Book House chain).

— What do non-reading kids read?

— School literature curriculum: Whom do today’s students want and do not want to read?

**QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS, DISCUSSION**

**16.30-18.00** **DISCUSSION ROUND TABLE**

«**ECO ABOUT ....**»
(joint event of Sections 8 and 12)

MODERATORS:

Ekaterina Nikonorova, Head, Special Projects Department, Russian State Library, Moscow, Russia

ADMINISTRATORS:

Elena Bychkova, Head, Ecological Information Department, Russian National Public Library for Science and Technology, Moscow, Russia
Inessa Kondrasheva, Head, Research Bibliographic Department, Russian National Public Library for Science and Technology, Moscow, Russia

EVENT FORMAT:

Questiona and Answers. Open Mike

Keynote paper:

Eco about …

Ekaterina Nikonorova, Russian State Library, Moscow, Russia

PROBLEMS FOR DISCUSSION:

— Ecoculture, eco-education, eco-information… Fashion, or vital necessity?
— How to live eco-style? What is the essence of:
  – Eco-behavior and eco-attitude
  – Eco-technologies
  – Eco-tools
— Librarians’ mission in ecology means:
  – to attract attention
  – to organize
  – to advocate
  – to set example
  – to launch projects
Assignment is to make up library’s ecoplan for a year.

ROUND TABLE CONCLUSIONS

18.00-19.00 MEETING WITH A CHILDREN BOOK WRITER AND COMPOSER TATYANA BOKOVA
«ALL THOSE PASSERBIES ARE THE DADS AND MOMS ...»

Friday, June 14, 9.00-11.00
Tauria-2 Conference Hall

9.00-11.00 ROUND TABLE
“THUMBELINA FOR 18+ ONLY
Protecting children from harmful information in the books for children and teenagers”

Framework paper:
Children’s library as a modern resource of children’s right to well-being and development in the information society
Lyudmila Stepanova, Leningrad Regional Children’s Library, St. Petersburg, Russia

Orientation paper:
Russian Library Association’s recommendations for applying the Federal Law № 436 «On protection of children from the information harmful for their health and development” in Russia’s public libraries
Irina Trushina, National Library of Russia, St. Petersburg, Russia

PROBLEMS FOR DISCUSSION:
— How do we understand protection?
— How can we protect from the information in the information world?
— Difficult and harmful topics – what is it about?
— What should we do?

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS, DISCUSSION
Section 13: Medical Information: Libraries Role in Support of Scientific Research and Information Support for Physicians Section

Special event within the Section program:
Round Table «Book as a bibliotherapeutic tool»

CHAIRS:
Yuliya Dresher, Director, Republican Medical Library and Information Center, Kazan, Republic of Tatarstan, Russia
Raisa Pavlenko, Director General, National Scientific Medical Library of Ukraine, Kiev, Ukraine
Vladimir Soroko, Director, Republican Scientific Medical Library, Minsk, Belarus

ADMINISTRATORS:
Elena Alferova, medical doctor, SM-Clinic, Moscow, Russia
Elena Volodenkova, medical doctor, Municipal Polyclinic № 220, Moscow, Russia
Inna Guskova, medical doctor, Central Clinical Hospital of Civil Aviation, Moscow, Russia

Wednesday, June 12, 15.00-19.00
Kara-Dag Auditorium

15.00-17.00 SESSION I

Presentations – up to 20 minutes, including questions and answers – up to 5 minutes

1. Stages of the development of the national electronic resource in medical libraries
Boris Loginov, Central Scientific Medical Library, Moscow, Russia

2. The role of leaders in involving personnel into the process of introduction of the quality management system
Yuliya Dresher, Republican Medical Library and Information Center, Kazan, Republic of Tatarstan, Russia

3. «Medicine in Ukraine. Issue 2. Second half of the 19-th- early 20-the century. L-S», the biobibliographical dictionary in the series «Medical Biographies»
Raisa Pavlenko, National Scientific Medical Library of Ukraine, Kiev, Ukraine
4. **The University library: The role in research information support**  
   Tatyana Lishchuk, Yaroslavl State Medical Academy Scientific Library, Yaroslavl, Russia

5. **Building library space in the region through information sites based on the local medical and preventive treatment institutions**  
   Inna Tsaberyabova, Regional Scientific Medical Library, Dnepropetrovsk, Ukraine

6. **Information resources and technologies in the medical university library**  
   L. Volkova, G. Kulemina and L. Vildanova, Izhevsk State Medical Academy of the Ministry of Health of the Russian Federation, Izhevsk, Russia

7. **The union catalog for medical libraries**  
   Alexander Podkovyrin, Factor-Book Company, Moscow, Russia

17.00-17.20 **COFFEE BREAK**  
17.20-19.00 **SESSION I (CONTINUED)**

8. **BookUp – the electronic library system of medical publishers**  
   Lyubov Shamardina, BookUp JSC, MedArt Non-profit Partnership, Tomsk, Russia

9. **Web-interface for MedART project**  
   Alexander Karaush, Municipal Information Library System, Tomsk, Russia

10. **Logosphere’s experience in distributing publications to medical libraries**  
    Vladimir Kudaev, Logosphere Publishing House, Moscow, Russia

11. **Foreign databases: Cambridge University Press’ collection of periodicals; Emerald’s collection of journals**  
    Alexander Lipensky, KONEK Subscription Agency, Moscow, Russia

12. **New project of establishing industry’s information consortium – efficient solution to increase quality of research, practice and education processes at medical institutions**  
    Alexander Lipensky, KONEK Subscription Agency, Moscow, Russia

13. **Digital learning and research resources by Thieme publishers for medical universities**  
    Nataliya Maevskaya, KONEK Subscription Agency, Moscow, Russia

14. **Ovid Technologies: The best standards of digital information for medicine and healthcare**  
    Vincent Maessen, Wolters Kluwer Health, Ovid, Berlin, Germany
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS, DISCUSSION

Thursday, June 14, 15.00-19.00
Novy Svet Auditorium

15.00-17.00  SESSION II

Presentations – up to 20 minutes, including questions and answers – up to 5 minutes

1. Promoting Samara Medical Library’s services in the virtual space
   Yuliya Gavrilova, Samara Regional information and Analytic Center, Samara, Russia

2. Library website as an instrument to promote medical information (A case study of Bashkir State Medical University scientific Library)
   Nataliya Kobzeva and Yu. Ksenofontova, Bashkir State Medical University, Ufa, Russia

3. Modern libraries in medical secondary educational institutions
   Alexander Shulaev, Velikie Luki Medical Secondary School, Velikie Luki, Pskov Region, Russia

4. Library’s corporate image: Social aspect
   Vladimir Soroko and Veronika Shutova, Republican Scientific Medical Library, Minsk, Belarus

5. The analysis of the knowledge management system at the Republican Medical Library and Information Center
   Yuliya Dresher and Olga Oleynik, Republican Medical Library and Information Center, Kazan, Republic of Tatarstan, Russia

6. Promoting medical resources through the corporate website and social media
   Lyubov Shamardina, BookUp JSC, MedArt Non-profit Partnership, Tomsk, Russia

17.00-17.20  COFFEE BREAK
17.20-19.00  ROUND TABLE
«BOOK AS A BIBLIOTHERAPEUTIC TOOL»

MODERATOR:
Yuliya Dresher, Director, Republican Medical Library and Information Center, Kazan, Republic of Tatarstan, Russia

Keynote paper:
Bibliotherapy: Managing quality of bibliotherapeutic services
Yuliya Dresher, Republican Medical Library and Information Center, Kazan, Republic of Tatarstan, Russia

Topical paper:
Bibliotherapeutic approach as a humanistic strategy for working with children and young adults of socially disadvantaged background in the Naujoji Vilni Library
Rima Gražienė, Central Library of Vilnius City Municipality, Vilnius, Lithuania
Laura Juchnevic, Vilnius County Adomas Mickevicius Public Library, Vilnius, Lithuania

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS, DISCUSSION, ROUND TABLE AND SECTION CONCLUSIONS
Section 14: Information Support of Education, Research and Management

Special Events within the Section Program:

Discussion Round Table: New federal project by the Ministry of Education and Science of the Russian Federation “Development of information access system to the electronic catalogs of the libraries in the sphere of education and science within the framework of a single internet resource” and ways to expand it onto the CIS scientific and education space

Special paper «Information system of integrated personal communications with users»

Special workshop: International library cooperation for modern science: Libraries cooperation in interlibrary loan and electronic document delivery

Special workshop: Technology of building electronic learning tools: Experiences, features, problems and prospects for use, and integration into the academic information and education environment

Presentation «All-Russian Classification of Specializations in Education» database. Using ACSE for learning literature indexing and retrieval
CHAIRS:

Nataliya Tikhomirova, Rector, Moscow State University of Economics, Statistics and Informatics, Moscow, Russia
Grigory Filippov, Prorector, International Academy of Business and New Technologies, Yaroslavl, Russia
Vasily Drigaylo, Director, G.I. Denisenko Library for Science and Technology of “Kiev Polytechnical Institute” National Technic University of Ukraine, Kiev, Ukraine
Elena Lindeman, Deputy Director General for Library and Information Services, Russian National Public Library for Science and Technology, Moscow, Russia

ADMINISTRATORS:

Marina Ivanova, Head, User Services Department, Russian National Public Library for Science and Technology, Moscow, Russia
Olga Sereda, Head, Interlibrary Loan Department, Russian National Public Library for Science and Technology, Moscow, Russia
Yuliya Sokolova, Director, Information Library Center, International Academy of Business and New Technologies, Yaroslavl, Russia

Tuesday, June 11, 9.00-19.00

Tauria-2 Conference Hall

9.00-11.15  SESSION I

DISCUSSION ROUND TABLE NEW FEDERAL PROJECT BY THE MINISTRY OF EDUCATION AND SCIENCE OF THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION «DEVELOPMENT OF INFORMATION ACCESS SYSTEM TO THE ELECTRONIC CATALOGS OF THE LIBRARIES IN THE SPHERE OF EDUCATION AND SCIENCE WITHIN THE FRAMEWORK OF A SINGLE INTERNET RESOURCE AND WAYS TO EXPAND IT ONTO THE CIS SCIENTIFIC AND EDUCATION SPACE»

Presentations – up to 20 minutes, including questions and answers – up to 5 minutes

Introduction by:

Yakov Shrayberg, Director General, Russian National Public Library for Science and Technology; President, International Association of Users and Developers of Electronic Libraries and New Information Technologies (ELNIT International Association), Moscow, Russia
Communications by project developers and users:

Developers represented by

Boris Marshak and Mikhail Goncharov, Russian National Public Library for Science and Technology, Moscow, Russia
Vladimir Gribov, Institute for Information Society Development, Moscow, Russia
Vitaly Ivanov, BIBCOM Central Collector for Libraries, Moscow, Russia
Boris Loginov, Director General, LIBNET National Information Library Center, Moscow, Russia

Users represented by

Svetlana Balak, Scientific library, Moscow State University, Moscow, Russia
Yuliya Sokolova, Director, Information Library Center, International Academy of Business and New Technologies, Yaroslavl, Russia
Yuliya Ivanova, L. N. Tolstoy Tula State Pedagogical University, Tula, Russia

DISCUSSION ON THE PROJECT OUTCOMES

MODERATOR:

Boris Marshak, Deputy Director General for Research and Strategic Development, Russian National Public Library for Science and Technology; Executive Director, ELNIT International Association, Moscow, Russia

11.15-11.30 COFFEE BREAK
11.30-12.00 SPECIAL PAPER

Information system of integrated personal communications with users

Vitaly Yarotsky, Project Manager, Xerox, Moscow, Russia

12.00-13.20 SESSION II

INFORMATION AND INNOVATIVE ACTIVITIES IN LIBRARIES AND INFORMATION INSTITUTIONS TO SUPPORT RESEARCH, EDUCATION AND MANAGEMENT

Presentations – up to 15 minutes, questions and answers – up to 5 minutes
1. Managing modern university integrated into the information space: Prospects, methods and approaches

Nataliya Tikhomirova, Rector, Moscow State University of Economics, Statistics and Informatics, Moscow, Russia

2. From e-learning to smart-education when implementing higher education and further professional education programs: The Academy’s experience

Sergey Razumov, Yuliya Sokolova and Grigory Filippov, International Academy of Business and New Technologies, Yaroslavl, Russia

3. Integrated information library services in modern scientific library: Library’s reality and users’ dreams

Elena Lindeman, Russian National Public Library for Science and Technology, Moscow, Russia

4. The national information and library system in social sciences: History, structure, and prospects

Nadezhda Sokolova, Institute for Scientific Information in Social Sciences of the Russian Academy of Sciences, Moscow, Russia

13.20-15.00 LUNCH

15.00-17.30 SESSION II (CONTINUED)

5. Information services at NAL RK

Aliya Tyulebaeva, National Academic Library of the Republic of Kazakhstan, Astana, Kazakhstan

6. Advantages of the Center for Technology and Innovation Support for universities’ scientific and innovative development

Lyudmila Fedoreeva, Pacific National University, Khabarovsk, Russia

7. Modern library services for scholars (experience of the Russian State Historical Library)

Inna Mayorova, State Public Historical Library of Russia, Moscow, Russia

8. The methodological functions of the libraries at federal and national research universities under the conditions of higher education restructuring

Lyudmila Shchukshunova, M. V. Lomonosov Moscow State University Scientific Library, Moscow, Russia

9. Digital education resources. Application and use of modern information and telecomunication technologies in the learning processes

Aleksey Novikov, Moscow State University of Economics, Statistics and Informatics, Moscow, Russia
10. Federal system of information education resources in the Russian university computer network

Elena Gridina, INFORMIKA State Research Institute of Information Technologies and Telecommunications, Moscow, Russia

11. Relevance of printed and electronic textbooks supporting educational process at the State University of Management

Galina Tikhomirova, State University of Management Scientific Library, Moscow, Russia

12. Modern university library in the information society

Irina Zhuravleva, V. N. Karazin National University, Kharkov, Ukraine

13. Digital collections of university libraries as a part of the education information environment

Lyudmyla Savenkova, M. P. Dragomanov National Pedagogical University, Kiev, Ukraine

17.30-17.40 COFFEE BREAK

17.40-19.00 SPECIAL WORKSHOP:
INTERNATIONAL LIBRARY COOPERATION
FOR MODERN SCIENCE: LIBRARIES
COOPERATION IN INTERLIBRARY LOAN AND
ELECTRONIC DOCUMENT DELIVERY

Organizers - TIB/UB Hannover and Russian National Public Library for Science and Technology

Librarians representing the CIS libraries are invited to participate in the discussion

MODERATORS:

Elena Roscoe, Head of the East European Department, TIB/UB Hannover, Hannover, Germany

Elena Lindeman, Deputy Director General for Library and Information Services, Russian National Public Library for Science and Technology, Moscow, Russia

ADMINISTRATOR:

Olga Sereda, Head, Interlibrary Loan Department, Russian National Public Library for Science and Technology, Moscow, Russia

Introduction by:

Elena Lindeman, Deputy Director General for Library and Information Services, Russian National Public Library for Science and Technology, Moscow, Russia
COMMUNICATIONS:

1. Experience of TIB/UB cooperation with Eastern European states and prospects for working with the CIS countries
   Elena Roscoe, TIB/UB Hannover, Hannover, Germany

2. Cooperation between RNPLS&T and TIB/UB (marketing, technologies, and services)
   Olga Sereda, Russian National Public Library for Science and Technology, Moscow, Russia

DISCUSSION OF THE PROBLEMS RELATED TO SCIENTIFIC INFORMATION AND PUBLICATIONS DELIVERY FROM THE FOREIGN COUNTRIES:

— Cooperation for the sake of users – how to achieve?
— Technology of user services: User demands and ILL capabilities.
— Exceeding regions and countries for library cooperation.

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS, DISCUSSION

Thursday, June 13, 9.00-19.10
Kara-Dag Conference Hall

9.00-11.20 SESSION III
INFORMATION RESOURCES AND THEIR ROLE FOR EDUCATION, SCIENCE, AND MANAGEMENT PROCESSES

Presentations – up to 15 minutes, questions and answers – up to 5 minutes

1. Analyzing the institution’s research activities and the role of libraries
   Oleg Utkin, Thomson Reuters (Markets) CA Moscow Office, Moscow, Russia

2. Role of digital resources in education
   Tatyana Kuznetsova, RUNEB Company (Scientific Electronic Library eLibrary), Moscow, Russia

3. Publication activity of university authors from the viewpoint of control, analysis and management: Who or what will help them, and how?
   Pavel Arefyev, National Training Foundation, Moscow, Russia

4. Successful Scientific Publishing
   Masamba Kah, Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, United Kingdom
5. From mediated user experience to intuitive library usage
   Aaron Maierhofer, ProQuest - Serials Solutions, Cambridge, United Kingdom

   Nataliya Maevskaya, KONEK Subscription Agency, Moscow, Russia

7. OECD Data and Analysis for Economics and Social Sciences
   Damon Allen, Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD), Berlin, Germany

8. ProQuest: Relevant information in every discipline for modern libraries, science, and education
   Galina Karmishenskaya, KONEK Subscription Agency, St. Petersburg, Russia

11.20-11.30  COFFEE BREAK

11.30-13.00  SESSION III (CONTINUED)

9. EBSCO’s new full-text databases in technical sciences and the humanities
   Andrey Sokolov, EBSCO Publishing, Minsk, Belarus

10. Innovative development of the education system with URAIT Publishing House
    Sergey Dariy, URAIT Publishing House, Moscow, Russia

11. Electronic resources as the foundation of efficiency of education and research at universities
    Vladimir Prudnikov, INFRA-M Publishing House, Moscow, Russia

12. Academic, methodological and information support of educational process
    Tatyana Smirnova, ACADEMIA Publishing Center, Moscow, Russia

13.00-15.00  LUNCH

15.00-16.00  SESSION III (CONTINUED)

13. University electronic contents as an instrument of interuniversity integration and cooperation
    Oleg Molodetsky, Direct-Media Company, Moscow, Russia

14. Electronic resources for education: Problems and solutions
    Tatyana Shayduk, IBOOKS Ltd., St. Petersburg, Russia
15. Integration of digital resources and systems. IPRBooks solutions and experience

Sergey Ivanov, IPRbooks ILS, Saratov, Russia

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS, DISCUSSION

16.00-17.30 SPECIAL WORKSHOP:
TECHNOLOGY OF BUILDING ELECTRONIC LEARNING TOOLS: EXPERIENCES, FEATURES, PROBLEMS AND PROSPECTS FOR USE, AND INTEGRATION INTO THE ACADEMIC INFORMATION AND EDUCATION ENVIRONMENT

Organizers: Republican Institute of Innovative Technologies of Belarusian National Technical University, Minsk, Belarus; International Academy of Business and New Technologies, Yaroslavl, Russia
Russian National Public Library for Science and Technology, Moscow, Russia

MODERATORS AND ADMINISTRATORS:

Elena Lindeman, Deputy Director General for Library and Information Services, Russian National Public Library for Science and Technology, Moscow, Russia

Yuliya Sokolova, Director, Information Library Center; Head, Library and Information Activity Department, International Academy of Business and New Technologies, Yaroslavl, Russia

Irina Strelkova, Assistant Professor, Republican Institute of Innovative Technologies of Belarusian National Technical University, Minsk, Belarus

Introduction by:

Irina Strelkova, Assistant Professor, Information Technologies Department, Republican Institute of Innovative Technologies of Belarusian National Technical University, Minsk, Belarus

Basic papers:

1. Building electronic teaching and learning complex: System approach

Irina Strelkova, Republican Institute of Innovative Technologies of Belarusian National Technical University, Minsk, Belarus
2. Internet-practices in research and education: On the philosophy of the problem

Larisa Morshchikhina, M. V. Lomonosov Northern (Arctic) Federal University, Arkhangelsk, Russia

3. Development of integrated digital publications to support learning processes within the adult education system as the basis for distant learning technology

Irina Strelkova and Vitaly Sidorik, Republican Institute of Innovative Technologies of Belarusian National Technical University, Minsk, Belarus

4. Integrating digital education resources into the Academy’s virtual environment

Yuliya Sokolova, Information Library Center, International Academy of Business and New Technologies, Yaroslavl, Russia

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS, DISCUSSION

17.30-17.40   COFFEE BREAK
17.40-18.40   SESSION IV

INFORMATION AND EDUCATION ENVIRONMENT OF UNIVERSITIES

Presentations – up to 15 minutes, questions and answers – up to 5 minutes

1. Academy’s information and education environment: Student’s view

Mariya Lobanova and Polina Sokolova, International Academy of Business and New Technologies, Yaroslavl, Russia

2. «Digital university»: New possibilities for developing information resources and services at the Scientific Library

Valentina Monastyreva, N. N. Strakhov Scientific Library, Belgorod State University, Belgorod, Russia

3. Building the database of the University e-publications at Siberian Federal University

Galina Parfenova, Siberian Federal University, Krasnoyarsk, Russia

4. Developing electronic education materials in universities –self-improvement aspect (Experience of Urgench State University, Uzbekistan)

Khasiyat Shikhova, Urgench State University, Information Resource Center, Urgench, Uzbekistan

5. University libraries transformation in the modern information space

Elena Drevetnyak, V. I. Vernadsky Tauric National University, Simferopol, Autonomous Republic of Crimea, Ukraine
6. Are university librarians responsible for analyzing university publishing activities? (On the problem of information competences and university librarians’ expertise)

Pavel Arefyev, National Training Foundation, Moscow, Russia

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS, DISCUSSION

18.40-19.10 PRESENTATION
“ALL-RUSSIAN CLASSIFICATION OF SPECIALIZATIONS IN EDUCATION» DATABASE. USING ACSE FOR LEARNING LITERATURE INDEXING AND RETRIEVAL

MODERATORS:
Ekaterina Zaytseva, Director, Center of Research, Design and Development of Automated Library Information Systems, Russian National Public Library for Science and Technology, Moscow, Russia
Valentina Anisimova, Head, Department of Information and Linguistic Support of Automated Library and Information Systems, Russian National Public Library for Science and Technology, Moscow, Russia

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS, DISCUSSION, SECTION CONCLUSIONS
III. SPECIAL EVENTS

Special Annual «Aviation and Space» program by RNPLS&T

2013 Topic:
«The heroic past and modernity»

Thursday, June 13, 9.00-13.30
Sudak Conference Hall

MODERATORS:
Victor Gorbatko, Major-General, pilot cosmonaut of the USSR, twice Hero of the Soviet Union, member of the first (Gagarin) cosmonaut corps, Moscow, Russia
Yury Zaslavsky, Director, Scanning Service Center, Russian National Public Library for Science and Technology, Moscow, Russia
Nataliya Koroleva, Professor, I. M. Sechenov Medical Academy; Member, K. E. Tsiolkovsky Academy of Cosmonautics, Moscow, Russia

ADMINISTRATORS:
Lyudmila Kudelina, Section Head, User Services Department, Russian National Public Library for Science and Technology, Moscow, Russia
Tatyana Panteleeva, Head, Department for Library Collections Acquisition, Use and Preservation, Russian National Public Library for Science and Technology, Moscow, Russia

9.00-12.00 ONE-DAY SESSION

Introduction by:
Yakov Shrayberg, Director General, Russian National Public Library for Science and Technology; President, International Association of Users and Developers of Electronic Libraries and New Information Technologies (ELNIT International Association), Moscow, Russia

1. Start of manned spaceflights
Victor Gorbatko, pilot cosmonaut of the USSR, twice Hero of the Soviet Union, member of the first (Gagarin) cosmonaut corps, Moscow, Russia
2. Photography can tell a lot: Rare pictures of Sergey Korolev, Sergey Lyushin, and Konstantin Artseulov in Koktebel in 1929

Nataliya Koroleva, Professor, I. M. Sechenov Medical Academy; Member, K. E. Tsiolkovsky Academy of Cosmonautics, Moscow, Russia

3. The chronology of the Crimean flight: Five years of RNPLS&T’s project «Aviation and Space»

Yury Zaslavsky and Svetlana Zolotinskaya, Russian National Public Library for Science and Technology, Moscow, Russia

4. Beyond the frontiers. Project presentation and first stage outcomes

Olga Gromova, Library in School Journal, «The First of September» Publishing House, Moscow, Russia

5. Vasily Budnik and Vladimir Utkin – outstanding rocket scientists of Ukraine

Nikolay Khvatov and Elena Plokhikh, Yuzhnoe State Design Office, Dnepropetrovsk, Ukraine

6. Aviation and space studies in the Scitech Library’s activities

Nadezhda Tkachenko, N. E. Zhukovsky National Aerospace University (Kharkov Aviation Institute) Sci-tech Library, Kharkov, Ukraine

11.00-12.00 NONFORMAL ROUND TABLE «WHAT’S GO ON THERE IN SPACE?»

MODERATOR:

Victor Gorbatko, Major-General, pilot cosmonaut of the USSR, twice Hero of the Soviet Union, member of the first (Gagarin) cosmonaut corps, Moscow, Russia

QUESTIONS, ANSWERS, CONSULTATIONS, DISCUSSION
Special round table
«Make it to enquire. Publication of reminiscences by veterans, former prisoners of Nazi camps, victims of political repressions»

Thursday, June 13, 12.00-13.30
Sudak Conference Hall

MODERATOR AND INTRODUCTION:
Marina Suslova, Section Head, Moscow Government Public Relations Committee; Deputy Chair, Moscow Government Permanent Interdepartmental Committee for Restoration of Rights of Rehabilitated Political Repression Victims; Assistant Professor, People’s Friendship University of Russia, Moscow, Russia

DISCUSSION, QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS, CONSULTATIONS
IFLA Forum at the Crimean Conference

The sessions of the Forum will take place over the course of three days: 12-14 June 2013

with the participation of representatives of other professional events within the Conference

Wednesday, June 12, 9.00-13.00
Crimea Conference Hall

9.00-10.30 PLENARY SESSION

MODERATORS:
Francis Kirkwood, organizer of the IFLA Forum at the Crimea Conference, consultant for Kirkwood Professional Information Consultancy, member of the Standing Committee of the IFLA Section for Genealogy and Local History, Ottawa, Canada
Ann Okerson, Chair of the Professional Committee and member of the Governing Board of IFLA, Special Advisor on Electronic Strategies of the Center for Research Libraries, New Haven, Connecticut, USA

ORGANIZERS:
Kseniya Volkova, Leading Expert, Assistant for International Cooperation to the Director General of the Russian National Public Library for Science and Technology, Moscow, Russia
Svetlana Silaeva, Head of the Department of International Cooperation of the Russian National Public Library for Science and Technology, Moscow, Russia
Valentina Pashkova, Vice-president, Ukrainian Library Association, director of the Information Resource Center, Embassy of the USA in Ukraine, Kiev, Ukraine

WORDS OF WELCOME:
Yakov Shrayberg, Chair of the Organizing Committee of the Crimea 2013 International Conference, Director General of the Russian National Public Library for Science and Technology; member of the IFLA Committee for Copyright and Other Legal Matters (CLM), Moscow, Russia
Nrina Shevchenko, President, Ukrainian Library Association; Director of the Institute of Postgraduate Education of the National Academy of Managers of Culture and the Arts, Kiev, Ukraine
Alexander Visliy, Director General of the Russian State Library, Moscow, Russia
INTRODUCTION:

Ann Okerson, Chair of the Professional Committee and member of the Governing Board of IFLA, Special Advisor on Electronic Strategies of the Center for Research Libraries, New Haven, Connecticut, USA

PLENARY REPORTS:

1. What IFLA is Doing: Current Activities, Future Perspectives

Ann Okerson, Chair of the Professional Committee and member of the Governing Board of IFLA, Special Advisor on Electronic Strategies of the Center for Research Libraries, New Haven, Connecticut, USA


Francis Kirkwood, organizer of the IFLA Forum at the Crimea Conference, consultant for Kirkwood Professional Information Consultancy, member of the Standing Committee of the IFLA Section for Genealogy and Local History, Ottawa, Canada

10.30-13.00 IFLA SEMINAR ON COPYRIGHT EXCEPTIONS AND LIMITATIONS FOR LIBRARIES

MIXER:

Ann Okerson, Chair of the Professional Committee and member of the Governing Board of IFLA, Special Advisor on Electronic Strategies of the Center for Research Libraries, New Haven, Connecticut, USA

KEYNOTE PRESENTATION:

1. IFLA, the World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO) and Copyright Exceptions: What IFLA’s Work Means for You

Ann Okerson, chair of the Professional Committee and member of the Governing Board of IFLA, Special Advisor on Electronic Strategies of the Center for Research Libraries, New Haven, Connecticut, USA

REPORTS:

2. How Do We Do Without the “Fair Use” Exception in our Copyright Legislation?

Yakov Shrayberg, Chair of the Organizing Committee of the Crimea 2013 International Conference, Director General of the Russian National Public Library for Science and Technology; member of the IFLA Committee for Copyright and Other Legal Matters (CLM), Moscow, Russia

3. Electronic Libraries and Copyright

Alexander Visliy, Director General of the Russian State Library, Moscow, Russia
4. Copyright and Libraries in Ukraine
   Nataliya Rozkolupa, National Parliamentary Library of Ukraine, Kiev, Ukraine

5. New Rights to the New Media? Or ...
   Viktor Monakhov, Institute for the Study of the State and the Law, Russian Academy of Sciences, Moscow, Russia

6. A Legislative Framework to Ensure the Rights of the Visually Impaired as Regards Access to Information in Russia
   Elena Zakharova, Russian State Library for the Blind, Moscow, Russia

7. The Activities of the Russian State Library in Ensuring Intellectual Property Rights
   Sergey German, Russian State Library, Moscow, Russia

ROUND TABLE DISCUSSION: QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS ON THE TOPIC “COPYRIGHT AND LIBRARIES”

MODERATORS:
   Alexander Visliy, Director General of the Russian State Library, Moscow, Russia
   Viktorn Monakhov, Senior Research Officer, Institute for the Study of the State and the Law, Russian Academy of Sciences, Moscow, Russia

Wednesday, June 12, 15:00-19:00
Novy Svet Auditorium
15.00-19.00 IFLA REFERENCE FORUM
“REFERENCE SERVICE TO LIBRARY USERS IN
THE DIGITAL AGE: MODERN MEANS,
INNOVATIVE TECHNOLOGIES”

A PANEL DISCUSSION WITH AUDIENCE PARTICIPATION

MODERATORS:

Elena Lindeman, Deputy Director General for library and information services of the Russian National Public Library for Science and Technology; member of the Standing Committee of the IFLA Reference and Information Services Section, Moscow, Russia

Francis Kirkwood, organizer of the IFLA Forum at the Crimea Conference, consultant for Kirkwood Professional Information Consultancy, past member of the Standing Committee of the IFLA Reference and Information Services Section, Ottawa, Canada
PANELISTS:

Nataliya Abrosimova, Deputy Director for Research, N.A. Nekrasov Regional Universal Scientific Library of the Yaroslavl Region, Yaroslavl, Russia

Oksana Dineeva, Deputy Director for Services, State Public Historical Library of Russia, Moscow, Russia

Vasily Drigaylo, Director of the G.I. Denisenko Scientific and Technical Library of the National Technical University of Ukraine (the Kiev Polytechnical Institute), Kiev, Ukraine

Elena Dolgopolova, First Deputy Director for User Services and Ideology, National Library of Belarus, Minsk, Belarus

Marina Ivanova, Head of the Department of Reader Services, Russian National Public Library for Science and Technology, Moscow, Russia

Olga Ushakova, chief bibliographer of the Krasnoyarsk Center of Scientific and Technical Information and Libraries of the Krasnoyarsk Railway branch of Russian Railways, Krasnoyarsk, Russia

Topics proposed for discussion:

— Main lines of activity of the Standing Committee of the IFLA Reference and Information Services Section (RISS).

— Developing international ties in order to search for reference information, multilingual issues.

— Regional and departmental barriers in access to digital information.

— Selecting the source of information for various scientific specialties, reliability and quality of information resources, qualifications and reliability of reference personnel.

— The impact of social networks and mobile technologies in reference and information service.

— Service clusters in library reference service for users in the digital age.

Thursday, June 13, 9.00-13.30

Livadia Conference Hall

9.00-13.30 IFLA SEMINAR ON USER SERVICES WITH ELECTRONIC BOOKS AND INTERLIBRARY LOANS (JOINT MEETING WITH SECTION 11: 
REGIONAL, MUNICIPAL AND RURAL PUBLIC LIBRARIES: THE NEW ECONOMY AND NEW TECHNOLOGIES)

PRESIDERS:

Khabiba Akhzhigitova, Chair of the East Kazakhstan Regional Association of Librarians, Ust-Kamenogorsk, Kazakhstan

Yury Grikhanov, Professor, Academy of Retraining in Arts, Culture and Tourism, N.A. Nekrasov Central Universal Scientific Library, Moscow, Russia

Elena Zamyshlyaychenko, Director of the N.K. Krupskaia Moscow Regional State Scientific Library, Korolev, Moscow Region, Russia

E.V. Lindeman, Deputy Director for Library and Information Services of the State Public Scientific and Technical Library of Russia, member of the Standing Committee of the IFLA Reference and Information Services Section, Moscow, Russia

Francis Kirkwood, organizer of the IFLA Forum at the Crimea Conference, consultant for Kirkwood Professional Information Consultancy, member of the Standing Committee of the IFLA Section for Genealogy and Local History, Ottawa, Canada

Elena Emirova, Head of Analysis and Forecasting for the Museums, Parks and Libraries Division of the Ministry of Culture of the Autonomous Republic of Crimea, Simferopol, Autonomous Republic of Crimea, Ukraine

ORGANIZERS:

Svetlana Barabash, Scientific Secretary, G.I. Denisenko Scientific and Technical Library of the National Technical University of Ukraine (the Kiev Polytechnical Institute), Kiev, Ukraine

Marina Ivanova, Head of the Department of Reader Services, Russian National Public Library for Science and Technology, Moscow, Russia

Olga Sereda, Head of the Interlibrary Loan Department, Russian National Public Library for Science and Technology, Moscow, Russia

SESSION I

LIBRARY AND INFORMATION SERVICE TO USERS IN MUNICIPAL AND PUBLIC LIBRARIES (SECTION 11)

REPORTS:

1. Information Technology in Public Libraries: Stage Web 2.0

Yury Grikhanov, Academy of Retraining in Arts, Culture and Tourism, N.A. Nekrasov Central Universal Scientific Library, Moscow, Russia
2. **Sustainable Local Development in the Information Age: Opportunities and challenges**

   Ayder Seytosmanov, Crimean Initiative Fund, Simferopol, Autonomous Republic of Crimea, Ukraine

3. **Problems of Development of the Centralized Library Systems of the Vladimir Region**

   Margarita Slobinkova, Vladimir Regional Scientific Library, Vladimir, Russia

4. **Forms of Interaction between Municipal Libraries, Museums and Archives in the Common Information Space of the City of Kemerovo**

   Tatyana Pavlenko, Municipal Library Information System, Kemerovo, Russia

5. **Public libraries of Lithuania: present state and future prospects**

   Petras Zurlys and Laura Juchnevic, Adam Mickevicius Vilnius Regional Public Library, Vilnius, Lithuania

6. **Presentation of the Bibliographic Index “Alexey Petrovich Ermolov and the Orel Region”**

   Valery Bubnov, I.A. Bunin Regional Public Universal Scientific Library, Orel, Russia


   Nataliya Matveeva, RUNEB Company (Russian Universal Scientific Electronic Library), Moscow, Russia

---

**SESSION II**

SERVING LIBRARY USERS WITH ELECTRONIC BOOKS AND THE PROVISION OF INTERLIBRARY LOANS AND ELECTRONIC DOCUMENT DELIVERY (IFLA FORUM)

MODERATORS:

Elena Lindeman, Deputy Director General for library and information services of the Russian National Public Library for Science and Technology; member of
the Standing Committee of the IFLA Reference and Information Services Section, Moscow, Russia

**Plamena Popova**, Bulgarian State University of Library Studies and Information Technologies, member of the IFLA Committee for Copyright and Other Legal Matters (CLM), Sofia, Bulgaria

**Francis Kirkwood**, organizer of the IFLA Forum at the Crimea Conference, consultant for Kirkwood Professional Information Consultancy, past member of the Standing Committee of the IFLA Reference and Information Services Section, Ottawa, Canada

**ORGANIZERS:**

- **Marina Ivanova**, Head of the Department of Reader Services, Russian National Public Library for Science and Technology, Moscow, Russia
- **Olga Sereda**, head of the interlibrary loan department, Russian National Public Library for Science and Technology, Moscow, Russia

**WELCOME AND KEYNOTE PRESENTATION**

*IFLA Principles for Electronic Information Delivery: e-Books and e-Lending*

**Plamena Popova**, Bulgarian State University of Library Studies and Information Technologies, member of the IFLA Committee for Copyright and Other Legal Matters (CLM), Sofia, Bulgaria

**THE PROGRAM THEN SPLITS INTO TWO PARALLEL DISCUSSION TRACKS,**

**ACCORDING TO THE INTERESTS OF THE PARTICIPANTS.**
DISCUSSION GROUP 1 (FIRST PARALLEL TRACK)

ELECTRONIC BOOKS IN THE SYSTEM OF SERVICE OF LIBRARIES

MODERATOR:

Plamena Popova, Bulgarian State University of Library Studies and Information Technologies, member of the IFLA Committee for Copyright and Other Legal Matters (CLM), Sofia, Bulgaria

Topics for Discussion
— E-books as a constantly growing part of the library collection.
— E-book readers in libraries: owned by libraries, users, or both.
— Suppliers of electronic books: preferences and disadvantages.
— Study of the users’ demand for and attitudes to e-books.
— The role of the library in the organization: reading through printed and through e-books.

DISCUSSION GROUP 2 (SECOND PARALLEL TRACK)

INTERLIBRARY LOAN AND ELECTRONIC DELIVERY OF DOCUMENTS:
HOW IT ALL WORKS, TAKING INTO ACCOUNT THE NEED TO MEET READERS’ REQUESTS AND COPYRIGHT LEGISLATION

MODERATOR:

Elena Lindeman, Deputy Director General for library and information services of the Russian National Public Library for Science and Technology; member of the Standing Committee of the IFLA Reference and Information Services Section, Moscow, Russia

Topics for Discussion
— E-books and interlibrary loan: what are the prospects?
— How can we ensure the electronic delivery of documents, given the existing restrictions?
— Is access to full-text collections of electronic books an alternative to interlibrary loan?
— Is there a real demand for e-books through the channels of interlibrary loan?
— What are the opportunities for, and limitations of, electronic document delivery?

THE GROUPS THEN REUNITE FOR THE CONCLUDING PART OF THE PROGRAM
GENERAL DISCUSSION OF THE GROUPS’ INSIGHTS IN ORDER TO DEVELOP A REPORT

MODERATORS:

Elena Lindeman, Deputy Director General for library and information services of the Russian National Public Library for Science and Technology; member of the Standing Committee of the IFLA Reference and Information Services Section, Moscow, Russia

Plamena Popova, Bulgarian State University of Library Studies and Information Technologies, member of the IFLA Committee for Copyright and Other Legal Matters (CLM), Sofia, Bulgaria

Francis Kirkwood, organizer of the IFLA Forum at the Crimea Conference, consultant for Kirkwood Professional Information Consultancy, past member of the Standing Committee of the IFLA Reference and Information Services Section, Ottawa, Canada

Friday, June 14, 9.00-12.00
Sudak Conference Hall
9.00-11.00 IFLA INFORMATION LITERACY FORUM AND ROUND TABLE
THE INFORMATION FOR CIVIC LITERACY CONFERENCE (IFLA RIGA 2012) AND YOUTH

MODERATORS:

Francis Kirkwood, organizer of the IFLA Forum at the Crimea Conference, consultant for Kirkwood Professional Information Consultancy, member of the Standing Committee of the IFLA Section for Genealogy and Local History, Ottawa, Canada

Natalia Gendina, Director of the Research Institute on Information Technologies in Society at Kemerovo State University of Culture and the Arts, member of the IFLA Standing Committee on Information Literacy, Kemerovo, Russia

REPORTS:

1. Civic Literacy and Information Literacy in Russia: concepts and definitions, the contribution of schools and libraries

Natalia Gendina, Director of the Research Institute on Information Technologies in Society at Kemerovo State University of Culture and the Arts, member of the IFLA Standing Committee on Information Literacy, Kemerovo, Russia
2. *The Riga Paradigms: practical proposals for teaching civic information literacy to youth*

Francis Kirkwood, organizer of the IFLA Forum at the Crimea Conference, consultant for Kirkwood Professional Information Consultancy, member of the Standing Committee of the IFLA Section for Genealogy and Local History, Ottawa, Canada

ROUND TABLE DISCUSSION WITH THE AUDIENCE PROPOSALS FOR NEXT STEPS

11.00-12.00 CLOSING SESSION

*Summing Up the Results of the IFLA Forum:*

Kseniya Volkova, Leading Expert, Assistant for International Cooperation to the Director General of the Russian National Public Library for Science and Technology, Moscow, Russia

Plamena Popova, Bulgarian State University of Library Studies and Information Technologies, member of the IFLA Committee for Copyright and Other Legal Matters (CLM), Sofia, Bulgaria

Francis Kirkwood, organizer of the IFLA Forum at the Crimea Conference, consultant for Kirkwood Professional Information Consultancy, past member of the Standing Committee of the IFLA Reference and Information Services Section, Ottawa, Canada

*Closing Remarks:*

Yakov Shrayberg, Chair of the Organizing Committee of the Crimea 2013 International Conference, Director General of the Russian National Public Library for Science and Technology; member of the IFLA Committee for Copyright and Other Legal Matters (CLM), Moscow, Russia
Special event of Moscow and St. Petersburg libraries

Round Table «Open world of libraries»

Tuesday, June 11, 9.00-19.00
Sudak Conference Hall

MODERATORS:
Nataliya Zabelina, Director, Moscow City Business Library, Moscow, Russia
Zoya Chalova, Director, V. V. Mayakovsky Central City Public Library, St. Petersburg, Russia
Oksana Chuvilskaya, Director General, N. A. Nekrasov Central Universal Scientific Library, Moscow, Russia

ADMINISTRATORS:
Alexandra Vakhrusheva, Deputy Director, I.S. Turgenev Library and Reading Room, Moscow, Russia
Tatyana Kuznetsova, Deputy Director for Development, V. V. Mayakovsky Central City Public Library, St. Petersburg, Russia

9.00-11.40 SESSION I

Greetings by:
Oksana Streshneva, Division Deputy Head, Moscow City Department of Culture, Moscow, Russia
Yana Sedelnikova, Head, Cultural and Historical Heritage Department, St. Petersburg City Committee for Culture, St. Petersburg, Russia
Yakov Shrayberg, Chair, Crimea 2013 International Conference Organizing Committee; Director General, Russian National Public Library for Science and Technology, Moscow, Russia

Presentations – up to 20 minutes, including questions and answers – up to 5 minutes

1. St. Petersburg public libraries modernization program – stage 2: Main vectors and reorganization of library space

Zoya Chalova, Director, V. V. Mayakovsky Central City Public Library, St. Petersburg, Russia
2. City automated information system of library services in St. Petersburg
   Tatyana Kuznetsova, Deputy Director for Development, V. V. Mayakovsky
   Central City Public Library, St. Petersburg, Russia

3. Implementation of St. Petersburg public libraries modernization program in
   the Centralized Library System: The complex model of modernization
   Nataliya Zhivopistseva, Head, Department for Development and Methodological
   Support, Krasnogvardeysky District Centralized Library System, St. Petersburg,
   Russia

4. Multifuctional zoning and modern design. Evolution of library space in
   Kalininsky District Centralized Library System: Changes oriented towards users
   Anastasia Pevkur, Kalininsky District Centralized Library System, St. Petersburg,
   Russia

5. Looking for harmony: Library space in urban environment
   Yana Bredikhina, Pushkinsky District Centralized Library System, St. Petersburg,
   Russia

6. Modernization is an impulse for renovation
   Tatyana Zhukova, Director, Petrodvortsovy District Centralized Library System,
   St. Petersburg, Russia

7. Multifunctional zoning of library space as exemplified by the experience of
   Library №12 — Information Services Center of Krasnoselsky District Centralized
   Library System
   Svetlana Zhikarentseva, Head, Library №12 – Information Services Center,
   Krasnoselsky District Centralized Library System, St. Petersburg, Russia

8. The small library on the eve of great changes
   Lyudmila Minaeva, Director, Kurortny District Centralized Library System, St.
   Petersburg, Russia

11.40-12.00  COFFEE BREAK
12.00-14.00  SESSION II (CONTINUED)
   Establishing multimedia centers: Expanding information services
   and increasing assortment of digital resources

9. «Transformtion contours» - new information technologies within the context
   of library culture. Library and cultural complex functionality
   Nelli Sokolova, Director, Centralized Library System of Kirovsky District, St.
   Petersburg, Russia
The second stage of public libraries modernization in Frunzensky District Centralized Library System

Yuliya Kushchenko, Frunzensky District Centralized Library System, St. Petersburg, Russia

«Open library»: Open access to book collections and expanding virtual library information services

10. “Open library” principles implementation as a result of modernization in St. Petersburg Nevsky District

Nataliya Yartseva, L. Sobolev Central District Library, Nevskaya Centralized Library System, St. Petersburg, Russia

11. Building the single circulation model

Konstantin Linno, Head, Sector of Library Services Automation, Corporate Computer Technologies Department, V. V. Mayakovsky Central City Public Library, St. Petersburg, Russia

S. Orlov, Senior ACS Specialist, Sector of Library Services Automation, Corporate Computer Technologies Department, V. V. Mayakovsky Central City Public Library, St. Petersburg, Russia

12. Krasnogvardeysky District Centralized Library System’s working for the pilot project of building the single city automated library services system based on IRBIS 64/128 ILS

Lidiya Khvostova, Head, Electronic Resources Sector, Automation Department, Krasnogvardeysky District Centralized Library System, St. Petersburg, Russia

RFID –technologies: Choosing priorities

13. RFID-technologies implementation and use: organization and technological support at Primorsky District Centralized Library System

Nina Yarzhombek, Head, Automation and Library Technologies Implementation Department, Primorsky District Centralized Library System, St. Petersburg, Russia

14. Integration of St. Petersburg public libraries into the city’s information space. Web-portal of the SPb Public Libraries Corporate Network

Tamara Koryakova, Head, Coordination Technological Sector, Division of Research, Organization and Networking, V. V. Mayakovsky Central City Public Library, St. Petersburg, Russia

Library’s acquiring databases for networked use
15. History of theatre in digital information resources of St. Petersburg State Theatre Library

Elena Fedyakhina, Head, Sector of Reference and Bibliographic Services, St. Petersburg State Theatre Library, St. Petersburg, Russia

14.00-15.00    LUNCH

15.00-17.00    SESSION II

Presentations – up to 20 minutes, including questions and answers –
up to 5 minutes

1. Moscow public libraries in digital environment

Yury Grikhanov, Chief Expert, N. A. Nekrasov Central Universal Scientific Library, Moscow, Russia

2. Library – world open to everyone. Projects to promote reading

Oksana Chuvilskaya, Director General, N. A. Nekrasov Central Universal Scientific Library, Moscow, Russia

3. Moscow City Library Center: the Way Begins

Victor Zverevich, Head, Research Department, Moscow City Library Center, Moscow, Russia

4. Socially important projects of the Central City Business Library

Nataliya Zabelina, Director, Moscow City Business Library, Moscow, Russia

5. Modern format of the library for the youth

Lyubov Popova, M. Svetlov Central Municipal Library for the Youth, Moscow, Russia

6. Nikolay Gogol’s House: Through time and space

Vera Vikulova, Director, N. V. Gogol Memorial Museum and Scientific Library, Moscow, Russia

17.00-17.20    COFFEE BREAK

17.20-19.00    SESSION II (CONTINUED)

7. Very important clients: Children in libraries

Evgeniya Kulikova, N. A. Nekrasov Central Universal Scientific Library, Moscow, Russia
8. Technology of access to the Library’s information resources (Losevka-online project)

Tatyana Moshkovskaya, Library of History of Russian Philosophy and Culture, A. F. Losev House, Moscow, Russia

9. Automating distant library services. Library 2.0

Yaroslav Mayorov, Deputy Director, Moscow City Business Library, Moscow, Russia

10. Presentation of Biblionight initiative

Lyudmila Sinyukova, Eastern Administrative District, Centralized Library System № 3, Moscow, Russia

11. Moscow libraries: Implementing new technologies, invading new territories

Elena Ignatyeva, Chief Librarian, N. A. Nekrasov Central Universal Scientific Library, Moscow, Russia

QUESTIONS, ANSWERS, EXCHANGE OF OPINIONS, CONCLUSIONS
Special Program of KONEK Subscription Agency

Thursday, June 13, 15.00-19.00
Sudak Conference Hall

MODERATORS:
Nataliya Vershinina, Executive Director, KONEK Subscription Agency, St. Petersburg, Russia
Elena Mikhaylovskaya, Executive Director, KONEK Subscription Agency, Moscow, Russia

ADMINISTRATOR:
Svetlana Silaeva, International Cooperation Department, Russian National Public Library for Science and Technology, Moscow, Russia

15.00-17.00 ONE-DAY SESSION

Introduction by:
Nataliya Vershinina, Executive Director, KONEK Subscription Agency, St. Petersburg, Russia

1. KONEK Agency as the mirror of evolution: Supply of traditional and digital information resources: Analysis, trends, offers
Galina Karmishenskaya, KONEK Subscription Agency, St. Petersburg, Russia

2. Bringing your library to the forefront of Research with Discovery Service Summon
Aaron Maierhofer, ProQuest - Serials Solutions, Cambridge, United Kingdom

3. Efficient subscription to digital resources: Myth or reality?
Alexander Lipensky, KONEK Subscription Agency, Moscow, Russia

4. Ovid Technologies: The best standards of digital information for medicine and healthcare
Vincent Maessen, Wolters Kluwer Health, Ovid, Berlin, Germany

5. Successful scientific publishing
Masamba Kah, Madeleine Eve, Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, United Kingdom
6. Advantages of e-books
   Silvie Niedworok and Alexey Shkolnikov, Elsevier Publishing House, Moscow, Russia

17.00-17.20  COFFEE BREAK
17.20-19.00  SESSION CONTINUED

7. Polythematic resources of Oxford University for research, education and public libraries: Collections of e-journals, books, and reference literature
   Marcin Dembowski, Oxford University Press, Oxford, United Kingdom

8. Digital information resources. Review of Sage new publications
   Anna Lech, Sage Publications Ltd., London, United Kingdom

9. Emerald Group Publishing Ltd. in Russia and the world – journals, books, book series, and digital databases
   Pavel Milasevic, Emerald Group Publishing, Bingley, United Kingdom

10. Passport: Cities - unique information system offering fully comparable macroeconomic parameters for 850 cities of the world
    Valerjan Gotovski, Euromonitor International, Vilnius, Lithuania

11. OECD iLibrary: New Internet-library of electronic books, journals and OECD statistical databases
    Damon Allen, Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD), Berlin, Germany

12. Unique databases of books and journals in the Roman languages from Casalini Libri
    Andrea Ferro, Casalini Libri, Florence, Italy

13. Educational programs for today and tomorrow in Pearson Education publications
    Nataliya Maevskaya, KONEK Subscription Agency, Moscow, Russia

QUESTIONS, ANSWERS, CONSULTATIONS, DISCUSSION
Special Event of the National Electronic Information Consortium (NEICON) «The world of digital resources: Global and national resources»

**Wednesday, June 12, 9.00-19.00**  
Sudak Conference Hall

MODERATOR:  
Alexander Kuznetsov, Executive Director, National Electronic Information Consortium (NEICON), Moscow, Russia

ADMINISTRATOR:  
Irina Razumova, Deputy Director for Research, National Electronic Information Consortium (NETCON), St. Petersburg, Russia

**9.00-11.00 ONE-DAY SESSION**

*Introduction by:*  
Alexander Kuznetsov, National Electronic Information Consortium (NEICON), Moscow, Russia

*Time for presentations – up to 30 minutes, including questions and answers – up to 5 minutes*

1. **NEICON's initiative after the year passed. Reporting results**  
Alexander Kuznetsov, National Electronic Information Consortium (NEICON), Moscow, Russia

2. **Building e-book ecosystem: Launching the new platform of «University library online»**  
Konstantin Kostyuk, Direct-Media Company, Moscow, Russia

3. **Landmarks for Russian science and ways to reach them**  
Irina Razumova, Deputy Director for Research, National Electronic Information Consortium (NEICON), St. Petersburg, Russia

4. **Russian university science: Will it rise to the stars (On Russian universities’ entering the world top-100 lists)?**  
Pavel Arefyev, National Training Foundation, Moscow, Russia
11.00-11.15  COFFEE BREAK
11.15-13.00  SESSION CONTINUED

5. University’s electronic library: Librarian’s view and user’s vision
   Ekaterina Polnikova, St. Petersburg State University Scientific Library, National
   Electronic Information Consortium (NEICON), St. Petersburg, Russia

6. Modeling scientific periodicals collection development based on publication
   intrinsic subject scope
   Nikolay Mazov, A. A. Trofimuk Institute for Oil and Gas Geology and Geophysics,
   Siberian Division of the Russian Academy of Sciences, Novosibirsk, Russia
   Vadim Gureev, VECTOR State Scientific Center for Virology and Biotechnology,
   Koltsovo, Novosibirsk Region, Russia

7. «Standing on the shoulders of geronta ». How archives are read in the Higher
   School of Economics
   Vladimir Pislyakov, Higher School of Economics National Research University
   Library, Moscow, Russia

8. Using foreign databases in the bibliometric analysis of Russian studies in
   nanoscience and nanotechnology: Experience of the RAS Siberian Division
   Inna Zibareva, G. Boreskov Institute of Catalysis of the RAS Siberian Division,
   Novosibirsk, Russia

13.00-15.00  LUNCH
15.00-17.00  SESSION CONTINUED

   Analyzing the market of digital resources
   Irina Razumova, National Electronic Information Consortium (NEICON), St.
   Petersburg, Russia

10. Elsevier — living in interesting times
    Vadim Sobolev, Elsevier Publishing House», Moscow, Russia

11. Epoch challenges and EBSCO’s initiatives
    Andrey Sokolov, EBSCO Publishing, Minsk, Belarus
12. Thomson Reuters new offers for scientific and education communities in Russia and the CIS

Oleg Utkin, Thomson Reuters (Markets) ÑÀ Moscow Office, Moscow, Russia

17.00-17.20  COFFEE BREAK

17.20-19.00  SESSION CONTINUED

13. Cambridge University Press – plans and prospects

Madeleine Eve, Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, United Kingdom

14. Passport: Cities - unique information system offering fully comparable macroeconomic parameters for 850 cities of the world

Valerjan Gotovski, Euromonitor International, Vilnius, Lithuania

15. Open access strategy: Current situation and prospects for the decade

Irina Kuchma, EIFL (Electronic Information for Libraries) International Consortium, Kiev, Ukraine

16. Open access – 2012 breakthrough (summary)

Irina Razumova, National Electronic Information Consortium (NEICON), St. Petersburg, Russia

Fourchette for the event participants

QUESTIONS, ANSWERS, CONSULTATIONS, DISCUSSION
Day of Information for all UNESCO Program

within the framework of Russia’s presidency of the
Intergovernmental Council, Information for All UNESCO Program

The Day is held by the Russian Committee of the Information for All UNESCO Program and Interregional Center of Library Cooperation with the support of the Ministry of Culture of the Russian Federation

Tuesday, June 11, 9.00-18.00

CHAIRS:

Evgeny Kuzmin, Chairman, Intergovernmental Council, Information for All UNESCO Program; Chairman, Russian Committee, Information for All UNESCO Program; President, Interregional Center of Library Cooperation, Moscow, Russia

Alexander Voropaev, Head, Department of Book Exhibitions and Reading Promotion, Division of Periodical Press, Book Publishing and Poligraphic Industry, Federal Agency for Press and Mass Communications, Moscow, Russia

Yakov Shrayberg, Director General, Russian National Public Library for Science and Technology; President, International Association of Users and Developers of Electronic Libraries and New Information Technologies (ELNIT International Association), Moscow, Russia

ADMINISTRATORS:

Sergey Bakeykin, Executive Director, Interregional Center of Libraries Cooperation; Deputy Chairman, Russian Committee, Information for All UNESCO Program, Moscow, Russia

Tatyana Murovana, Executive Secretary, Information for All UNESCO Program Russian Committee, Moscow, Russia

9.00-11.00 ONE-DAY SESSION

Consul Conference Hall

Presentations – up to 20 minutes, including questions and answers – up to 5 minutes
Welcome by:

**UNESCO and issues of making international policy of building knowledge societies**

Evgeny Kuzmin, Intergovernmental Council, Information for All UNESCO Program; Russian Committee, Information for All UNESCO Program; Interregional Center of Library Cooperation, Moscow, Russia

**Crimea 2013 International Conference Organizing Committee and Information for All UNESCO Program: 12 years of cooperation**

Yakov Shrayberg, Chair, Crimea 2013 International Conference Organizing Committee, Moscow, Russia

**On behalf of Khanty-Mansi Autonomous Area-Yugra**

Alexander Karmazin, Director, Department of Culture of Khanty-Mansi Autonomous Area –Yugra, Khanty-Mansiysk, Khanty-Mansi Autonomous Area – Yugra, Russia

1. **Open access in libraries. Status, prospects and development concept**

Yakov Shrayberg, Russian National Public Library for Science and Technology, Moscow, Russia

2. **Four decades of working with scientific and technical information. Personal perspectives and projections**

Mats Lindquist, Ebo Akademi University, Turku, Finland

3. **Access to information. Major trends, Russia’s experience in providing access to socially important information**

Tatyana Murovana, Executive Secretary, Information for All UNESCO Program Russian Committee, Moscow, Russia

11.00-11.20 **COFFEE BREAK**

11.20-13.00 **SESSION CONTINUED**

4. **Ethical issues in the information society**

Andrejs Vasiljevs, Intergovernmental Council, Information for All UNESCO Program, Riga, Latvia

5. **UNESCO Institute for Information Technologies in Education promoting media- and information literacy and open education resources**

Svetlana Knyazeva, UNESCO Institute for Information Technologies in Education, Moscow, Russia

6. **Teaching media skills and information literacy: Poland’s experience**

Jaroslaw Lipszyc, Modern Poland Foundation, Warsaw, Poland
7. Integrating media- and information literacy into the «Basic personal information culture» curriculum

Natalya Gendina, Research Institute for Information Technologies, Kemerovo State University of Culture and Arts, Kemerovo, Russia

13.00-15.00  LUNCH
15.00-18.00  SESSION CONTINUED

Livadia Conference Hall

8. Philosophy of Information in Russia

Yury Cherny, Institute of Scientific Information on Social Sciences, Russian Academy of Sciences (INION), Moscow, Russia

9. Activities of Kazakhstan Memory of the World UNESCO Committee

Gulisa Balabekova, National Library of the Republic of Kazakhstan, Almaty, Kazakhstan

10. Implementing Information for All Program priorities in Belarus: Status and prospects

Petr Lapo, Belarusian State University Scientific Library, Minsk, Belarus

11. Content in minority languages

Irina Dobrynina, National Library of the Republic of Karelia, Petrozavodsk, Russia

QUESTIONS, ANSWERS, CONSULTATIONS, DISCUSSION
Day of the Crimea at the 20-th International Crimea 2013 conference

Thursday, June 13, 10.00-22.00
Consul Conference Hall

CHAIRS:

Elena Emirova, Head, Division of Libraries, Museums and Reserves Activity Analysis and Forecasting, Ministry of Culture and Arts of the Autonomous Republic of Crimea, Simferopol, Autonomous Republic of Crimea, Ukraine

Lyudmila Drozdova, Director, I. Franko Universal Scientific Library, Simferopol, Autonomous Republic of Crimea, Ukraine

ADMINISTRATORS:

Yuliya Gnedova, I. Franko Universal Scientific Library, Simferopol, Autonomous Republic of Crimea, Ukraine

Lyudmila Popova, Director, Kerch Centralized Library System, Kerch, Autonomous Republic of Crimea, Ukraine

10.00-12.30  ROUND TABLE

«CRIMEAN LIBRARIES WITHIN THE CONTEXT OF THE SINGLE INFORMATION SPACE»

ROUND TABLE OPENING. GREETINGS TO PARTICIPANTS

Victor Plakida, Permanent Representative of the President of Ukraine in the Autonomous Republic of Crimea, Simferopol, Autonomous Republic of Crimea, Ukraine

Yakov Shrayberg, Chair, Crimea 2013 International Conference Organizing Committee, Director General, Russian National Public Library for Science and Technology, Moscow, Russia

Tamara Vylegzhanina, Director General, National Parliamentary Library of Ukraine, Kiev, Ukraine

Irina Shevchenko, President, Ukrainian Library Association, Kiev, Ukraine

Framework papers – up to 30 minutes, communications – up to 7 minutes

Framework paper:

From 1994 to 2013: Impact of the Crimea International Conference on digital information and communication environment of the Crimean libraries

Alyona Plakida, Minister of Culture of the Autonomous Republic of Crimea, Simferopol, Autonomous Republic of Crimea, Ukraine
1. **Partnership for development: Cooperation of the Crimean libraries and the U.S. Embassy in Ukraine**
   
   Valentina Pashkova, Vice President, Ukrainian Library Association; Director, Information Resource Center, US Embassy in Ukraine, Kiev, Ukraine

2. **Progress of the corporate project of building the ecological information resource “The Crimea: Medical Plants”**
   
   Elena Bychkova, Head, Ecological Information Department, Russian National Public Library for Science and Technology, Moscow, Russia

3. **Library cooperation within the framework of the Agreement of Trade and Economic, Sci-tech, Humanitarian, and Cultural Cooperation between the Autonomous Republic of Crimea and Donetsk Region, Ukraine**
   
   Lyudmila Novakova, Director, N. K. Krupskaya Regional Universal Scientific Library, Donetsk, Ukraine

4. **International activities of Crimean libraries and museums as a factor of building and developing the single information space**
   
   Elena Emirova, Head, Division of Libraries, Museums and Reserves Activity Analysis and Forecasting, Ministry of Culture and Arts of the Autonomous Republic of Crimea, Simferopol, Autonomous Republic of Crimea, Ukraine

5. **Factors of sustainable innovative development in Nikolaev libraries: Impact of the professional communication in the Crimea**
   
   Nadezhda Bogza, Director, A. Gmyrev Nikolaev State Regional Universal Scientific Library, Nikolaev, Ukraine

6. **Implementation of information and communication innovations in I. Franko Universal Scientific Library: The role of the conference in Sudak**
   
   Alexander Melnikov, Deputy Director for Automation, I. Franko Universal Scientific Library, Simferopol, Autonomous Republic of Crimea, Ukraine

7. **Libraries of the Turkic world: Interaction and cooperation within the framework of the Crimea International Conference**
   
   Gulnara Yagyaeva, Director, I. Gasprinsky Crimean-Tatar Republican Library, Simferopol, Autonomous Republic of Crimea, Ukraine

8. **Crimea Conference in Sudak for developing museum research and communication space**
   
   Valery Tsygannik, Director. S. N. Sergeev-Tsensky Literary and Memorial Museum, Alushta, Autonomous Republic of Crimea, Ukraine
9. Problems of and prospects for corporate library information systems in Ukraine within the context of the Crimea International Conference impact

Olesya Kondratenko, Head, Library Organization and Methodology Department, I. Franko Universal Scientific Library, Simferopol, Autonomous Republic of Crimea, Ukraine

10. Developing the single Pushkin Space in the Crimea

Tatyana Segodina, Director, Simferopol Centralized Library System for Adults, Simferopol, Autonomous Republic of Crimea, Ukraine

11. Implementing the project «2012 in Chernomorskoje region - the Year of O. I. Korsovetsky Central Regional Library»

Valentina Kisel, Director, Centralized Library System, Chernomorskoje, Autonomous Republic of Crimea, Ukraine

12. Presentation of the original museum publication: «Maximilian Voloshin. Star of wormwood»

Boris Poletavkin, Director General, Koktebel Republican Ecological, Historical and Cultural Reserve “M. Voloshin’s Cimmeria”, Feodosia, Autonomous Republic of Crimea, Ukraine

Nataliya Miroshnichenko, Deputy Director General, M. Voloshin’s House Museum, Koktebel Republican Ecological, Historical, and Cultural Reserve “M. Voloshin’s Cimmeria”, Koktebel, Autonomous Republic of Crimea, Ukraine

CONCLUSIONS

Alyona Plakida, Minister of Culture of the Autonomous Republic of Crimea, Simferopol, Autonomous Republic of Crimea, Ukraine

Elena Emirova, Head, Division of Libraries, Museums and Reserves Activity Analysis and Forecasting, Ministry of Culture and Arts of the Autonomous Republic of Crimea, Simferopol, Autonomous Republic of Crimea, Ukraine

Lyudmila Drozdova, Director, I. Franko Crimean Republican Universal Scientific Library, Simferopol, Autonomous Republic of Crimea, Ukraine

12.30-13.00 PRESS CONFERENCE

13.00-15.00 LUNCH

14.30-15.30 EXHIBITION

POSTER PRESENTATIONS OF LIBRARIES OF THE AUTONOMOUS REPUBLIC OF CRIMEA
15.00-16.45 PERMANENT WORKSHOP «LIBRARIES OF THE TURKIC COUNTRIES AND REGIONS: INTERACTION AND COOPERATION PRIORITIES» (by special program)

16.45-17.00 COFFEE BREAK

17.00-18.00 PRESENTATIONS OF THE CRIMEAN CHILDREN’S AND YOUTH-SERVING LIBRARIES «LIBRARY@: GENERATION OF THE FUTURE »

Master class
Crimean Republican V. N. Orlov Children’s Library

Project «Supporting creative youth in the Crimea»
Crimean Republican Juvenile Library

18.00-19.00 CONCERT OF TAURIA CRIMEAN REPUBLICAN VOCAL-CHOREOGRAPHIC ENSEMBLE NAMED BY LIDIYA CHERNYSHOVA
Tauria Conference Hall

19.00-22.00 GATHERING OF CRIMEAN LIBRARIES’ FRIENDS
Consul Conference Hall
(by personal invitations)
Special event
«Digital landscape of cultural and education space in Ukraine»

Tuesday, June 11, 9.00-13.30
Tauria Conference Hall

MODERATORS:
Tamara Vylegzhanina, Director General, National Parliamentary Library of Ukraine, Kiev, Ukraine
Larisa Nikiforenko, Head, Division of Libraries Development Analysis and Forecasting, Strategic Planning for Cultural Development and Regional Policy in Culture, Arts and Education Department, Ministry of Culture of Ukraine, Kiev, Ukraine
Irina Shevchenko, President, Ukrainian Library Association; Director, Institute of Postgraduate Education of the National Academy of Culture and Arts for Top Managers, Kiev, Ukraine

ADMINISTRATOR:
Svetlana Barabash, Academic Secretary, G.I. Denisenko Library for Science and Technology of "Kiev Polytechnic Institute" Ukrainian National Technical University, Kiev, Ukraine

9.00-11.00 ONE-DAY SESSION

Greeting by:
Yakov Shrayberg, Chair, Crimea 2013 International Conference Organizing Committee, Moscow, Russia
Victor Balyurko, Deputy Minister of Culture of Ukraine, Kiev, Ukraine

1. State policy for public library informatization in Ukraine
Larisa Nikiforenko, Head, Office of Library Activity Analysis and Forecast, Division of Strategic Planning of Cultural Development and Regional Policy in Culture, Department of the Governmental Policy Shaping in Culture, Art and Education, Ministry of Culture of Ukraine, Kiev, Ukraine

2. Public libraries of Ukraine in the information space
Tamara Vylegzhanina, Director General, National Parliamentary Library of Ukraine, Kiev, Ukraine
3. «Culture of Ukraine» e-library
   Svetlana Bakan, Deputy Director General, National Parliamentary Library of Ukraine, Kiev, Ukraine

4. E-library and copyright: Experience of the National Parliamentary Library of Ukraine
   Nataliya Rozkolupa, National Parliamentary Library of Ukraine, Kiev, Ukraine

5. Information support of rural communities: Combining traditional and innovative services
   Lyudmila Grigash, Director, Transcarpathian Regional Scientific Library, Uzhgorod, Ukraine

6. Digital historical and cultural projects in Kirovograd Regional Universal Scientific Library
   Elena Garashchenko, Director, D. I. Chizhevsky Regional Universal Scientific Library, Kirovograd, Russia

7. Region’s scientific and cultural brand as a component of Ukrainian digital landscape
   Valentina Rakityanskaya, Director, V. G. Korolenko State Scientific Library, Kharkov, Ukraine

11.00-11.20  COFFEE BREAK
11.20-13.00  SESSION CONTINUED

8. Digital resources of local studies on websites of regional universal scientific libraries
   Nataliya Morozova, Director, K.A. Timiryazev Regional Scientific Library, Vinnitsa, Ukraine

9. Lending e-books: International experience and Ukrainian reality
   Valentina Pashkova, Vice President, Ukrainian Library Association; Director, Information Resource Center, US Embassy in Ukraine, Kiev, Ukraine

10. Digital space of juvenile libraries in Ukraine
    Georgy Saprikin, Director, State Library of Ukraine for Youth, Kiev, Ukraine

11. Education programs and projects of the Ukrainian Library Association
    Irina Shevchenko, President, Ukrainian Library Association, Kiev, Ukraine

12. Building electronic collections (ELAU projects)
    Oleg Degtyarenko, Director General, Electronic Archives of Ukraine Company, Kiev, Ukraine
13. Modern libraries: From overcoming digital inequality to building the space of ideas

Matej Novak, Director, Bibliomost Program, Kiev, Ukraine

13.00-13.30 PRESENTATION OF BOOKS AND MATERIALS
«INFORMATION, EDUCATION AND PUBLISHING PROJECTS OF THE UKRAINIAN LIBRARY ASSOCIATION »

MODERATORS:

Vera Zagumennaya, Presidium Member, Ukrainian Library Association; Professor, National Academy of Culture and Arts for Top Managers, Kiev, Ukraine

Valentina Pashkova, Vice President, Ukrainian Library Association; Director, Information Resource Center, US Embassy to Ukraine, Kiev, Ukraine

Irina Shevchenko, President, Ukrainian Library Association; Director, Institute of Post-graduate Education, National Academy of Culture and Arts for Top Managers, Kiev, Ukraine
Day of the libraries of Khanty-Mansi Autonomous Area –Yugra

Special event held by Khanty-Mansi Autonomous Area - Yugra
«On the way to the public paradise»

Wednesday, June 12, 9.00-22.00
Tauria-2 Conference Hall

MODERATORS:
Alexander Karmazin, Director, Department of Culture of Khanty-Mansi Autonomous Area –Yugra, Khanty-Mansiysk, Khanty-Mansi Autonomous Area –Yugra, Russia
Olga Krivosheeva, Director, Yugra State Library (State financed institution of Khanty-Mansi Autonomous Area –Yugra), Khanty-Mansiysk, Khanty-Mansi Autonomous Area –Yugra, Russia

ADMINISTRATORS:
Svetlana Volzhenina, Consultant, Division of Museums, Libraries, Exhibition and Historico-cultural Heritage of the Department of Culture of Khanty-Mansi Autonomous Area –Yugra, Khanty-Mansiysk, Khanty-Mansi Autonomous Area –Yugra, Russia
Nadezhda Zhukova, Director, Centralized Library System, Surgut, Khanty-Mansi Autonomous Area –Yugra, Russia
Yuliya Kim, Deputy Director, Yugra State Library, Khanty-Mansiysk, Khanty-Mansi Autonomous Area –Yugra, Russia

9.00-11.00 SESSION I

Introduction by:
Yakov Shrayberg, Chair, “Crimea 2013” International Conference Organizing Committee Director General, Russian National Public Library for Science and Technology, Moscow, Russia
Alexander Karmazin, Director, Department of Culture of Khanty-Mansi Autonomous Area –Yugra, Khanty-Mansiysk, Khanty-Mansi Autonomous Area –Yugra, Russia

Presentations – up to 20 minutes, including questions and answers – up to 5 minutes

Time for videopresentations – up to 10 minutes
COMMUNICATIONS:

1. Yugra is our home

Mariya Voldina (Vagatova), writer, Honorary Citizen of Khanty-Mansi Autonomous Area – Yugra; The Polar Star Literary Award laureate (2012), Yugra Journalism Legend (2013) laureate

Viktor Bank, National Cultures Department, Kultura Artistic Union, member of Yeshak nay folk ethnographic ensemble, diplomat of territorial, regional, Finno-Ugric, All-Russian and world festivals and forums, laureate of Sayany Ring International Ethnic Musical Festival

1. One-reeler about Khanty-Mansi Autonomous Area – Yugra

2. Yugra libraries

One-reeler about Khanty-Mansi libraries

3. Sociocultural practices of Yugra population, or which way is to go to the library

Alexander Karmazin, Director, Department of Culture of Khanty-Mansi Autonomous Area – Yugra, Khanty-Mansiysk, Khanty-Mansi Autonomous Area – Yugra, Russia

Svetlana Volzhenina, Consultant, Division of Museums, Libraries, Exhibition and Historico-cultural Heritage of the Department of Culture of Khanty-Mansi Autonomous Area – Yugra, Khanty-Mansiysk, Khanty-Mansi Autonomous Area – Yugra, Russia

Olga Krivosheeva, Director, Yugra State Library, Khanty-Mansiysk, Khanty-Mansi Autonomous Area – Yugra, Russia

Nadezhda Zhukova, Director, Centralized Library System, Surgut, Khanty-Mansi Autonomous Area – Yugra, Russia

Tatyana Zankina, Director, Intersettlement Library, Poykovsky, Nefteyugansk Region, Khanty-Mansi Autonomous Area – Yugra, Russia

4. The Library for everyone

One-reeler about Yugra State Library

11.00-11.20     COFFEE BREAK
11.20-13.00  SESSION II
YUGRA LIBRARIES DEVELOPMENT VECTOR: NEW ECONOMICS: NEW TECHNOLOGIES, NEW QUALITY

COMMUNICATIONS:

1. As good as gold, or how much do libraries cost
   Svetlana Volzhenina, Consultant, Division of Museums, Libraries, Exhibition and Historico-cultural Heritage of the Department of Culture of Khanty-Mansi Autonomous Area –Yugra, Khanty-Mansiysk, Khanty-Mansi Autonomous Area – Yugra, Russia

2. Developing information technologies in Yugra libraries
   Yuliya Kim, Deputy Director, Yugra State Library, Khanty-Mansiysk, Khanty-Mansi Autonomous Area –Yugra, Russia

3. Quality management as a tool of system changes in libraries
   Olga Krivosheeva, Director, Yugra State Library, Khanty-Mansiysk, Khanty-Mansi Autonomous Area –Yugra, Russia

4. Library recommends – quality management in the institutions of culture
   Yana Yurkevich, Deputy Director, Centralized Library System, Surgut, Khanty-Mansi Autonomous Area –Yugra, Russia

13.00-15.00  LUNCH
15.00-17.00  SESSION III
WE ARE FOR READING IN YUGRA

Communications:

1. Festival of kids’ and juvenile books
   Mariya Madyarova, Chief Librarian, Yugra State Library, Khanty-Mansiysk, Khanty-Mansi Autonomous Area –Yugra, Russia

2. Read-city
   Lyudmila Shaymardanova, Head, Central Children’s Library, Nizhnevartovsk, Khanty-Mansi Autonomous Area –Yugra, Russia

3. Big reading adventure at the 60-th parallel north
   Nadezhda Zhukova, Director, Centralized Library System, Surgut, Khanty-Mansi Autonomous Area –Yugra, Russia
Mariya Madyarova, Chief Librarian, Yugra State Library, Khanty-Mansiysk, Khanty-Mansi Autonomous Area – Yugra, Russia

17.00-17.20  COFFEE BREAK
17.20-19.00  SESSION III (CONTINUED)
WE ARE FOR READING IN YUGRA
SESSION TO BE CONTINUED IN INFORMAL CIRCUMSTANCES (SHOPTALK AT VA-BANK BAR)

MODERATORS:
  Mariya Madyarova, Chief Librarian, Yugra State Library, Khanty-Mansiysk, Khanty-Mansi Autonomous Area – Yugra, Russia

We invite you to join us in the journey along the Big Reading Land
(Fantasy, games, riddles, puzzles, surprises are awaiting you during the journey)

Route:

Stop one – Run of the mill, just to learn about your fellow travelers

Presentation of Writers in Libraries project

We are for reading in Yugra long-term initiative»:
— «About reading»
— «Big reading adventure at the 60-th parallel north»
— «Writers in Libraries»
— «Open library»
— «Academy» in libraries
— Regional festival of kids and juvenile books «Time to read!»
— Clubs «Literary meetings», «Intellectuals»
— Libraries and mass media – «PRO reading» column, «7 to 9» Channel, UGRA Public Broadcasting Company
— «World of Library» program YUGORIA Radio company
— «Favourite names» (celebrating writers’ anniversaries, annually)
— «Vacations with libraries» (June – August, annually)
— Contests:
«Reader of the Year»
Regional festival of literary works among readers «My favourite book »
Regional contest of literary works among the disabled readers «Let it be good»
— Presentations of new books by local authors (as soon as they are published) 1-2 times a year

PRESENTATION OF THE BOOK BY MARIYA VAGATOVA «BRANCHES OF THE KHANTY LANGUAGE»

MODERATOR:
Mariya Madyarova, Chief Librarian, Yugra State Library, Khanty-Mansiysk, Khanty-Mansi Autonomous Area –Yugra, Russia

Stop two – The Golden Key, where you will learn what Yugra is
You will have to demonstrate your intellect and knowledge of Yugra region, and finally to help L. Carrol’s Alice to learn, whether it is Australia, or New Zealand, or neither. Just answer to the questions of the local lore

Stop three – A Mad Tea Party, or on a Visit to… Yugra people
(testing wild-growing plants, tea party Khanty-style, bylichki –chillers from Mariya Voldina (Vagatova)…)
Universal delirium and fraternization, exchange of souvenirs, gift and prize giving – everything you need for happy day, cultural enrichment, romantic mood, dream, communication with colleagues, the sea and Crimean fairy landscape…)

It sounded an excellent plan, no doubt, and very neatly and simply arranged; the only difficulty was, that she had not the smallest idea how to set about it…

Lewis Carrol. Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland

Admission free
Exhibition «Information Publications by Yugra libraries»

21.00-22.00 FILM BASED ON YERE MEY AYPIN’S BOOKS
Introduction by
Mariya Voldina (Vagatova)
Special program
«One day in a library»

Organizer — M. I. Rudomino All-Russian State Library for
Foreign Literature

Tuesday, June 11, 15.00-17.00
Consul Auditorium

MODERATOR:
Ekaterina Genieva, Director General, M.I. Rudomino All-Russian State Library for Foreign Literature, Moscow, Russia

ADMINISTRATORS:
Svetlana Zolotinskaya, Head, International Projects and Public Relations Department, Russian National Public Library for Science and Technology, Moscow, Russia
Lyudmila Skachkova, Director, Cultural Programs Center, M.I. Rudomino All-Russian State Library for Foreign Literature, Moscow, Russia

OPEN LECTURE:
Why do we need libraries?
Ekaterina Genieva, Director General, M.I. Rudomino All-Russian State Library for Foreign Literature, Moscow, Russia

OPEN DISCUSSION,
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS, EXCHANGE OF OPINIONS
Special program of the M. I. Rudomino All-Russian State Library for Foreign Literature Book Center

Tuesday, June 11, 17.00-19.00
Consul Auditorium

MODERATORS:
Ekaterina Genieva, Director General, M.I. Rudomino All-Russian State Library for Foreign Literature, Moscow, Russia
Sergey Mironenko, Director, State Archives of the Russian Federation, Moscow, Russia

ADMINISTRATOR:
Lyudmila Skachkova, Director, Cultural Programs Center, M.I. Rudomino All-Russian State Library for Foreign Literature, Moscow, Russia

ON THE PROGRAM:
Presentations of publications by the Book Center: Reading, stories about books, gifts

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS, DISCUSSION
Special event
PRACTICAL DIGITIZING REALITIES

Organizers: DiMi-Center Company, Moscow, Russia,
Russian National Public Library for Science and Technology,
Moscow, Russia
Russian State Library, Moscow, Russia

Task-oriented seminar-workshop «Quality digital document – problems and solutions»

Wednesday, June 12, 9.00-17.00
Livadia Conference Hall

CHAIRS:
Galina Evstigneeva, Deputy Director General for Library and Information Resources, Russian National Public Library for Science and Technology, Moscow, Russia
Sergey Timirgaliev, Director General, «DiMi-Center» Company, Moscow, Russia

ADMINISTRATOR:
Yury Zaslavsky, Director, Scanning Service Center, Russian National Public Library for Science and Technology, Moscow, Russia

9.00-11.00 ONE-DAY SESSION

Welcome by:
Yakov Shrayberg, Director General, Russian National Public Library for Science and Technology; Vice-President, Russian Library Association, Moscow, Russia

Introduction by:
Sergey Timirgaliev, Director General, «DiMi-Center» Company, Moscow, Russia

PAPERS:
1. DiMi Center’s solutions for assessing scanning quality of paper documents
   Sergey Timirgaliev, «DiMi-Center» Company, Moscow, Russia
2. Standards and methodological support of digitization in Russian archives

Yuliya Yumasheva, All-Russian Research Institute for Document and Archive Studies, Moscow, Russia

3. Methods of digital document creation applied in Europe

Dominique Maton, Acmisgroup, Schoten, Belgium

4. Ideology of library collection digitization as exemplified by RNPLS&T’s experience

Galina Evstigneeva, Russian National Public Library for Science and Technology, Moscow, Russia

5. Digitizing collection items at the National Historical Library of Ukraine

Alla Skorokhvatova, National Historical Library, Kiev, Ukraine
Lev Rudzsky, ELNIT International Association, Kiev, Ukraine

6. Developing and implementing the NPLS&T’s national periodical collection digitization program

Tatyana Panteleeva, Russian National Public Library for Science and Technology, Moscow; Russia

11.00-11.20  COFFEE BREAK
11.20-13.00  SESSION CONTINUED

7. Practical use of different types of scanners

Nataliya Chernovalova, “DiMi-Center” Company, Moscow, Russia

8. Providing quality within the project of digital genealogic document bank acquisition

Nataliya Kachina, ELAR Corporation, Moscow, Russia

9. Glossary of terms related to digitization quality as the conceptual framework of the “Methods to control the quality of paper document scanning

Olga Barkova, “DiMi-Center” Company, Moscow, Russia

10. From resources to services: Preparing and importing full-text and full-content digital resources to the multifunctional digital library (as exemplified by T-Libra IS)

Sergey Lyapin, Constanta Company, Arkhangelsk, Russia

11. Electronic backup copies – guarding our past, in the service of future

Dmitry Efimov, ALADATA Company, Moscow, Russia
Evgeny Evseev, Research reprography Institute, Tula, Russia
Svetlana Dobrusina, National Library of Russia, Federal Center for Documents Preservation, St. Petersburg, Russia

12. Information preservation on discs with metal-ceramic coating (DTD)
Svetlana Dobrusina, National Library of Russia, Federal Center for Documents Preservation, St. Petersburg, Russia

13.00-15.00 LUNCH
15.00-17.00 PRACTICUM
METHODS AND INSTRUMENTS OF PAPER DOCUMENT SCANNING QUALITY CONTROL

MODERATORS:
Sergey Timirgaliev, Director General, «DiMi-Center» Company, Moscow, Russia
Yury Zaslavsky, Director, Scanning Service Center, Russian National Public Library for Science and Technology, Moscow, Russia

COMMUNICATIONS, QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS, CONCLUSIONS
Special event of CONTEXTUM Consortium «The present and future of Russian digital resources in science, education and culture

Organizers: BIBCOM Central Collector of Libraries, Moscow, Russia
Russian National Public Library for Science and Technology, Moscow, Russia
Information sponsors: University Book Publishing House, Moscow, Russia
Book Industry Journal, Moscow, Russia

Wednesday, June 12, 15.00-19.00
Crimea Conference Hall

CHAIRS:
Galina Evstigneeva, Deputy Director General for Library and Information Resources, Russian National Public Library for Science and Technology, Moscow, Russia
Vitaly Ivanov, Chair, Board of Directors, BIBCOM Central Collector of Libraries, Moscow, Russia

ADMINISTRATORS:
Leonid Grishkevich, Deputy Director General, Library Collection Development Department, BIBCOM Central Collector for Libraries, Moscow, Russia
Dmitry Paltsev, programmer, Russian National Public Library for Science and Technology, Moscow, Russia

15.00-19.00 ONE-DAY SESSION

Introduction by:
Yakov Shrayberg, Russian National Public Library for Science and Technology, Moscow, Russia

Presentations – up to 20 minutes, including questions and answers – up to 5 minutes
1. Legal, economic and technological aspects of developing Russian digital resources in science, education, and culture
   Vitaly Ivanov, BIBCOM Central Collector of Libraries, Moscow, Russia

2. Modern digital resource business models in science and education: foreign experience
   Pavel Arefyev, National Training Foundation, Moscow, Russia

3. CONTEXTUM technology – one year of operation
   Mikhail Degtyarev, BIBCOM Central Collector of Libraries, Moscow, Russia

4. Digital content and CONTEXTUM technology for libraries – RNPLS&T’s experience
   Galina Evstigneeva, Russian National Public Library for Science and Technology, Moscow, Russia

5. Modified IRBIS ILS for building disciple-specific full-text collections
   Mikhail Goncharov and Kirill Kolosov, Russian National Public Library for Science and Technology, Moscow, Russia

6. Building full-text archive of Russian scientific journals
   Alexander Plemnek, St. Petersburg State Polytechnic University, St. Petersburg, Russia
   Victor Gerasin, BIBCOM Central Collector of Libraries, Moscow, Russia

17.00-17.20 COFFEE BREAK

17.20-19.00 SESSION CONTINUED

7. RUCONT – national digital resource: An electronic library system or the resource for science, education and culture
   Olga Yudina, BIBCOM Central Collector of Libraries, Moscow, Russia

8. Licensing and contractual work in universities – hard days of modern libraries
   Tatyana Grekhova, Vladivostok State University for Economics and Services, Vladivostok, Russia

9. Integrating RUCONT ILS information services in the information resources of N. I. Zheleznov Central Scientific Library
   Nataliya Dunaeva, N. I. Zheleznov Central Scientific Library, K. A. Timiryazev Moscow Agricultural Academy – Russian State Agrarian University, Moscow, Russia
10. **Designing and promoting scientific and education electronic resources: How to attach priorities (CONTEXTUM and the University interaction)**

   Larisa Morshchikhina, M. V. Lomonosov Northern (Arctic) Federal University, Arkhangelsk, Russia

11. **Licensing contracts with university authors using CONTEXTUM technology**

   Galina Tikhomirova, State University of Management Scientific Library, Moscow, Russia

12. **CONTEXTUM and MegaPro ILS interfacing**

   Vladimir Gribov, Data Express Company, Moscow, Russia

   Fourchette for the event participants

   **COMMUNICATIONS, QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS, CONCLUSIONS**
Discussion site «Libraries in the decreasing book space [manual on how to re-educate ostriches], or fulfilling the State Order»

Friday, June 14, 9.00-13.00
Crimea Conference Hall

The goal is: resting upon the results of the first year of the state order, to draw, propose, to set out routes and ways for the libraries when public interest in their services is objectively decreasing. Upon the discussion conclusions, we may develop proposals to be included into the industry’s development plan.

MODERATORS:
- Vadim Stepanov, Professor, Chair of Digital Libraries, Information Technologies and Systems, Moscow State University of Culture and Arts, Khimki, Moscow Region, Russia
- Evgeniya Guseva, Head, Collection System Management, Russian State Library, Moscow, Russia

FRAMEWORK COMMUNICATIONS:

Libraries in the decreasing book space
- Vadim Stepanov, Moscow State University of Culture and Arts, Khimki, Moscow Region, Russia

State Order 13 – 15: Dot-lines in the road-map
- Evgeniya Guseva, Russian State Library, Moscow, Russia

DISCUSSION PARTICIPANTS REPRESENTING:

Federal libraries:
- Evgeniya Guseva, Head, Collection System Management, Russian State Library, Moscow, Russia

Regional libraries:
- Irina Dobrynina, Director, National Library of the Republic of Karelia, Petrozavodsk, Russia

Municipal libraries:
- Alexander Karaush, Director, Municipal Information Library System, Tomsk, Russia
Interested players and users:

Rifat Sarazetdinov, Director General, GRAND-FAIR Publishing Group, Moscow, Russia

Elena Beylina, Editor-in Chief, University Book Publishing House, Moscow, Russia

Beside communications and presentations, the program will include open discussion and brain storm on the subject aimed at developing specific proposals.

EVERYONE IS INVITED TO SPEAK AND TO PARTICIPATE IN FORMULATING PROPOSALS
IV. Workshops

Workshop «Library and Information Services Available to the Disabled Users»

Tuesday, June 11, 9.00-17.00
Kara-Dag Auditorium

CHAIRS:

Elena Zakharova, Deputy Director, Russian State Library for the Blind, Moscow, Russia
Almas Myrzabekov, Librarian, Information Bibliographic Services and Typhology Department, Republican Library for the Blind and Visually Impaired Citizens, Almaty, Kazakhstan

ADMINISTRATOR:

Galina Elfimova, Department Head, Russian State Library for the Blind, Moscow, Russia

Presentations – up to 20 minutes, including questions and answers – up to 5 minutes

9.00-11.00 SESSION ONE

Topic: «Libraries for the blind at the Crimean conference: Corporate interaction outcomes»

1. Dynamics of the special libraries’ workshop

Elena Zakharova, Russian State Library for the Blind, Moscow, Russia

2. Projects of Chelyabinsk Regional Library for the visually impaired and the blind

Marina Kochutina, Regional Special Library for the Blind and Visually Impaired, Chelyabinsk, Russia

3. Developing and implementing projects as the way to promote the library in the regional community

Tatyana Kalashnik, Pskov Special Library for the Blind and Visually Impaired, Pskov, Russia
4. Modern technologies in rehabilitation of the disabled people
   Mariya Konovalova, N. Ostrovsky Regional Special Library for the Blind, Kaluga, Russia

5. Adaptive technologies in the information support of the visually impaired people: International conference outcomes
   Tatyana Serova, St. Petersburg State Library for the Blind and Visually Impaired, St. Petersburg, Russia

11.00-11.20 COFFEE BREAK

11.20-13.00 SESSION ONE (CONTINUED)

6. Workdays of a non-classic librarian: Professionalizing library services of the visually impaired users
   Irina Gilfanova, Regional Special Library for the Blind, Ekaterinburg, Russia

7. The system of information and bibliographic services provided to specialists in special needs education and psychology based on new information technologies
   Ekaterina Sedova, St. Petersburg State Library for the Blind and Visually Impaired, St. Petersburg, Russia

8. Legal regulation of library information services for the disabled people
   Elena Borisova, National Library of Russia, St. Petersburg, Russia

TOPICAL DISCUSSION

13.00-15.00 LUNCH

15.00-17.00 SESSION TWO

Topic: «New vector for special libraries»
1. Library’s healing energy (library information services for the disabled people)

   Almas Myrzabekov, Republican Library for the Blind and Visually Impaired Citizens, Almaty, Kazakhstan

2. New services at the Lithuanian Library for the Blind

   Rasa Januševičienė, Lithuanian Library for the Blind, Vilnius, Lithuania

3. Place and role of special libraries in the region’s information, library, and cultural space

   Olga Ustinova, St. Petersburg State Library for the Blind and Visually Impaired, St. Petersburg, Russia

4. Basic professional competence of librarians at specialized libraries

   Mariya Konovalova, N. Ostrovsky Regional Special Library for the Blind, Kaluga, Russia

5. Expanding partnership as the foundation for special library’s development

   Elena Glazova, Russian State Library for the Blind, Moscow, Russia

   DISCUSSION AND WORKSHOP CONCLUSIONS
Special workshop
«Reading and media information literacy in the knowledge societies»

The workshop is held through the support of the Ministry of Culture of the Russian Federation

Wednesday, June 12, 9.00-13.00

Consul Conference Hall

MODERATORS:

Evgeny Kuzmin, Chairman, Intergovernmental Council, Information for All UNESCO Program; Chairman, Russian Committee, Information for All UNESCO Program; President, Interregional Center of Library Cooperation, Moscow, Russia

Alexander Voropaev, Head, Department of Book Exhibitions and Reading Promotion, Division of Periodical Press, Book Publishing and Poligraphic Industry, Federal Agency for Press and Mass Communications, Moscow, Russia

ADMINISTRATOR:

Sergey Bakeykin, Executive Director, Interregional Center of Libraries Cooperation; Deputy Chairman, Russian Committee, Information for All UNESCO Program, Moscow, Russia

9.00-11.00 ONE-DAY SESSION

Presentations – up to 20 minutes, including questions and answers – up to 5 minutes

PAPERS:

1. Reading and media and information literacy in the global information society

Evgeny Kuzmin, Interregional Center for Library Cooperation, Russian Committee, Information for All UNESCO Program, Moscow, Russia

2. New initiatives of the Federal Agency for Press and Mass Communications to support and promote reading

Alexander Voropaev, Federal Agency for Press and Mass Communications, Moscow, Russia

3. Interacting with users: In search of friendly ideology

Violeta Askarova, Chelyabinsk Academy of Culture and Arts, Chelyabinsk, Russia
4. *From reading skills to media literacy, or vice versa*


5. *Reading: Modern content*

Nataliya Grishina, M. Gorky Regional Universal Scientific Library, Ryazan, Russia

6. *Typological characteristics of information behavior of modern library users: Findings of the republican survey*

Elena Dolgopolova, National Library of Belarus, Minsk, Belarus

11.00-11.20  **COFFEE BREAK**

11.20-13.00  **GENERAL DISCUSSION**

**PARTICIPANTS:**

Elena Beylina, University Book Publishing House, Moscow, Russia

Svetlana Zorina, Book Industry Journal, KnoRus Company, Moscow, Russia

Lyubov Kazachenkova, Modern Library Journal; LITERA Information Center for Cooperation, Moscow, Russia

Vladimir Prudnikov, INFRA-M Publishing House, Moscow, Russia

Vyacheslav Ilyukhin, INFRA-M Group of Companies, Moscow, Russia

Rifat Sarazetdinov, GRAND-FAIR Publishing Group, Moscow, Russia

**COMMUNICATIONS BY PARTICIPANTS, QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS, WORKSHOP CONCLUSIONS**
Scientific and Practical Workshop and Round Table «Prospects for the Union Catalog of Russian libraries, regional union catalogs and their hard- and software support»

Ministry of Culture of the Russian Federation
Russian Library Association
LIBNET National Information Library Center

Thursday, June 14, 16.00-19.00
Commonwealth Conference Hall

MODERATORS:
Boris Loginov, Director General, LIBNET National Information Library Center, Moscow, Russia
Vera Nikolaeva, Deputy Department Head, Library and Archive Department, Ministry of Culture of the Russian Federation, Moscow, Russia

ADMINISTRATORS:
Irina Mustafina, Marketing Director, LIBNET National Information Library Center, Moscow, Russia
Ilya Nozdrin, Executive Director, LIBNET National Information Library Center, Moscow, Russia

TOPICS FOR DISCUSSION:
1. Road map as a intensification mechanism for acquiring the Union Catalog of the Library Resources of Russia
2. Development of the Union Catalog of Russian Libraries
3. Development of the Union Catalog of Digital Resources
4. Developing of regional union catalogs
5. Development of hard- and software for the union catalogs and their interaction with UCLC and UCDR.

Framework paper:
Boris Loginov, Director General, LIBNET National Information Library Center, Moscow, Russia
COMMUNICATIONS:

1. RAS SD SPLS&T’s participation in the Union Catalog of Russian Library Resources
   Boris Elepov, State Public Library for Science and Technology, Siberian Division of the Russian Academy of Sciences, Novosibirsk, Russia
   Sergey Bazhenov, State Public Library for Science and Technology, Siberian Division of the Russian Academy of Sciences, Novosibirsk, Russia

2. IRBIS ILS as an efficient tool for developing and use of the union catalogs of any libraries
   Boris Marshak and Alexander Brodovsky, Russian National Public Library for Science and Technology, Moscow, Russia

3. Developing the union catalog of Yakut libraries
   Galina Leveryeva, Deputy Director for Research, National Libraries of Sakha Republic, Yakutsk, Russia

4. Integrated Union Catalog of Sci-tech Literature of the CIS countries: Status and prospects
   Marina Ragimova, Russian National Public Library for Science and Technology, Moscow, Russia

5. Organizational and technological issues of building the Regional Library’s digital library
   Victor Verzilov, Deputy Director, A. M. Gorky Regional Universal Scientific Library, Tver, Russia

6. Optimiziation of the technologies of the union catalogs of regional Libraries with UCLC and UCDR
   Larisa Novinskaya, Vladimir Regional Scientific Library, Vladimir, Moscow

7. Modernization of the settlement library traditional functions through joining the regional library corporation
   Nataliya Sorokoletova, Deputy Director, Belgorod State Universal Scientific Library, Belgorod, Russia

8. Developing and using the electronic catalog of the Territorial reference library system
   Vladimir Smorodin, MART Company, Velikie Luki, Russia

9. Library information system in Sverdlovsk Region: Principles of corporate resources acquisition and use
   Lyudmila Vorobyeva and V. I. Zhiltsova, Sverdlovsk Regional Library for Children and Youth, Ekaterinburg, Russia
10. Developing relevant regional union catalogs and their interaction with UCLR

Sergey Bazhenov, State Public Library for Science and Technology, Siberian Division of the Russian Academy of Sciences, Novosibirsk, Russia

Vyacheslav Tokmakov, AVD-System Company, Ekaterinburg, Russia

QUESTIONS, ANSWERS, EXCHANGE OF OPINIONS, ROUND TABLE CONCLUSIONS
Problem-oriented workshop and Round Table of Boris Yeltsin Presidential Library
«Integrated electronic resources in the modern information environment»

Thursday, June 14, 9.00-13.00
Commonwealth Conference Hall

MODERATORS:

Elena Zhabko, Director for Information Resources, Boris Yeltsin Presidential Library, St. Petersburg, Russia
Vyacheslav Beresnev, Deputy Director General, Boris Yeltsin Presidential Library, St. Petersburg, Russia

ADMINISTRATOR:

Yuliya Selivanova, Head, Linguistic, Software and Technological Support Department, Boris Yeltsin Presidential Library, St. Petersburg, Russia

9.00-11.00 ONE-DAY SESSION

1. Developing digital subject collections of the Presidential Library: Approaches and principles

Tatyana Maskhuliya, Head, Information Resources Development and Processing Department, Boris Yeltsin Presidential Library, St. Petersburg, Russia

2. Linguistic support of Presidential Library’s digital collections

Yuliya Selivanova, Head, Linguistic, Software and Technological Support Department, Boris Yeltsin Presidential Library, St. Petersburg, Russia

3. The Union Catalog of Electronic Resources – resources for Russian regions

Vyacheslav Beresnev, Deputy Director General, Boris Yeltsin Presidential Library, St. Petersburg, Russia

4. Presidential Library is a research and methodological center for digital content acquisition

Elena Zhabko, Director for Information resources, Boris Yeltsin Presidential Library, St. Petersburg, Russia
5. Regional aspects of building the Presidential Library's resource

Elena Zhabko, Director for Information resources, Boris Yeltsin Presidential Library, St. Petersburg, Russia

Tatyana Maskhuliya, Head, Information Resources Development and Processing Department, Boris Yeltsin Presidential Library, St. Petersburg, Russia

6. Remote digital reading rooms for the access to the Presidential Library's resources

Lyudmila Savelyeva, Head, User Service Department, Boris Yeltsin Presidential Library, St. Petersburg, Russia

11.00-11.20 COFFEE BREAK

11.20-13.00 SESSION CONTINUED

7. Presidential Library’s Internet-portal: User information behavior

Andrey Zaitsev, Boris Yeltsin Presidential Library, St. Petersburg, Russia

8. Information analytic activities of the Presidential Library: Current state and development vectors

Yury Pimoshenko, Director, Backup Copy Center, Boris Yeltsin Presidential Library, St. Petersburg, Russia

9. International projects of the Presidential Library

Alexander Chentsov, Head, International Department, Boris Yeltsin Presidential Library, St. Petersburg, Russia

Presentation of publications by the Presidential Library in information and library technologies

QUESTIONS, ANSWERS, EXCHANGE OF OPINIONS, ROUND TABLE CONCLUSIONS
Problem-oriented workshop and Round Table
“Work – Home – Library. How to attract the young and to make libraries «The third placee»”?

Monday, June 10, 15.00-19.00
Surozh Auditorium

MODERATOR:
Irina Mikhnova, Director, Russian State Library for Young Adults, Moscow, Russia

ADMINISTRATOR:
Marina Zakharenko, Deputy Director, Russian State Library for Young Adults, Moscow, Russia

15.00-19.00 ONE-DAY SESSION

1. Library’s real and potential competitors at the market of youth recreation and education. Review and some unfavorable but informative CONCLUSIONS
   Irina Mikhnova, Director, Russian State Library for Young Adults, Moscow, Russia

2. The Sister Libraries IFLA Project: Russian-Swedish version
   Britt-Marit Angden-Ringselle, Stockholm Public Library, Stockholm, Sweden
   Irina Mikhnova, Director, Russian State Library for Young Adults, Moscow, Russia

3. The contact is set! Youth and library: Social partnership for the benefit of the future
   Gaukhnar Bekbalakova, Zh. Bekturov Karaganda Regional Library for Young Adults, Karaganda, Kazakhstan

4. “Perspectiva”: The library assisting in educating young professionals
   Tatyana Terentyeva, Novosibirsk Regional Library for Young Adults, Novosibirsk, Russia

QUESTIONS, ANSWERS, EXCHANGE OF OPINIONS, ROUND TABLE CONCLUSIONS
Special Workshop and ROUND TABLE «Ecology of Library Space as a Competitive Advantage»

Administrators: Ecological Information Department, Russian National Public Library for Science and Technology Interregional Center for Library Modernization Noncommercial Partnership

Thursday, June 14, 9.00-13.00

Novy Svet Auditorium

MODERATORS:

Igor Kozhenkin, Director for Development, Raduga-LIK Production Amalgamation, Ryazan, Russia

Victor Zverevich, Head, Research Department, Moscow City Library Center, Moscow, Russia

ADMINISTRATOR:

Elena Bychkova, Department Head, Russian National Public Library for Science and Technology, Moscow, Russia

9.00-11.00 SESSION I

1. Green design of modern library

Victor Zverevich, Head, Research Department, Moscow City Library Center, Moscow, Russia

Nikolay Pryanishnikov, Pushkin Library Nonprofit Foundation, Moscow, Russia

2. Modern trends in library space modernization: The analysis of new architectural projects of libraries

Elena Lindeman, Russian National Public Library for Science and Technology, Moscow, Russia

3. Designing an interactive space for readers’ creative realization

Tatyana Zhayvoronok, V.O. Lyagin Nikolaev Regional Library for Children, Nikolaev, Ukraine

4. Library design

Nataliya Morozova, K. A. Timiryazev Regional Universal Scientific Library, Vinnitsa, Ukraine
5. In search of harmony: Library space in urban environment

Yana Bredikhina, Pushkinsky District Territorial Centralized Library System, St. Petersburg, Russia

6. Library buildings and spaces design and equipment as an academic discipline

Marina Kolesnikova, St. Petersburg State University of Culture and Arts, St. Petersburg, Russia

11.00-11.20 COFFEE BREAK

11.20-13.00 SESSION II

Introductory paper:

Complex modernization of libraries’ physical spaces as a factor of increasing efficiency of operation and attendance

Igor Kozhenkin, Director for Development, Raduga-LIK Production Amalgamation, Ryazan, Russia

Introduction and discussion of the Contest participants’ projects, exchange of opinions.

Concluding results of the Contest of Library Interiors.

The Contest nominations:

— Space for information.
— Space for communication.
— Space for creativity and development.

QUESTIONS, ANSWERS, EXCHANGE OF OPINIONS,
ROUND TABLE CONCLUSIONS
Discussion Round Table – an intellectual show
«The Operation “Publishers, Libraries, Readers”: Fishing for a Live Fish

Joint event of University Book and Modern Library journals
and the GRAND-FAIR Publishing Group

Tuesday, June 11, 16.00-19.00
Oladiynaya Cafeteria
Embankment along the «Sudak» Tourist and Health Center
(opposite to Building № 5)

MODERATORS:

Elena Beylina, Director General, University Book Publishing House, Editor-in-Chief, University Book Journal, Moscow, Russia
Lyubov Kazachenkova, Director General, LITERA-Press Publishing Center; Editor-in-Chief, Modern Library Journal, Moscow, Russia
Rifat Sarazetdinov, Director General, GRAND-FAIR Publishing Group, Moscow, Russia

The Round Table task is to discuss the trends in interaction between the book market participants (publishers, libraries, readers, booksellers, aggregators and sellers of digital content) under condition of information and communication technologies development from various parties’ viewpoints.

Introduction by:

Yakov Shrayberg, Director General, Russian National Public Library for Science and Technology; President, International Association of Users and Developers of Electronic Libraries and New Information Technologies (ELNIT International Association), Vice President, Russian Library Association, Moscow, Russia
TOPICS FOR DISCUSSION:

Fishing net one «Legislative nets: who can easily get out of them?»

Fishing net two «Digital network: to recall the main word and how much it costs»

Fishing net three «Where and who teaches to fish?»
Modern librarian as a reader: what can he/she offer to the local community to attract it.

Prizes for participants

QUESTIONS, ANSWERS, EXCHANGE OF OPINIONS, VOTING, ROUND TABLE CONCLUSIONS
Round Table and Brain Storming
«Library Social Media: Where Are We Going?»

Joint event of Russian National Public Library for Science and Technology and University Book and Modern Library journals

Monday, June 10, 17.30-19.00
Crimea Conference Hall

MODERATORS:

Elena Beylina, Director General, University Book Publishing House, Editor-in-Chief, University Book Journal, Moscow, Russia
Lyubov Kazachenkova, Director General, LITERA-Press Publishing Center; Editor-in-Chief, Modern Library Journal, Moscow, Russia
Elena Lindeman, Deputy Director General for Library and Information Services, Russian National Public Library for Science and Technology, Moscow, Russia

INDEPENDENT EXPERT:

Ivan Zasursky, Head, Department of New Media and Communication Theory, Journalism Faculty, M.V. Lomonosov Moscow State University; President, Internet Publishers Association; Publisher, Private Correspondent Internet Publication, Moscow, Russia

The Round Table task — to discuss the problems of library social media development from the viewpoint of their efficiency (marketing, advertising, economic), to indicate the major points of growth of library activities in social media and their interaction between other communities in social media, to develop a complex of suggestions in educating librarians how to work in social media.

The representatives of libraries, which work or desire to work in social media, heads of libraries and units, state authorities’ representatives are invited.

Introduction:

Elena Lindeman, Deputy Director General for Library and Information Services, Russian National Public Library for Science and Technology, Moscow, Russia

QUESTIONS, ANSWERS, EXCHANGE OF OPINIONS, VOTING, ROUND TABLE CONCLUSIONS
Round Table
«The Young Library Professionals: New Generation – New View»

Topic: «Creative Industries at the Library»

Administrator — N. A. Nekrasov Central Universal Scientific Library, Moscow, Russia

Wednesday, June 12, 17.00-19.00
Commonwealth Conference Hall

17.00-19.00 ONE-DAY SESSION

MODERATORS:
Oksana Chuvilskaya, Director General, N. A. Nekrasov Central Universal Scientific Library, Moscow, Russia
Aleksey Chuvilsky, Head, Multimedia Department, N. A. Nekrasov Central Universal Scientific Library, Moscow, Russia
Alexandra Vakhрушева, Deputy Director, I.S. Turgenev Library and Reading Room, Moscow, Russia

Objectives and tasks:
— Presentation of creative ideas realized at libraries.

The Event format – Pecha Kucha:
— The Pecha Kucha format presumes presentation of an idea or a project in 6.5 minutes (using 21 slide).

PARTICIPANTS:
Nataliya Abrosimova, Deputy Director for Science, N. A. Nekrasov Regional Universal Scientific Library, Yaroslavl, Russia
Elena Akhti, Head, Department for Organizational Work and Network Interaction, V. Mayakovsky Central Municipal Public Library, St. Petersburg, Russia
Alexandra Vakhрушева, Deputy Director, I.S. Turgenev Library and Reading Room, Moscow, Russia
QUESTIONS, ANSWERS, EXCHANGE OF OPINIONS, ROUND TABLE CONCLUSIONS
IRBIS Permanent School-Workshop.
Summer Session
Special classes for Crimea-2013
Conference participants

School Research Director
Yakov Shrayberg, Dr. Sci. (Engineering), Professor, Head, Department of Electronic Libraries, Information Technologies and Systems, Moscow State University of Culture and Arts; Director General, Russian National Public Library for Science and Technology; President, International Association of Users and Developers of Electronic Libraries and New Information Technologies (ELNIT International Association), Moscow, Russia

School Director
Boris Marshak, Associate, Professor Department of Electronic Libraries, Information Technologies and Systems, Moscow State University of Culture and Arts; Deputy Director General for Research and Strategic Development, Russian National Public Library for Science and Technology; Executive Director, ELNIT International Association, Moscow, Russia

School lecturers:
Alexander Brodovsky, IRBIS System Chief Programmer; ELNIT International Association Chief Programmer; Department Head, Russian National Public Library for Science and Technology, Moscow, Russia

Mikhail Goncharov, Ph. D. in Engineering, Associate Professor, Department of Electronic Libraries, Information Technologies and Systems, Moscow State University of Culture and Arts; Director, Internet Technologies Development and Maintenance Center, Russian National Public Library for Science and Technology; Chief, Internet/Intranet Technologies Project of ELNIT International Association, Moscow, Russia

Anna Evstigneeva, IRBIS Programmer, St. Petersburg, Russia

Kirill Kolosov, Ph. D. in Engineering, Senior Lecturer, Department of Electronic Libraries, Information Technologies and Systems, Moscow State University of Culture and Arts; Department Head, Russian National Public Library for Science and Technology, Moscow, Russia

Lyudmila Ochagova, IRBIS Programmer; Section Head, Russian National Public Library for Science and Technology, Moscow, Russia

Konstantin Sboichakov, IRBIS System Programmer; ELNIT International Association, Moscow, Russia

Kirill Sokolinsky, IRBIS Programmer, Head, Automation Department, Professor M. A. Bonch-Bruevich St. Petersburg State University for Telecommunications, St. Petersburg, Russia

Igor Timoshenko, Ph. D. in Engineering, Director General, International Center for Technologies Transfer Noncommercial Partnership, Moscow, Russia
Introduction:

Boris Marshak, Associate, Professor Department of Electronic Libraries, Information Technologies and Systems, Moscow State University of Culture and Arts; Deputy Director General for Research and Strategic Development, Russian National Public Library for Science and Technology; Executive Director, ELNIT International Association, Moscow, Russia

Tuesday, June 11, 15.00-19.00

Novy Svet Auditorium

SESSION ONE

1. Problem issues and new technologies of acquisition and cataloging in “Collection Developer” and “Cataloguer” workstations
   Lecturers: Lyudmila Ochagova and Anna Evstigneeva

2. Problems of administration and IRBIS instruments. IRBIS64 server customizing and configuring
   Lecturers: Alexander Brodovsky, Lyudmila Ochagova and Konstantin Sboichakov

Thursday, June 14, 9.00-19.00

Tauria-2 Conference Hall

SESSION TWO

1. «Circulation» workstation: Implementation problems. Bar-coding and RFID tags
   Lecturers: Alexander Brodovsky and Igor Timoshenko

2. Resolving the task of book procurement for academic libraries
   Lecturer: Lyudmila Ochagova

SESSION THREE

   Lecturers: Alexander Brodovsky and Lyudmila Ochagova

2. Presentation of SK-IRBIS module
   Aleksey Zazhivikhin, AVD-System Company, Nizhny Tagil, Russia
SESSION FOUR

1. J-IRBIS 2.0. IRBIS corporation development. New in WEB IRBIS
   Lecturer: Kirill Sokolinsky

2. IRBIS solutions development on the basis of Z39.50 Protocol. IRBIS solution for supporting portals of state and municipal Services
   Lecturer: Kirill Kolosov

FINAL DISCUSSION AND SCHOOL-WORKSHOP CONCLUSIONS

MODERATORS:

Alexander Brodovsky, IRBIS System Chief Programmer; ELMIT International Association Chief Programmer; Department Head, Russian National Public Library for Science and Technology, Moscow, Russia

Lyudmila Ochagova, IRBIS Programmer; Section Head, Russian National Public Library for Science and Technology, Moscow, Russia
VI. ANNUAL CONFERENCES AND OTHER INDIVIDUAL EVENTS HELD BY ASSOCIATIONS, FOUNDATIONS AND NON-GOVERNMENTAL ORGANIZATIONS

Annual Conference of the International Association of Users and Developers of Electronic Libraries and New Information Technologies (ELNIT International Association)

Friday, June 14, 10.00-12.00
Commonwealth Conference Hall

CHAIRS:

Yakov Shrayberg, President, International Association of Users and Developers of Electronic Libraries and New Information Technologies (ELNIT International Association); Director General, Russian National Public Library for Science and Technology, Moscow, Russia

Boris Marshak, Executive Director, ELNIT International Association; First Deputy Director General for Research and Strategic Development, Russian National Public Library for Science and Technology, Moscow, Russia

ADMINISTRATORS:

Vera Maslyakova, Manager, International Association of Users and Developers of Electronic Libraries and New Information Technologies (ELNIT International Association), Moscow, Russia

Natalya Myakova, Executive Secretary, ELNIT International Association; Researcher, Russian National Public Library for Science and Technology, Moscow, Russia

1. Introduction

Yakov Shrayberg, President, International Association of Users and Developers of Electronic Libraries and New Information Technologies (ELNIT International Association); Director General, Russian National Public Library for Science and Technology, Moscow, Russia
2. Memorial event: «In Memoriam of Valery Stupkin...»

Participants:

Valery Stupkin’s spouse — Lyudmila Semididko, Laboratory Head, All-Russian Research Institute of Hydrometeorological Information – The World Center for Data, Obninsk, Russia

Also friends, colleagues and people, who just knew Valery Stupkin well

3. The Board Report on the Association’s work in the reported period (2012–2013)

Boris Marshak, Executive Director, ELNIT International Association; Moscow, Russia

4. Current issues, miscellaneous

Meeting of the ELNIT International Association Board

Friday, June 14, 9.00-10.00
Commonwealth Conference Hall

By special program and invitations
Meeting of the IRBIS Library Automation System
Official Distributors and Representatives

Friday, June 14, 12.00-13.30
Commonwealth Conference Hall

MODERATORS:
Boris Marshak, Executive Director, ELNIT International Association; First Deputy Director General for Research and Strategic Development, Russian National Public Library for Science and Technology, Moscow, Russia
Vera Maslyakova, Manager, International Association of Users and Developers of Electronic Libraries and New Information Technologies (ELNIT International Association), Moscow, Russia

By special program and invitations
THE EIGHTH INTERNATIONAL CRIMEAN GERTSYK READINGS
«The Silver Age in Crimea: Flashback from the 21st Century»

Organizers: Sudak City Council
Crimea 2013 International Conference Organizing Committee
Marina Tsvetaeva House-Museum, Moscow, Russia
Marina and Anastasia Tsvetaevs Literary and Art Museum, Alexandrov, Vladimir Region, Russia
V. I. Vernadsky Tauric National University, Simferopol, Autonomous Republic of Crimea, Ukraine
Sudak Tourist and Health Center, Sudak, Autonomous Republic of Crimea, Ukraine
Sudak Branch of Simferopol High Vocational College for Food Technologies

ORGANIZING COMMITTEE:
Tatyana Zhukovskaya, Curator of Gertsyk-Zhukovsky Family Archive, Moscow, Russia
Svetlana Emets, Deputy Director General for Culture, “Sudak” Tourist and Health Center, Sudak, Autonomous Republic of Crimea, Ukraine
Esfir Krasovskaya, Director, Marina Tsvetaeva House-Museum Cultural Center, Moscow, Russia
Raisa Goryunova, Cand. Sc. (Philology), Associate Professor, Russian and Foreign Literature Department, V.I. Vernadsky Tauric National University, Simferopol, Autonomous Republic of Crimea, Ukraine
Petr Emets, Editor, «Crimean Fridays» newspaper, Sudak, Autonomous Republic of Crimea, Ukraine

Monday, June 10, 15.00-19.00
Consul Conference Hall
15.00-16.00  THE EIGHTH INTERNATIONAL CRIMEAN GERTSYK READINGS OPENING CEREMONY

Consul Conference Hall

CHAIRS:
Svetlana Emets, Deputy Director General for Culture, Sudak Tourist and Health Center, Sudak, Autonomous Republic of Crimea, Ukraine
Tatyana Zhukovskaya, Curator of Gertsyk-Zhukovsky Family Archive, Moscow, Russia

Greetings by:
Vladimir Serov, City Head, Sudak, Autonomous Republic of Crimea, Ukraine
Boris Deych, People’s Deputy of Ukraine; Co-Chair, Crimea International Conference Advisory Board, Kiev, Ukraine
Yakov Shrayberg, Chair, Crimea 2013 International Conference Organizing Committee, Director General, Russian National Public Library for Science and Technology, Moscow, Russia
Elena Emirova, Head, Division of Libraries, Museums and Reserves Activity Analysis and Forecasting, Ministry of Culture and Arts of the Autonomous Republic of Crimea, Simferopol, Autonomous Republic of Crimea, Ukraine
Esfir Krasovskaya, Director, Marina Tsvetaeva House-Museum Cultural Center, Moscow, Russia
Tatyana Zhukovskaya, Curator of Gertsyk-Zhukovsky Family Archive, Moscow, Russia
Vasily Bruni, Son of Lev Bruni and Nina Balmont, Moscow, Russia
Lev Gotthelf, Director, Marina and Anastasia Tsvetaevs Literary and Art Museum, Alexandrov, Vladimir Region, Russia
Lyudmila Tsygannik, Director, S. Sergeev-Tsensky Literary Memorial Museum, Alushta, Autonomous Republic of Crimea, Ukraine


MODERATOR:
Tatyana Zhukovskaya, Curator of Gertsyk-Zhukovsky Family Archive, Moscow, Russia

16.15-18.00  SESSION I

Presentations – up to 15 minutes
Tatyana Zhukovskaya, Curator of Gertsyk-Zhukovsky Family Archive, Moscow, Russia

2. Daniil Zhukovsky – main prototype of a character in D. Bykov’s novel «Ostromov, or the Sorcerer’s Apprentice»
Nataliya Primochkina, Ph.D. in Philology, Professor, A. M. Gorky Institute of World Literature, Russian Academy of Sciences, Moscow, Russia

3. The Silver Age and the «Crimean text»
Vladimir Kazarin, Ph.D. in Philology; Professor, Head, Russian and Foreign Literature Chair, V. I. Vernadsky Tauric National University, Simferopol, Autonomous Republic of Crimea, Ukraine

4. Literary and Artistic life in Simferopol in 1918 — 1922 and Maximilian Voloshin in S. Berdichevskaya’s reminiscences
Igor Levichev, Cand. Sc. in Philology, Chief Researcher, M. Voloshin’s House-Museum, - Branch of Historical, and Cultural Reserve «M. Voloshin’s Cimmeria», Koktebel, Autonomous Republic of Crimea, Ukraine

5. Theatrical concepts of the Silver Age in Anton Makarenko’s artistic activities
Lyudmila Borisova, Ph.D. in Philology, Professor, V. I. Vernadsky Tauric National University, Simferopol, Autonomous Republic of Crimea, Ukraine

6. Vikenty Veresaev’s novel «Deadlock» in the light of Feodor Dostoevsky’s traditions
Galina Zyabreva, Cand. Sc. in Philology, Assistant Professor, V. I. Vernadsky Tauric National University, Simferopol, Autonomous Republic of Crimea, Ukraine

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS, DISCUSSION

Tuesday, June 11, 9.00-17.30
Adelaida Gertsyk’s House – 39 Gagarin Street

9.00-12.00 SESSION II

CHAIR:
Ekaterina Orlova, Ph.D. in Philology, Professor, M.V. Lomonosov Moscow State University, Moscow, Russia
1. Crimean realities in Adelaida Gertsyk’s lyrics

   Raisa Goryunova, Cand. Sc. in Philology, Associate Professor, V.I. Vernadsky Tauric National University, Simferopol, Autonomous Republic of Crimea, Ukraine

2. Keypoints of A. Gertsyk’s introbiography

   Irina Sviridenko, Cand. Sc. (Philology), Associate Professor, Head, Psychology and the Humanities Chair, Zaporozyhe National University Crimean Division, Simferopol, Autonomous Republic of Crimea, Ukraine

3. A. Gertsyk’s «Crimean text» (on the history of the problem)

   Tatyana Zozulya, graduate student, V.I. Vernadsky Tauric National University, Simferopol, Autonomous Republic of Crimea, Ukraine

4. M. Voloshin and his correspondents in 1919—1920s (based on the collections of the Institute for Russian Literature Manuscript Department)

   Ekaterina Orlova, Ph.D. in Philology, Professor, M.V. Lomonosov Moscow State University, Moscow, Russia

5. Life and work of Nataliya Ilyina-Vokach

   Irina Ovchinkina, Cand. Sc. (Philology), Chief Expert, Manuscript and Rare Books Department, Assistant Professor, M.V. Lomonosov Moscow State University, Moscow, Russia

6. Elena Tidebohl – the first female musical critic, «writer in music»

   Mikhail Drozdov, Cand. Sc. (Physics and Mathematics), local historian, Russian Academy of Sciences Institute of Physical Chemistry, Chernogolovka, Russia

   Nina Volkova, Cand. Sc. (Chemistry), Russian Academy of Sciences Institute of Physical Chemistry, Chernogolovka, Russia

7. Vikenty Veresaev’s «live life» concepts: Study findings and prospects

   Yana Emir-Velieva, graduate student, V.I. Vernadsky Tauric National University, Simferopol, Autonomous Republic of Crimea, Ukraine

8. The three suns of Maximilian Voloshin

   Sergey Alimov, journalist, Zaporozyhe, Ukraine

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS, DISCUSSION
12.00-14.00  SPECIAL EVENTS
ON THE OCCASION OF 100-th ANNIVERSARY
OF MAXIMILIAN VOLOSHIN’S HOUSE


Topic: «The Poet’s Home: Meetings and lots
Joint session of the Crimea 2013 International Conference
Section «Libraries, Museums and Archives in the Global
Information and Cultural Environment» with the sessions of
the international conferences:
The Seventeenth Voloshin’s Readings
and the Eighth International Crimean Gertsyk Readings
«The Silver Age in Crimea: Flashback from the 21st Century»
Section 4: Libraries and Museums in the Global Information
and Cultural Environment

Organizers: Russian State Library for Arts, Moscow, Russia
Historical, and Cultural Reserve «M. Voloshin’s Cimmeria»,
Koktebel, Autonomous Republic of Crimea, Ukraine
Marina Tsvetaeva House-Museum Cultural Center, Moscow, Russia
Marina and Anastasia Tsvetaevs Literary and Art Museum,
Alexandrov, Vladimir Region, Russia
Sudak City Council

CHAIRS:
Nataliya Miroshnichenko, Head, M. Voloshin’s House-Museum, Koktebel
Republican Ecological, Historical, and Cultural Reserve “M. Voloshin’s
Cimmeria”, Koktebel, Autonomous Republic of Crimea, Ukraine
Ada Kolganova, Director, Russian State Library for Arts, Moscow, Russia
Boris Poletavkin, Director General, Koktebel Republican Ecological, Historical
and Cultural Reserve “M. Voloshin’s Cimmeria”, Feodosia, Autonomous Republic
of Crimea, Ukraine

ADMINISTRATOR:
Inna Vaganova, Deputy Director, Russian State Library for Arts, Moscow, Russia

Presentations – up to 15 minutes
1. The Cultural Center – Marina Tsvetaeva’s House
   Esfir Krasovskaya, Marina Tsvetaeva House-Museum Cultural Center, Moscow, Russia

2. The Silver Age in the reminiscences of the Gertyks
   Tatyana Zhukovskaya, literary scholar, Moscow, Russia

3. The Lubny-Gertyks’ contribution to Alexandrov Region development
   Lev Gotthelf, Marina and Anastasia Tsvetaevs Literary and Art Museum, Alexandrov, Vladimir Region, Russia

4. Lev and Konstantin Lubny-Gertyk
   Elvira Kalashnikova, Marina and Anastasia Tsvetaevs Literary and Art Museum, Alexandrov, Vladimir Region, Russia

5. Tsvetaeva — Voloshin — Evreinov — the concept of vital creativity within the context of the artists’ theatrical attempts
   Nataliya Shainyan, Marina Tsvetaeva House-Museum Cultural Center, Moscow, Russia

6. What a postcard can tell you about… Several lines in Tsvetaevs’ life
   Elena Khaplanova, Russian State Library for Arts, Moscow, Russia

7. Cimmeria in Boris Chichibabin’s poetry
   Liliya Karas-Chichinbabina, B. Chichibabin International Memorial Foundation, Kharkov, Ukraine

8. Presentation of the original museum publication: «Maximilian Voloshin. Star of wormwood»
   Lyudmila Rubanenko and Leonid Rubanenko, Rubanenko and Partners Consulting Group Corporation, International Board of Trustees of Koktebel Republican Ecological, Historical, and Cultural Reserve “M. Voloshin’s Cimmeria”, Koktebel, Autonomous Republic of Crimea, Ukraine

9. Publications in the series «M. A. Voloshin Memorial Library: Mythology, or creating a cultural object
   Nataliya Miroshnichenko, M. Voloshin’s House-Museum, Koktebel Republican Ecological, Historical, and Cultural Reserve “M. Voloshin’s Cimmeria”, Koktebel, Autonomous Republic of Crimea, Ukraine
10. **History of the Crimean Gertsyk readings in Sudak: Not yet finished but got the results**

**Svetlana Emets**, Deputy Director General for Culture, “Sudak” Tourist and Health Center, Sudak, Autonomous Republic of Crimea, Ukraine

**QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS, DISCUSSION**

14.00-15.30 **LUNCH**

15.30-17.30 **SESSION II (CONTINUED)**

*Adelaida Gertsyk’s House – 39 Gagarin Street*

**CHAIR:**

**Nataliya Primochkina**, Ph.D. in Philology, Professor, A. M. Gorky Institute of World Literature, Russian Academy of Sciences, Moscow, Russia

**1. The Vanderbellen family in Russia**

**Elena Lubny-Gertsyk**, representative of the families of Tidebohl-Wanderbellen-Lubny-Gertsyk, Moscow, Russia

**2. Reminiscences of the Stevens**

**Victoriya Boravskaya**, local historian, writer, Alexandrov, Vladimir Region, Moscow

**3. Yury Terapiano’s «Samsara» novel**

**Vladimir Rosov**, researcher, State Museum of Oriental Art, Moscow, Russia

**4. From Perekop to Paris. The 110-th anniversary of Gaito Gadzanov**

**Mariana Urusova**, member of Moscow Writers Union, Moscow, Russia

**5. Mikhail Bulgakov – the Silver Age gospeller of the Crimean Apocalypse: From «Flight» and «The Master and Margarita» to «The Swallow’s Nest»**

**Irina Gorpenko**, Head, Methodological Department, The Bulgakov House Center-Museum-Theatre, Moscow, Russia

**6. «Not far from Yalta...», «Ay-Burun» — Konstantin Leontyev’s novel**

**Elena Yablonskaya**, member of the Russian Union of Writers, Chernogolovka, Moscow Region, Russia

**7. Olga Tatarinova’s career as a poet and a writer**

**Nina Kromina**, writer, Moscow, Russia

**QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS, DISCUSSION**
Wednesday, June 12, 9.00-13.00
Adelaida Gertsyk’s House – 39 Gagarin Street

9.00-12.00 SESSION III

CHAIR:
Raisa Goryunova, Cand. Sc. in Philology, Associate Professor, Russian and Foreign Literature Department, V.I. Vernadsky Tauric National University, Simferopol, Autonomous Republic of Crimea, Ukraine

Time for presentations – up to 15 minutes

1. Emigration without migrating: Lidiya Charskaya’s works abroad
   Elena Trofimova, Cand. Sc. (Philology), lecturer, M. V. Lomonosov Moscow State University, Moscow, Russia

2. «The sacred amulet». Forgotten poet Ivan Savin
   Lyudmila Sazonova, literary scholar, poet, Moscow, Russia

3. Noble estates around Sudak in 19—early 20th centuries
   Alexey Timirgazin, local historian, Sudak, Autonomous Republic of Crimea, Ukraine

4. Three Irinas in the Tsevtaev family
   Yuliya Pustarnakova, Cand. Sc. (Physics and Maths), Head, Staff Training Department, U-Soft Company, Moscow, Russia

5. The Silver Age in the Russian emigre journal «Chisla»
   Nataliya Letaeva, Cand. Sc. (Philology), Assistant Professor, The Russian Language and Literature Chair, Odintsovo Institute for the Humanities, Moscow Region, Russia

6. Mayakovsky and Tsevtaeva: On a poetical parallel
   S. S. Golikova, art historian, Sudak, Autonomous Republic of Crimea, Ukraine

7. Crimean landscape in Konstantin Balmont’s poetical cosmology
   Tamara Davletbaeva, Cand. Sc. (Philology), Academic Department, Magnitogorsk State University, Magnitogorsk, Russia

8. «Crimean Tales». Pages from a new book
   Nataliya Savelyeva, E. Kamburova Theatre, Moscow, Russia
9. **Several facts about Sudak local studies**
   Svetlana Emets, Deputy General Director for Culture, Sudak Tourist and Health Center, Sudak, Autonomous Republic of Crimea, Ukraine

10. **The Sudak Barbizon**
    Yury Belov, local historian, artist, Sudak, Autonomous Republic of Crimea, Ukraine

11. **Preservation of historical and cultural heritage monuments in Sudak region**
    Mikhail Anisimov, Editor-in-Chief, «Sudakskiy Vestnik» newspaper, Sudak, Autonomous Republic of Crimea, Ukraine

12. **Crimean municipalities and their role in archeological monuments preservation in the 19th century**
    Olga Anisimova, graduate student, Ukrainian History Chair, V. I Vernadsky Tauric National University, Simferopol, Autonomous Republic of Crimea, Ukraine

    Tatyana Derusiva, teacher, Sudak, Autonomous Republic of Crimea, Ukraine

14. **Marina Tsvetaeva «Crimean Diary » («Cimmerian Faces» series)**
    Natalya Savelyeva and Yuliya Pustarnakova, writers, Moscow, Russia

15. **«Adelaida Gertsyk’s Empyrnal Motherland » (review of the book by A. Gertsyk «Verses of Sugdeya»)**
    Olga Grigoryeva, journalist, «Pavlodarskaya Pravda» newspaper, poet, Pavlodar, Kazakhstan

**12.00-13.00 ROUND TABLE**
**CONFERENCE CONCLUSIONS**
VII. CONTESTS, GAMES, EXHIBITIONS


The Event permanent sponsor:
INFRA-M Group of Companies, Moscow, Russia

Thursday, June 14, 19.45-21.30
Oladiynaya Cafeteria
Embankment along the «Sudak» Tourist and Health Center
(opposite to Building № 5)

MODERATOR:
Yakov Shrayberg, Chair, Crimea 2013 International Conference Organizing Committee, Moscow, Russia

ADMINISTRATOR:
Olga Shlenskaya, Director, Publishing and Reprographic Center, Russian National Public Library for Science and Technology, Moscow, Russia

JURY:
Tatyana Zhukova, President, Russian School Library Association, Moscow, Russia
Svetlana Zhurova, Deputy, State Duma of the Russian Federation Federal Assembly, Co-chair, Crimea International Conference Supervisory Board, Moscow, Russia
Boris Lensky, Head, Book Business Chair, Moscow State Press University, Moscow, Russia
Vladimir Prudnikov, Editor-in-Chief, INFRA-M Publishing House, Moscow, Russia

TEAM OF EXPERTS:
Victor Zverevich — team captain, Head, Research and Development Department, Moscow City Library Center, Moscow, Russia
Sergey Dariy, Director, URAIT Publishing House, Moscow, Russia
Tatyana Kuznetsova, Head, Chair of Library Science and Information, Academy of Retraining in Arts, Culture and Tourism, Moscow, Russia
Alexander Mazuritsky, Head, Library Science and Bibliology Chair, Library and Information Institute, Moscow State University of Culture and Arts, Khimki, Moscow Region, Russia

Georgy Saprikin, Director, State Library of Ukraine for Youth, Kiev, Ukraine

Nikolay Yatsevich, Dean, Information and Document Communication Department, Belarusian State University of Culture and Arts, Minsk, Belarus

Reserve player:

Tatyana Kalashnik, Director, Pskov Special Library for the Blind and Visually Impaired, Pskov, Russia

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP:

Viktor Bevzushenko, Engineer, Ukrtelecom Co, Zhitomir Directorate, Zhitomir, Ukraine

Tatyana Volodina, Department Head, Russian National Public Library for Science and Technology, Moscow, Russia

Tatyana Kirilenko, Section Head, Russian National Public Library for Science and Technology, Moscow, Russia

Olga Pavlova, Section Head, Russian National Public Library for Science and Technology, Moscow, Russia

Ilya Povalyaev, Operator of Digital Devices, Publishing and Reprographic Center, Russian National Public Library for Science and Technology, Moscow, Russia

Sergey Popov, PR-manager, ELNIT International Association, Moscow, Russia

Galina Potapova, Senior Researcher, Russian National Public Library for Science and Technology, Moscow, Russia

Alla Shatskaya, Assistant to the Head of RNPLS&T Administration, Russian National Public Library for Science and Technology, Moscow, Russia

PROGRAM:

A real intellectual game with awards and emotions, fourchette, songs, dances – everything you need for excellent combination of hard thinking and recreation.

By invitations only
Video contest
«Everything about Libraries, in Libraries and for Libraries»

The event is sponsored by ELNIT International Association

Friday, June 14, 9.00-13.00
Tauria Conference Hall

ADMINISTRATORS:
Galina Potapova, Senior Researcher, Russian National Public Library for Science and Technology, Moscow, Russia
Viktor Bevzushenko, Engineer, Ukrtetelem Co., Zhitomir Directorate, Zhitomir, Ukraine
Vladimir Rozhnov, programmer, Russian National Public Library for Science and Technology, Moscow, Russia

The following participants are expected to present video films for the contest:

1. V. N. Orlov Republican Children’s Library, Simferopol, Autonomous Republic of Crimea, Ukraine
   Video «Famous Crimean citizens read to kids»

2. Ural State Mining University
   Video «Ural Mining’s Scientific Library»

   Videofilms «Books and lots», «Walking on the roofs»
   Video «Reading makes you better»

   Videofilm «World of N.A.L.R.K»

5. Zh. Bekturov Karaganda Regional Youth Library, Karaganda, Kazakhstan
   Videofilm «Singer of steppes, love and heart», on the occasion of 100th anniversary of Zh. K. Bekturov after whom the Library is named
6. **A. I. Pichkov Nenets Central Library, Naryan-Mar, Russia**
   Video «The Library at the far side of the world »

7. **Chita State Medical Academy Scientific Library, Chita, Russia**
   Videofilm «Vivat! Vivat! THE LIBRARY»

8. **Ashukinskaya Branch Library of the Intersettlement Library of the Moscow Region Pushkino Municipal District**
   Videofilm «How the library went to the museum»

9. **Libraries of University of Wisconsin, Milwaukee, USA**
   Videos «Libraries of University of Wisconsin – Milwaukee: Innovations and advocacy »

10. **Kurortny District Centralized Library System, St. Petersburg, Russia**
    Video «The meeting place is the Library »

11. **Kurortny District Centralized Library System, St. Petersburg, Russia**
    Videofilm «Night. Street. Lantern. And library….»

12. **Novosibirsk State Regional Scientific Library, Novosibirsk, Russia**
    Video «One city – one book» («Big Reading» Program)

The list of video is published as of May 15, 2013

The deadline for presenting videos to the Conference Organizing Committee is June 10, 2013

Video contest winners will be decided by the audience vote
VIII. PRESENTATIONS

This section contains requested special presentations approved by the Conference Organizing Committee. Other presentations are arranged within the professional program and at the Exhibition


Wednesday, June 12, 9.00-9.30 Commonwealth Conference Hall

MODERATORS:
Victor Zverevich, Head, Research Department, Moscow City Library Center, Moscow, Russia
Tatyana Zakharchuk, Leading Editor, Professija Publishing House, St. Petersburg, Russia

COMMUNICATIONS, QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS, CONCLUSIONS

Wednesday, June 12, 15.00-17.00
Commonwealth Conference Hall

MODERATOR AND INTRODUCTION:
Valery Popov, Director General, Inform-Systema Scientific and Production Amalgamation, Moscow, Russia

Presentation:
Alexander Dzyuba, Head, Software Development Service, Inform-Systema Scientific and Production Amalgamation, Moscow, Russia

COMMUNICATIONS, QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS, CONCLUSIONS

New ELAR Solutions for Libraries

Wednesday, June 12, 11.00-13.00
Commonwealth Conference Hall

MODERATORS:
Nadezhda Kondrasheva, Advisor to President on the Matters of Cultural Institutions, ELAR Corporation, Moscow, Russia
Nataliya Kachina, Director, Library and University Department, ELAR Corporation, Moscow, Russia

The program:
1. Presentations.
2. Questions, answers, exchange of opinions, round table conclusions.
3. Fourchette for the event participants.
Presentation of MegaPro Integrated Library System

Thursday, June 14, 15.00-16.00
Commonwealth Conference Hall

MODERATORS:
Vladimir Gribov, Director General, Data Express Company, Moscow, Russia
Lyudmila Levova, Executive Director, Data Express Company, Moscow, Russia
Sergey Efremov, IT Director, Data Express Company, Moscow, Russia

COMMUNICATIONS, QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS,
CONCLUSIONS

Wednesday, June 12, 9.30-10.30
Commonwealth Conference Hall

MODERATOR:
Lyubov Kazachenkova, Executive General, LITERA-Press Publishing Center; Editor-in-Chief, Modern Library and Game Library Journals, Moscow, Russia

The subject monographic digest published in the electronic version contains mostly valuable author’s works, as well as works retaining their scientific and practical value written in different years.

The material in the present electronic publication is structured in four major sections: Managing a library’s resource potential, practical marketing at the library, legal support of library and information business, managerial training of library and information staff.

Brief biographical information and bibliographic list of major author’s relevant printed works, as well as the list of publications about him are attached to the disc.

COMMUNICATIONS, QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS, CONCLUSIONS
IX. EXHIBITION

"Library Systems, Information and Publishing Products" Exhibition

Library Systems, Information and Publishing Products

Monday, June 10, 12.30
Exhibition Hall
(Foyer of Tauria Conference Hall)

Official Opening of the Exhibition
"Library Systems, Information and Publishing Products"

MODERATORS:

Boris Marshak, First Deputy Chair, “Crimea 2013” Conference Organizing Committee; Deputy Director General for Research and Strategic Development, Russian National Public Library for Science and Technology, Moscow, Russia

Larisa Nikiforenko, Head, Office of Library Activity Analysis and Forecast, Division of Strategic Planning of Cultural Development and Regional Policy in Culture, Department of the Governmental Policy Shaping in Culture, Art and Education, Ministry of Culture of Ukraine, Kiev, Ukraine

A special event dedicated to the 20th anniversary of the Conference is to be held within the Exhibition Opening

Special Presentation
"How to Make a Conference Magnificent: An Interactive Game Master Class on the occasion Anniversary of the Crimean Conferences"
Organizers: Russian National Public Library for Science and Technology, Moscow, Russian
International Academy of Business and New Technologies, Yaroslavl, Russia

Monday, June 10, 13.00
Exhibition. The stand of the Russian National Public Library for Science and Technology, Moscow, Russia

EXHIBITION IS OPEN:

Monday, June 10 12.30 – 18.30
Tuesday-Thursday, June 11–13 9.00 – 18.30
(Exhibition dismantling starts on June 14 after 12.00)
THE EXHIBITION FEATURES:

CRIMEAN LIBRARIES

Crimean publishers’ products, bibliographic and methodological materials by Crimean libraries will be presented at the stand, the libraries innovative projects will be held.

MOSCOW LIBRARIES

Public libraries hold an important place among Moscow city cultural institutions. These cultural, educational and leisure centers are oriented towards social tasks. There are over 440 public libraries, including 166 children’s libraries, all of them are equipped with modern facilities and provide many information services. Beside book collections, they provide access to the resources on electronic media, e-books. They host artistic clubs, workshops, training courses, etc. The libraries offer free legal, psychological, career development consultations to population. There are many specialized public libraries with unique collections. Moscow libraries hold popular cultural and educational events.

LIBRARIES OF UKRAINE

E-mail: Irina Shevchenko, shev_irina2002@ukr.net
www.ula.org.ua

Information on Ukrainian libraries will be presented, on their projects and programs aimed at libraries makeover as information, cultural, and education centers. The exposition will be focused on the work of Ukrainian Library Association, its educational programs, advocacy activities, and projects of cooperation with authorities, as well as on the concept of e-government.

RUSSIAN NATIONAL PUBLIC LIBRARY FOR SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, Moscow, Russia

Kuznetski most, 12, 107996, Moscow, K-31, GSP-6, NPLS&T of Russia
Tel. +7-495-625-92-88; Fax +7-495-621-98-62
E-mail: gpntb@gpntb.ru
www.gpntb.ru

Russian National Public Library for Science and Technology was founded in 1958 on the basis of the National Library for Science of the USSR Ministry of Education. Russian National Public Library for Science and Technology is the central body of scientific and technical information system; a national depository of domestic and foreign scientific and technical information; a center of library automation; a coordination center for acquisition methodology, ILL, and book exchange among Russian sci-tech libraries; head organization for the Union Catalog of scientific and technical literature of Russia and the CIS.
Russian National Public Library for Science and Technology has a status of research institution; its Academic Council includes 30 prominent scholars and experts in library and information science. It is the main organizer of “Crimea” and “Libcom” International Conferences.

Russian National Public Library for Science and Technology is a base institution for development and implementation of major federal and international library and information projects; designer of the template solution for library Internet servers. Russian National Public Library for Science and Technology conducts an active and focused publishing activity.

The Library’s exhibition stand features: library automation technologies and software, databases, and the Library publications.

**Special discounts will be offered for software and information products.**

**GREBBENNIKOV PUBLISHING HOUSE, Moscow, Russia**

*Tel.: (495) 926-04-09  
E-mail: haliykov@grebennikov.ru  
www.grebennikon.ru*

Grebennikov E-Library comprises articles (over 40,000 items) published in specialized journals by Grebennikov Publishing House. These materials are of scholarly and practical value. The majority of articles is published in journals on the list of the Supreme Attestation Commission of the Ministry of Education and Science of the Russian Federation, and the publication of foreign materials is permitted by world-known publishers, companies and universities, such as Elsevier, Emerald, Harvard Business Review, Stockholm School of Economics, University of Chicago Press, American Marketing Association, Berlin MBA, Academy of Marketing Science, etc. GrebennikOn E-library is classified in 300 themes, features detailed abstracts, and enables search by author, title, and keywords.

**KOMPASGID PUBLISHING HOUSE, Moscow, Russia**

*Tel.: +7 (499) 707-74-75  
E-mail: kompasgid.event@gmail.com  
www.book.kompasgid.ru*

Kompasgid Publishing House publishes children’s and juvenile literature, for any age: verses for preschoolers and primary school age, picture-books, novels for teenagers, tales, and even high fantasy. Among our authors we have laureates of Hans Christian Andersen Award, Zilveren Griffel (The Netherlands), Deutscher Jugendliteraturpreis Award (Germany) and other. KOMPASGID publishes famous foreign writers, and Russian authors. In three years, KOMPASGID publishing house has made a name of itself in the market of children’s literature.
Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, United Kingdom

Madeleine Eve
E-mail: meve@cambridge.org
www.journals.cambridge.org

Cambridge University Press is a hallmark of the finest scholarly writing and cutting-edge research from around the world. Cambridge Journals Online currently publish over 320 peer-reviewed academic journals, offering a broad spread of subject areas and a host of leading journal titles. Cambridge Books Online offers unlimited user access to over 20,000 titles across 30 subjects. Customers can choose from a flexible 'Pick and Mix' option or high value fixed collections.

Oxford University Press, Oxford, United Kingdom

E-mail: marcin.dembowski@oup.com
http://ukcatalogue.oup.com

Oxford University Press is a department of the University of Oxford. It furthers the University’s objective of excellence in research, scholarship, and education by publishing worldwide.

Special offers and events at the stand: June 11 through 13 (Tuesday-Thursday) Oxford University Press’ products will be presented. Everyone is invited to take part.

SAGE Publications, London, United Kingdom

E-mail: market@sagepub.co.uk
www.sagepub.co.uk

Founded in 1965, SAGE is the world's leading independent academic and professional publisher. Known for our commitment to quality and innovation, SAGE has helped inform and educate a global community of scholars, practitioners, researchers, and students across a broad range of subject areas. With over 1000 employees globally from principal offices in Los Angeles, London, New Delhi, Singapore, and Washington DC, our publishing programme includes more than 600 journals and over 800 books, reference works and databases a year in business, humanities, social sciences, science, technology and medicine. Believing passionately that engaged scholarship lies at the heart of any healthy society and that education is intrinsically valuable, SAGE aims to be the world’s leading independent academic and professional publisher. This means playing a creative role in society by disseminating teaching and research on a global scale, the cornerstones of which are good, long-term relationships, a focus on our markets, and an ability to combine quality and innovation. Leading authors, editors and societies should feel that SAGE is their natural home: we believe in meeting the range of their needs, and in publishing the best of their work. We are a growing company, and our financial success comes from thinking creatively about our markets and actively responding to the needs of our customers.

CENTRPOLIGRAPH PUBLISHING HOUSE, MOSCOW, RUSSIA

Tel.: (495) 673-21-48, 673-59-85
http://www.cnpol.ru
Centrpoligraph Publishing House is one of the Russian 7 largest publishers. It was founded in 1990. For the years in the Russian market, it has proved to be a universal, dynamically developing company. The Publishing House offers readers the widest range of publications in every possible genre or subject. Our price-list comprises over 5,000 book titles. We are open for multiaspect cooperation with federal and regional libraries. The Publishing House is listed in the Unified Contract and Auction Register and, being a single supplier, provides the complete document package – government contracts, and appendices to contracts required for the work with libraries. The company's Library Department is eager to inform you on new publications, and to deliver them rapidly to you bypassing intermediaries.

ALADATA COMPANY, Moscow, Russia

Nauchniy proezd, 20, build. 2, Moscow, 117246,
Tel.: +7 (495) 972-62-11
Fax: +7 (499) 638-24-56,
E-mail: info@aladata.ru; d.a.efimov@mail.ru
www.aladata.ru

The Aladata offers cerametallic information carriers DataTrezorDisc™ produced by NORTHERN STAR spol. s r. o. Company (Czech Republic) for very long – over 160 years – security storage of information (digitized library collections, databases an catalogs, ALIS, virtual machines, photo-, video-, and audiomaterials, master copies of software). DataTrezorDisc™ are certified by the Federal Center for Library Collection Conservation (St. Petersburg) and recommended by the Research Institute for Reprography (Tula) for providing digital data backup preservation. The key advantage of DTD disks is high stability to light impact, ultraviolet emission, high temperature and humidity, electromagnetic emanation and radiation, biological impact (mould and fungus). We also offer DataTresorDisc™, as well as the support of e-signature provided by CenterInform Certifying Center (St. Petersburg), which makes preserved digital documents legally relevant.

Special offers and events at the stand: We offer the companies 25% discount to every company that will order DataTresorDisc™ during the Conference period for any product and for 3 months since the day of order. Order any 25 DataTresorDisc™ - and get compatible external recording drive free!

BIBLIOROSSICA COMPANY, St. Petersburg, Russia

Fontanka nab., 129B, office 12, St. Petersburg, 190068
Tel.: 8(812)740-21-07
www.bibliorossica.com
E-mail: a.aydakova@bibliorossica.com

BiblioRossica is a continuously developing electronic library with the core made of the most recent scientific and education literature, and fiction books, as well as the most relevant publications of the years past.

Special offers and events at the stand: June 11, at 12.00 — Presentation of the English-language collection of e-textbooks published by Princeton University Press.
LIBRARY COMPUTER NETWORK COMPANY, Moscow, Russia

Tel.: +7(495) 729-06-66
www.bks-mgu.ru

Library Computer Network was established in 1991. It develops and implements software for library collection control and cataloguing. The Company's mission is to facilitate librarianship in Russia, preserve the traditions of education and culture. Our software provides libraries with the most progressive and comfortable tools for textual information – from bibliographic records to full texts. It enables using built-in dictionaries, and any types, LBC, UDC classification, GSNTI Rubricator, Khavkina’s tables, etc. It enables to start library automation and to build electronic libraries.

**Special offers and events at the stand:** The PERFECT software «Fundamental Library» («FL») enables MANAGE EASILY your book collections. You will enjoy «Fundamental Library», and you will feel comfortable with it acquiring or maintaining e-catalogs, working with full-texts, retrieving information with Yandex or Google search engines, managing library resources, serving to users easily due to bar-codes, publishing catalogs on Internet/Intranet, drawing up inventory, or other reports, printing cataloging cards in one click.

GIVTs-Technology Company, Moscow, Russia

Tel.: +7 (985) 762-96-00

Integrated library automation. TELELIFT automated transport system for document delivery for every type of libraries. Integrated RFID solutions for libraries.

DATA EXPRESS COMPANY, Moscow, Russia

Tel.: +7 (495) 958-28-23
E-mail: info@data-express.ru
www.data-express.ru

Data Express Company develops software for integrated automation of library and information processes, information resources management, and access provision, it also provides training in using modern library information technologies. Data Express Company is the developer of MegaPro ILS based on Web-technologies; it supplies to libraries and implements software solving technological problems at the libraries (RFID-technologies and others); designs and customizes MegaPro-based electronic library systems, offers other services in computer and telecommunication technologies.

IVIS COMPANY, Moscow, Russia

Tel.: +7 495 777 65 57
E-mail: sales@ivis.ru
www.ivis.ru

IVIS is one of the major Russian distributors of printed periodicals, books, microfilms and microfiches, electronic databases of serials, and other information resources. The Company is an official partner and the exclusive distributor of the U.S.-based East View Information Services, Inc in Russia and the CIS.
ISTA-TEKNIKA COMPANY, St. Petersburg, Russia
Tel.: +7 (495)763-30-70; (495)640-56-26
www.istech.ru
ISTA-Tekhnika supplies automated rack storage systems for libraries, archives, and museums.

LIBER COMPANY, Moscow, Russia
4 Leninsky prosp., Moscow NTB
Over 20 years in the Russian market of library automation, LIBER company has provided software for over 300 libraries.
Special offers and events at the stand: On the occasion of the 20th anniversaries of the Crimea Conference and LIBER Company we offer 30% discount for our software.

MART COMPANY, Velikie Luki, Pskov Region, Russia
Botvin Str., 17A, Velikie Luki, Pskov Region, 182100, Russia
Tel/Fax (81153) 6-90-00 (multichannel), ext. 229
E-mail: soft@mart.ru; books4edu@mart.ru
www.soft.mart.ru
http://books4edu.ru
MART was established in 1992. At present it is a group of companies focused on development and implementation of automated systems for business processes management, Internet resources development and providing information, telematic and communication services. One of the major Company’s activities is development and implementation of automated systems for library field, education, medicine and urban management. MART is a designer of the line of automated information library systems for education institutions: «1C: School Library», «1C: College Library» and «1C: University Library». The Company is the co-designer (together with AC Company) of the integrated library system «1C: Library», based on a new technological platform. These products prove to be professional automated library systems with the whole range of functionalities, at the same time, with easy-to-use interface, realizable even by unskilled users. MART Company is well-experienced in design and management of Web-based automated systems. During the Exhibition and sections, our experts will introduce the Conference participants to our portal of ‘cloud’ services for school libraries. This web-product provides a set of services for corporate use with learning resources publishers and suppliers and will enables to increase efficiency and automate the processes of collection development, interlibrary information exchange, to ensure ‘cloud’ access to ILS.
Special offers and events at the stand: Presentation of new features of the automated information library systems and systems on the new platform “1C: Library”; consulting users of the «1C: Company». Demonstration of functionalities of ‘cloud’ services portal for the libraries at education institutions.

RST-INVENT COMPANY, St. Petersburg, Russia
49 Nepokorennykh, office 701, St Petersburg
Tel.: +7-904-608-88-37
UHF RFID-solutions for libraries; group lending, user self-service systems, high-speed inventory, theft-prevention systems (gates, ceiling monitors), practice narrow RFID-tags. Unique RFID-developments: BiblioTag, designed specially for libraries, with the modification for rare and valuable books. Ceiling UHF RFID-reader controls the passage of any width and can be fixed hidden in the ceiling which is important for library interior design. RFID-trolley accomplishes inventory and book search.

SYNERTEC COMPANY, St. Petersburg, Russia
4, Domostroitel'naya st., St. Petersburg
Tel./fax: +7 (812) 318-50-60
www.synertec.ru

Synertec Company was established in 2006. Today it is a leader in the Russian market of RFID-projects. Innovative solutions, wide range of equipment ensure Company's stability and progress. The prospects for RFID-technology application and use are great, and libraries get the opportunity to enjoy every advantage of contactless automatic identification. The Synertec Company focus on this direction and offers the wide range of equipment for 2 frequency bands used in library automation: 13,56MHz and 800-900Mhz. Our customers prize high functionality and quality of Synertec equipment and our software solutions for ILS integration.

TEKHAUTOMATIZATSIYA COMPANY, Minsk, Belarus
Victor Nesterovsky
E-mail: nesterowsky@mail.ru
skype:nesterowsky756
Tel.: +375 17 372 26 43
Fax: +375 17 372 29 07
www.tehauto.su

TEKHAUTOMATIZATSIYA Company (Minsk, Republic of Belarus) is the regional partner of Bibliotheca Company (Rotkreuz, Switzerland) in the CIS; Siemens' AG partner in the Republic of Belarus. TEKHAUTOMATIZATSIYA Company promotes the products, provides their support and maintenance, as well as design, installation and tuning services. It accomplishes automation of library processes, provides training of library leaders and professionals, teachers and professors at colleges and universities, profit organizations: provides fire safety and security equipment. The Company's Quality Management System complies to standards ISO 9001:2008, STB ISO 9001 - 2009.

UHL-MASH COMPANY, Kiev, Ukraine
Tel.: +380(44) 528-33-49, +380(44) 528-33-52
E-mail: burlak@uhl-mash.com.ua
www.uhl-mash.com.ua

UHL-MASH is a leader in the Ukrainian market of metal furniture. It produces in lots metal furniture for offices, companies and production industries. It manufactures various types of metal bookstands, including movable (mobile) racks. Its high-tech equipment enables to produce high-quality sophisticated metal units.
3M COMPANY, Moscow, Russia

Tel.: +7 (495) 784-74-74
www.3mrussia.ru/library

For over 100 years, 3M Company offers clients its high-tech products. Working with libraries since 1970, 3M has accomplished over 40,000 projects worldwide. Its equipment is installed in public and academic libraries in the USA, France, United Kingdom, Ireland, Latvia, and in Russia. 3M Company offers integrated RFID-solutions designed specially for libraries, from project planning up to installation and service maintenance and support. With all its international experience and expertise, 3M Company focuses on each library's individual demands.

Special offers and events at the stand: Get consultations on RFID-equipment and leave your contacts for more detailed information.

Bibliotheca RFID Library Systems AG, Switzerland

t.goverdovski@bibliotheca.com
www.bibliotheca.com

Bibliotheca RFID Library Systems AG – the largest world company specializing in design, production, supply, and support of library technological solutions aimed at increasing efficiency and user service quality. RFID-technology is our technology of choice. We are proud of cooperating with over 4,000 libraries where we have installed over 5,000 user self-service terminals and over 100 smart dispensers. Taking into account our clients’ demand, Bibliotheca has been developing equipment in several series: from basic versions to the most sophisticated integrated solutions – self-service terminals; return and sorter terminals; transport systems; stock inventory; identification gates; RFID-readers and workstation antennas; integration with IRBIS ILS, OPAC-GLOBAL, MARC-SQL, VIRTUA and ALEPH is ensured.

Emerald Group Publishing, Bingley, United Kingdom

E-mail: pmilasevic@emeraldinsight.com
www.emeraldinsight.com

Over 40 years, Emerald Group Publishing is a world leader in publishing authoritative journals in every field in management, economics, finances, business, social and engineering sciences. Recently, its portfolio has been enriched with medical resources from Pier Professional. Over 25% journals published by Emerald have got ISI index, and are included in Scopus and WoS. Emerald Group’s trademarks are such journals as Management Decision, European Journal of Marketing, International Journal of Operations & Production Management, Journal of Documentation, Journal of Knowledge Management, Assembly Automation and others.

ID LOGIC COMPANY, Moscow, Russia

www.id-logic.ru

Leading supplier of RFID-solutions for libraries, consultation, support, services, ILS integration.
INTEGRUM WORLD WIDE COMPANY, St. Petersburg, Russia

Tel.: +7 (499) 754-57-59
E-mail: support@integrumworld.com
www.integrumworld.com

Integrum is the largest e-archive of Russian and CIS mass media covering a wide range of topics. Since 1990is, it has been acquiring the collections of 700 Moscow and 2,00 regional newspapers and journals, 25- information agencies, 2,000,000 blogs, laws, books, address, reference and law databases. This enables collection development in one click! Individualized Integrum services feature: mass media monitoring in any subject; systematic analytical reviewing and media-analysis, positive and negative media publications dynamics, classification and visualization by regions and media type, RSS feeds. Integrum Company has aggregated official information on all 9,000,000 companies and individual entrepreneurs in Russia and Ukraine, requisites, accounting records for the decade, state contracts, personnel number; partners’ reviews, lawsuit history.

Special offers and events at the stand: Special offer to the participants in the Crimea 2013 Conference.

Library PressDisplay, Vancouver, Canada

E-mail: dmitris@newspaperdirect.com
library.pressdisplay.com

Our company and its technology supports the standards of electronic new content distribution in many industries, including libraries. Over 3,000 daily newspapers from more than 100 countries in their full format (more content than Google provides). LibraryPressDisplay is used in over 10,000 major libraries of the world and is the largest kiosk of daily press. Our product is loaded to millions of Ipad by our partners - Microsoft, Samsung, Asus, Acer and HTC. Thousands of hotels use our print-on-demand system. Aircrafts, cruisers, governmental organizations and millions of individual subscribers use our technology of e-paper on their websites, including The NewYork Times, The Australian, The Globeand Mail and Vedomosti.

Special offers and events at the stand: Training for service users. Prize drawing. Subscribe at our Exhibition stand and get subscription + 2 months free.

ProQuest - Serials Solutions, Cambridge, United Kingdom

ProQuest is the U.S. company, world largest aggregator of scholarly information accessible via over 1,500 address, bibliographic, abstract and full-text databases, including periodicals, books, dissertations, analytical reviews, patents, etc.

Wolters Kluwer Health / Ovid, BERLIN, GERMANY

e-mail: germany@ovid.com
www.ovid.com

Wolters Kluwer Health helps researchers, librarians, clinicians, and other healthcare professionals find important medical information so that they can make critical decisions to improve patient care, enhance ongoing research, and fuel new discoveries. We offer a market-leading medical research platform of premium aggregated content and
productivity tools that make it easy to quickly search information and make informed decisions on patient care, quality, and clinical outcomes.

ELAR - ELECTRONIC ARCHIVE CORPORATION, Moscow, Russia

Petrovsko-Razumovskaya alley, 12A, 127083, Moscow,
E-mail: office@elar.ru
www.elar.ru

The Electronic Archive Corporation is the largest enterprise in Europe in the field; it provides full-scale design and engineering services for e-libraries, supports implementation of advanced hardware, information technologies and hi-tech solutions. The specific feature of the Corporation is its integrated approach to project realization: starting from zero cycle to complete implementation and customer education. The Electronic Archive Corporation offers high-tech solutions to the institutions of culture and innovative education; it provides public services, supports the systems for electronic resources acquisition and preservation, assists in building electronic collections and electronic libraries, designs intellectual systems of information retrieval and cloud preservation for digital libraries, and offers comprehensive solutions for the preservation of library collections. The Corporation designs contemporary automated systems based on RFID technology, You are welcome to the Corporation’s stand No 24.

INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF USERS AND DEVELOPERS OF ELECTRONIC LIBRARIES AND NEW INFORMATION TECHNOLOGIES (ELNIT INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION), Moscow, Russia

Tel./ fax: +7 (495) 646-36-05
e-mail: elnit@elnit.org
www.elnit.org

International Association of Users and Developers of Electronic Libraries and New Information Technologies was founded in 1995. The incorporators: Russian National Public Library for Science and Technology, V.I.Vernadsky Ukrainian National Library, National Library for Science and Technology of the Republic of Kazakhstan. Today the Association unites over 400 libraries and other information centers. The Association aims are to unite potentials of modern information software products and technology developers for the development and implementation of electronic libraries (EL), telecommunication and user training systems, and new information technologies (NIT) in many areas; to provide favorable conditions (including discounts) for EL and NIT users in acquisition and installation of modern information software and technologies; to promote international and regional cooperation of EL and NIT users and developers, new ideas and technological solutions exchange; to promote professional development and increase professional satisfaction of its members. The Association is the co-organizer of “Crimea” and “Libcom” International Conferences.

The Association is the developer of IRBIS Library Automation System and other products of IRBIS family, the founder of a permanent IRBIS school.
The Association’s stand features: IRBIS Library Automation System, classification databases, IRBIS family software, information on the Association activities and main programs.

MOSCOW STATE UNIVERSITY OF ECONOMICS, STATISTICS AND INFORMATICS (MESI), Moscow, Russia

119501, 7 Nezhinskaya st., Moscow
Tel.: 8-800-555-51-59, +7 (495) 411-66-33, +7 (495) 442-77-55
e-mail: elnit@elnit.org, info@mesi.ru
http://www.mesi.ru


Moscow State University of Economics, Statistics and Informatics is one of the leading Russian higher schools with the rich traditions of educating skilled professionals for Russia and other countries. In 2012, MESI celebrated its 80-th anniversary. Today, the University provides learning in 15 bachelor and 11 masters’ programs. We also offer graduate, post-graduate, MBA programs. The University leads in development and implementation of innovative education technologies (e-learning). Education quality complies with European standards (ECBE). Today, the University is a unique education center offering highest quality world-class learning programs to everyone, no matter of residence.

SCIENTIFIC ELECTRONIC LIBRARY eLIBRARY.RU, Moscow, Russia

SCIENTIFIC ELECTRONIC LIBRARY is the largest Russian information aggregator providing services to support science and education. It comprises abstracts and full-text collections of over 14 million records. E versions of over 2,500 sci-tech journals are available on the eLIBRARY.RU platform, including over 1,300 journals in open access.

INFORM-SYSTEMA SCIENTIFIC AND PRODUCTION AMALGAMATION, Moscow, Russia

Tel.: (499) 789-45-55, (499) 789-49-00
www.informsystema.ru

INFORM-SYSTEMA Ltd. was established in 1990. It designs and supplies MARC-family ILS, the most popular in Russia and the CIS. MARC versions have been implemented in over 42,000 libraries of various types, and this achievement is recorded in the Russian Book of Records. Besides designing ILS, INFORM-SYSTEMA is one of largest exporters of Russian printed publications. In 2013 it has opened e-store for e-resources supply.

KONEK SUBSCRIPTION AGENCY, Moscow, Russia

KONEK Subscription Agency is one of the major suppliers of foreign scholarly, educational, business, and reference publications – both printed and electronic – in Russia and the CIS states. KONEK’s main business dimensions are:
– subscribing to printed and digital periodicals,
– supply of monographs, educational materials, e-publications,
– provision of access to digital resources of major foreign publishers and companies.
KONEK’s customers are leading academic organizations, research institutions, government and business organizations, high schools and universities, national, state, universal, regional, public and specialized libraries. KONEK partners are well-established foreign publishers and information suppliers: Elsevier, ProQuest, Ovid Technologies, Emerald, Cambridge, Oxford, OECD, Springer, etc.

RADUGA-LIK PRODUCTION COMPANY, Ryazan, Russia

www.raduga-lik.ru

RADUGA-LIK – is a leader in the design and production of library furniture in the Russian market. With our many year’s experience and having won federal contests, we produce the widest range of library furniture and equipment; accomplish turn-key furnishing projects; constantly look for and develop new designs. RADUGA-LIK today seems to be the only Russian company specializing in the development, and volume production of specialized library and museum furniture along with projecting, designing and providing packaged supply of products. Advanced technologies and materials permit the most interesting solutions in design of interiors. RADUGA-LIK also offers the wide-range of library RFID-systems and their integration. We supply products to and install equipment in all Russian regions.

Special offers and events at the stand: On June 11, we will held the presentation of our products at RADUGA-LIK stand №41. We will present our new equipment and library furniture for reading rooms, media centers, exhibition and children’s areas, etc. Electronic presentation is also available.

RUSSIAN SCHOOL LIBRARY ASSOCIATION, Moscow, Russia

Tel. /Fax: +7(495) 280-18-51
Tel.: +7(903) 615-90-36
E-mail: rusla@rusla.ru;
hwww.rusla.ru

Russian School Library Association was established in 2004, and represents today over 40,000 school librarians in Russia. Its official publication is «School Library» journal and supplements for professionals. The Association’s flagship program is called «Young Russia’ reading»: projects «Parents’ meeting for reading », «Moms reads – the nation reads ».

PHOENIX TRADE HOUSE, Rostov-na-Donu, Russia

E-mail: office-f@aaanet.ru, fenix-s2@mail.ru, nevenchenkool@mail.ru
E-mail for job seekers: ok.feniks@mail.ru
Tel.: +7(8632) 61-89-52 Ext: 152
www.phoenixrostov.ru

Phoenix Publishing House is the largest regional publishing house in Russia. It offers over 6,000 book titles, among them- textbooks for universities, colleges and secondary schools, books in psychology, philosophy, sociology, maths, biology; Rearning materials for musical schools; hobby guides, etc.
V. V. MAYAKOVSKY CENTRAL CITY PUBLIC LIBRARY, St. Petersburg, Russia

46 Fontanka nab., St. Petersburg
Tel.: +7(812) 314-08-66, 571-27-53
E-mail: nmo@pl.spb.ru

The Public Library serves to over 90,000 users. Its comprehensive collections comprise over 1.7 mln books, musical scores, audio- and videorecords, publications on CD and DVD, over 1,000 periodical titles in Russian and foreign languages. The collections numbers approximately 25,000 items on electronic media, and about 3,000 disk records.

X. PRESENTATIONS AT THE EXHIBITION

New opportunities offered by ELAR systems of planetary scanning

*Monday, June 10, 15.00*

Exhibition. Stand of «Electronic Archive» Corporation, Moscow, Russia

IRBIS64 Integrated Library System System

*Tuesday, June 11, 11.00*

Exhibition. Stand of the Russian National Public Library for Science and Technology, Moscow, Russia

Special video presentation «Book market: interaction between libraries and booksellers»

*Tuesday, June 11, 12.00*

Exhibition. Stand of the Russian National Public Library for Science and Technology, Moscow, Russia
PRESENTATION of SK-IRBIS Module

Tuesday, June 11, 12.00
Exhibition. Stand of the International Association of Users and Developers of Electronic Libraries and New Information Technologies (ELNIT International Association), Moscow, Russia

Complex solutions on the basis of ElarSCAN library terminal

Tuesday, June 11, 13.00
Exhibition. Stand of «Electronic Archive» Corporation, Moscow, Russia
**Cultural program is sponsored by:**

International Association of Users and Developers of Electronic Libraries and New Information Technologies (ELNIT International Association)

Ministry of Culture of Ukraine

Ministry of Culture and Arts of the Autonomous Republic of Crimea

**June 9, Sunday**

On June 9 the Conference participants are offered several one-day tours.

You can choose one of offered tours and register online on our web site to reserve your seat.

*Be sure to choose a route of appropriate complexity and duration!*  
*Please register individually and for just one tour!*

Since the number of groups for each tour is limited, registration will be closed upon reaching this limit.

The participants who have pre-registered for the tours at the Conference web-site must confirm participation on June 8 and get a boarding coupon at the Tours Registration Desk.

**Tour buses will depart from the Main Gate of “Sudak” Tourist and Health Center.**  
Please keep your ticket to board the bus.
Tour № 1

7.00-19.00   ROMANOVS IN CRIMEA
            (Massandra Palace, Livadiya palace, the Tsar Way)

Start: 7.00
Duration: 12 hours
Tour type: coach and walking tour
Outfit: comfortable non-slippery shoes and headgear are needed.

Tour № 2

7.00-17.00   ALUSHTA: THE ARCHITECTURE ACADEMICIAN A. N. BEKETOV’S HOUSE-MUSEUM, «CRIMEA IN MINIATURE» PARK, AQUARIUM

Start: 7.00
Duration: 10 hours
Tour type: coach and walking tour
Outfit: comfortable non-slippery shoes and headgear are needed.
Tour № 3

KOKTEBEL DOLPHINARIUM

Start: 9.30, 13.30
Duration: 5 hours
Tour type: coach tour

Tour № 4

AI-GEORGE MOUNTAIN
(Sudak picturesque environments, St. George’s source)

Start: 7.30, 15.00
Duration: 4 hours
Tour type: coach and walking tour

For more details please see the “Information on Tours” Section
Monday, June 10

17.00 PHOTO EXHIBITION PRESENTATION
«SHARING THE BEAUTY»
*Hall of Silk Way business center*

20.30-22.00 CONFERENCE OPENING CEREMONY
*Summer Concert Hall*

22.00-24.00 BANQUET-FOURCHETTE ON THE OCCASION OF THE CONFERENCE OPENING
*The area between the Winter Club and Building No. 2 (around the Europa fountain)*

Tuesday, June 11

19.45-21.30 CONCERT OF “SOLNYSHKO”
CHOREOGRAPHIC GROUP, LAUREATE OF INTERNATIONAL CONTESTS, DIRECTED BY TATYANA AND MIKHAIL GUZUN, ZHITOMIR, UKRAINE
*Summer Concert Hall*

21.30-23.30 INTELLECTUAL AND DEBATE DUEL
«TO THE BARRIERS»
*Tauria Conference Hall*

Wednesday, June 12

19.45-21.30 CLUB OF INTERESTING MEETINGS
*Tauria Conference Hall*
MODERATORS:
Anna Berseneva (Tatyana Sotnikova), writer, scriptwriter, Assistant Professor, A. M. Gorky Literary Institute, Moscow, Russia
Vladimir Sotnikov, writer, scriptwriter, Moscow, Russia

Introduction by:
Yakov Shrayberg, Chair, Crimea 2013 International Conference Organizing Committee, Moscow, Russia

Evening with famous writer

Dina Rubina – member of the Union of Writers of the USSR, member of Pen-Club (International Writers Union)

Boris Karafyolov, artist, member of UNESCO’s International Association of Art participates in the evening

22.00-23.30 CONCERT
«DO YOU REMEMBER HOW WE DATED»
Tauria Conference Hall

Participating: Laureates of V. Grushin International Bard Festival, diplomants of the St. Petersburg Chords International Bard Festival RARE BIRD Group

On the program: popular songs of 1930-1950s, songs of student years, cinema music
Thursday, June 13

18.00-19.00  CONCERT OF TAURIA CRIMEAN REPUBLICAN VOCAL-CHOREOGRAPHIC ENSEMBLE NAMED BY LIDIYA CHERNYSHOVA

*Tauria Conference Hall*

*Director – Igor Mikhaylevsky, Honored Artist of the Autonomous Republic of Crimea, Honored Artist of Ukraine*

19.45-21.30  INTELELCTUAL SHOW – GAME

«WHAT? WHERE? WHEN?
*IN LIBRARY, INFORMATION AND PUBLISHING SPACE»

*Oladiynaya Cafeteria*

*Embankment along the «Sudak» Tourist and Health Center*

*(opposite to Building № 5)*

*By invitations only*

22.00-23.30  SPECIAL PROGRAM

ON THE OCCASION OF CRIMEA CONFERENCE 20-th ANNIVERSARY

«CRIMEA CLUB: RENAISSANCE»

*Tauria Conference Hall*

*Songs, socializing,  meetings with Conference veterans, reminiscences, photos, prizes*

*All Conference fans and friends are invited to participate!*
Friday, June 14

18.00-19.30  CONFERENCE CLOSING CEREMONY
           Summer Concert Hall

20.30-24.00  BANQUET ON THE OCCASION OF THE
           CONFERENCE CLOSING
           Consul Restaurant Esplanade
CONFERENCE SPORTS PROGRAM

Those who wish to take part in sport events and have not previously registered online please sign in on June 8 and 9 during Conference registration, and on June 10 at 13.00-19.00 at the Organizing Committee Desk

OPENING CEREMONY

Tuesday, June 11, 17.00
Consul Restaurant Esplanade
The program is opened by Svetlana Zhurova, Olympic Champion, Merited Master of Sports, Co-chair of Crimea International Conference Supervisory Board

ADMINISTRATORS:
Mikhail Moiseev, Organizing Committee Sports Program Manager; Project Coordinator, United Arts Association, Zhitomir, Ukraine
Lev Rudzsky, Organizing Committee Sports Program Deputy Manager; Representative in Ukraine, ELNIT International Association, Kiev, Ukraine

SWIMMING
Sudak Health Center Swimming Pool

Wednesday, June 12
10.30-13.00 INDIVIDUAL STARTS IN FREESTYLE 100 M MEN; WOMEN (WITH NO CONSIDERATION OF AGES)

Friendship will win!

CHIEF REFEREE:
A. Murzin, Head of Sudak Tourist and Health Complex Fitness Club, Sudak, Autonomous Republic of Crimea, Ukraine
TENNIS

Tennis courts
(between Consul Restaurant and Building 3)

CHIEF REFEREE:
Nikolay Danilishin, Senior Tennis Instructor, “Sudak” Tourist and Health Complex, Sudak, Autonomous Republic of Crimea, Ukraine

QUALIFICATION
Tuesday, June 11, 17.00-19.00
Wednesday, June 12, 17.00-19.00

FINAL
Thursday, June 14, 17.00-19.00

TABLE TENNIS

Tennis courts
(between Consul Restaurant and Building 3)

CHIEF REFEREE:
Nikolay Danilishin, Senior Tennis Instructor, “Sudak” Tourist and Health Complex, Sudak, Autonomous Republic of Crimea, Ukraine

QUALIFICATION
Monday, June 10, 17.00-19.00
Tuesday, June 11, 17.00-19.00
Wednesday, June 12, 17.00-19.00

FINAL
Thursday, June 13, 17.00-19.00
QUICK CHESS
Consul Conference Hall Foyer

ADMINISTRATORS AND REFEREES:

Lev Rudzsky, Organizing Committee Sports Program Deputy Manager; Representative in Ukraine, ELNIT International Association, Kiev, Ukraine
Ayder Emirov, Editor-in-Chief, “Peninsula” Newspaper, Simferopol, Autonomous Republic of Crimea, Ukraine

Thursday, June 14, 17.00-19.00
BLITZ-TOURNAMENT

BILLIARDS
Court at the exit to “Yuzhanka” Cafe

CHIEFREFEREE:
V. Sukhoborov, Senior Billiard Instructor, Sudak Tourist and Health Complex, Sudak, Autonomous Republic of Crimea, Ukraine

QUALIFICATION
Wednesday, June 12, 20.00

FINAL
Thursday, June 13, 20.00
INFORMATION ON TOURS

TOUR 1

Romanovs in the Crimea
(Massandra palace, Livadiya palace, Tzar path)

Start: 7 a.m.

Duration: 12 hours

You are invited to get acquainted with the Tzar Crimea and the Crimea of tzars. The rout of the excursion is along highway Sudak-Yalta. The bus follows the south road from Sudak to Alushta along the sea and then fuse with the highway to Yalta.

The palace of emperor Alexander III, one of the best monuments of the Crimea South Coast is located in Upper Massandra.

The palace was built in 19 century under the project of M.E. Messmacher in the manner of French castles of the epoch of Louis XIII. It is located in the remote place near the slopes of mountain range and is surrounded with the park. The palace isn’t just of unique architecture and originality of beautiful decoration, but also of harmonic combination with the surrounding nature. It was even called «small Versailles».

The former government residence today is the museum of architecture and arts. Exhibition «Family of Alexander III» is opened constantly here.

The next stop is in Livadiya. You will visit the luxurious Livadiya palace - the last being possesed by Romanovs, and Oreanda - the first tzar seat. We offer you to go for a walk along the famous Tzar path that joins these two unique corners of Crimean Riviera.

Livadiya architectural and park complex is one of the outstanding monuments of architectural and park arts of the Crimea.

In the halls of the large Livadiya palace - the former summer residence of the last Russian emperor Nikolay II you can get aquatinted with the exposition «Romanovs and the Crimea». You will know that this snow-white beauty was built just within 17 months under the project of N. P. Krasnov, great architect, in the manner of Italian Renaissance. You will also see the sightseeings of Livadiya - suit building, the place of baron Freedericksz, the palace church of the Exaltation of the Holy Cross, and the Italian yard.

Livadiya palace is in the world history as here, the Large Hall, three months before the victory in the war with Hitler Germany, on February 4-11, 1945, there was the Crimea (Yalta) Conference of the heads of the governments of the Allies of World War II -
USSR, USA and Great Britain. During the Conference in the palace there was the residence of F. Roosevelt, the president of USA.

Livadiya park that is the oldest on the Crimea Coast was started in 1830s by Delinger, famous gardener. It beautifully combines exotic plants with local oaks and cedars. Lawns and flower beds, arbors, marble benches, elegant fountains and breast-walls adorn the park.

The famous Tzar path starts from Livadiya palace. It was built in 1860s for walks of members of the tzar family. The Tzar path is laid almost horizontally, without drops, sharp hills and slopes. It is comfortable along all the way, decorated the sculptures, rare exotic trees and bushes, and original benches to have a rest. Everyone can walk along the path even if you have heart diseases.

TOUR 2

*Alushta: museum house of A.N. Beketov, academic of architecture, «Miniature Crimea» park, Aquarium*

**Start:** 7 a.m.

**Duration:** 10 hours

Alushta is the sunny and hospitable corner of the Crimea that combines not only surprising nature, good climate, and breathtaking offing, but also history of rich cultural and architectural heritage of many centuries.

Museum house of A.N. Beketov, academic of architecture, was opened for visits in 1987 in the Professor corner. The building was erected under the project of the owner in 1896 for summer family rest and is an interesting architectural monument of the end of 19 century. The composition of the museum includes family photos, documents, memorable things etc. that allow to compose the bright picture of private and artistic life of the outstanding architecture. The buildings erected under the projects of A.N. Beketov adorn Kharkov, Kiev, Simferopol and Alushta.

In the museum you can get acquainted with the constantly renewed exposition of the best works of Crimean artists.

If you visit «Miniature Crimea» park you will see all the sightseeings of the peninsula within 80 minutes. You could pass by the walls of Genoa fortress and take photos in front of «The Sallow’s Nest» castle. You will see the most beautiful temples of the Crimea and evaluate the beauty of architecture of palaces and castles, museums and monuments as well as houses of famous people. You can examine each detail of remarkable constructions built on the territory of the peninsula.

Aquarium is another interesting point of our tour. More than 250 types of fishes of our planet are presented there. There is also the exhibition of shells and corrals. It is an exciting and informative trip to underwater world of lakes, rivers, seas and oceans.
TOUR 3

Koktebel dolphinarium

Start: 9.30 a.m., 1.30 p.m.
Duration: 5 hours

In Koktebel dolphinarium you will see an exciting beautiful entertainment show with Black sea dolphins - bottlenoses, and northern sea bears. They are not only artists, singers, dancers and acrobats. You will see that they are even more talented. The program demonstrates their «intelligence» and high learning ability.

A walk along the embankment of Koktebel during free time will allow you to get acquainted with the famous resort.

TOUR 4

Ay-Georgy mountain
(picturesque outskirts of Sudak, spring of St. George)

Start: 7.30 a.m., 3 p.m.
Duration: 4 hours

Ay-Georgy mountain is the east border of the Sudak valley. It is the ancient corral cay - the most outstanding and visible mountain complex of the Sudak valley that stands above the town at height of 498 meters.

Slopes of Ay-Georgy mountain are covered with bosks of relict juniper that hide the ruins of ancient temples and monasteries. South-west slope is thought to be the saint place for local people - there is the spring of St. George 100 meters under the top, pilgrims come there to cure wounds and diseases. And under the mountain, in mountain area Achiklar there are the ruins of the temple of St. George, in the walls and basements of which the slabs of the ancient pagan temple of goddess Demeter were found. That confirms that this place is saint since the ancient times.

The path takes us through the forest of oaks and horn-beech. There are pines here also. From the top of the mountain you can admire round panoramic view: on the east spread before the eyes there is Kapselskaya valley and Meganom massive locking it; on the north - the rows of mountains of the Main rage run away, mountains of Novy Svet and line of South Coast of the Crimea are visible. And under feet there is Sudak as it is spread before the eyes.

Under the cliffs of the top there is the spring of St. George that doesn’t dry up even in the hottest summers. Spring water is cool and a bit sweet, you can drink it natural.

Under the mountain there is mountain area Achiklar. It is famous with the fact that in 1804 the institute of wine trade was founded here – it was the first institute of the Russian imperia where wine-makers studied.
The buses will leave from the main gate at the time announced. Boarding passes are required.

SHOULD YOU HAVE ANY QUESTIONS PLEASE ASK THEM AT THE REGISTRATION FOR THE TOURS
1 - Main Gate to "Sudak"  
Tourist and Health Center  
2 - "Sudak" Administration Building  
3 - Parking Lots  
4 - Club  
5 - Building No. 2  
6 - "Tauria" Cafe  
7 - "Zimnyeye" Cafe  
8 - Swimming Pool  
9 - Building No. 1  
10 - "Consul" Restaurant  
11 - Summer Concert Hall  
12 - Sports Facilities  
14 - "Yuzhanka" Cafe  
15 - Building No. 3  
16 - Boat Station  
17 - "Oladiynaya" Cafe  
18 - Building No. 5  
19 - Building No. 4  
21 - Dancing Area  
22 - Building No. 6  
23 - Building No. 7  
24 - Building No. 8  
25 - Building No. 9  
26 - Building No. 10  
27 - Bar "Fortetsiya"

Summer Concert Hall [11]  
Tauria Conference Hall - Club [4]  
Consul Conference Hall - Consul Restaurant, 2- Floor [10]  
Sudak Conference Hall - "Silk Way" Business Center, 2- Floor [28]  
Crimea Conference Hall - "Silk Way" Business Center, 2- Floor [28]  
Commonwealth Conference Hall - "Silk Way" Business Center, 3- Floor [28]  
Tauria-2 Auditorium - "Silk Way" Business Center, 3- Floor [28]  
Karadag Auditorium - Building No. 6, 4- Floor [22]  
Novy Svet Auditorium - Building No. 6, 5- Floor [22]  
Surozh Auditorium - Building No. 6, 6- Floor [22]
The Geography of the 20th Anniversary International Conference “Crimea 2013”

The Crimean Peninsula, located almost midway between the Equator and the North Pole, resembles a green grape leaf thrown over the sea. Relatively low Crimean Mountains run along the sea for almost 180 km, protecting the coast from cold northern winds and maintaining the subtropical climate on the peninsula.

Crimea is famous for its wonderful resorts, delicious wines and historic memorials. The fates of many tribes and peoples intersected on this land.

The places of interest in Crimea is the Crimea itself.

SUDAK

Sudak – the main Conference venue – welcomes the Conference for the 17-th time already.

Sudak was known as Sugdeya to the ancient Greeks, Soldaya to the Genoese, and Surozh to the ancient Russians. The town grew up on the coast of conveniently located harbor, which was the focal point of the land routes from Eastern Europe and Asia. From the very start it was an important junction for the Black Sea navigation.

Sudak is located in the southern part of Sudak Valley on the coast of the Sudak Bay of the Black Sea.

Sudak Valley is very picturesque and rich. It is the most extensive valley in southeastern Crimea. The Suuk-Su (Cold Water) river runs through the valley. The valley is surrounded by high mountains with bizarre peaks. They protect the valley from cold winds, while cool afternoon breezes soften the heat of the sun. The abundance of the verdure makes the valley most picturesque.
The traces of human beings in the Sudak region go back to the Paleolithic age (80-30 thousand years BC). The Taures lived here in the first millennium BC and the first centuries AD. Historical sources consider 212 AD as the year of the town foundation. The foundation of the town and its name Sugdeya are linked to Alans (ancestors of modern Ossetians).

In VIII and IX centuries Sugdeya was the administrative center of the Khazars, the then owners of the Crimea. The Khazars were succeeded by Pechenegs, and those by the Polovtces. Over the XI-XIII centuries Sugdeya flourished as an international center. Merchants from Russia, Western Europe, Northern Africa, China, and India had their business here. Later on the Venetians arrived and built their trading stations and fortresses here. Sudak- Soldaya was the biggest fortress. A wealthy town attracted conquerors. It suffered numerous assaults by Turks and Mongols, which resulted in the town’s decay. It lost its significance. The Genoese captured the town in XIV century. They restored its defense system, but despite that the Turks conquered the town. Under the Turkic domination the town lost its significance as well.

In XIX century Crimea was allotted into the Russian Empire. A new stage of Sudak development started at that time. Vineyards and fruit gardens were planted and new buildings were constructed. From late XIX century on Sudak is known as a Black Sea resort.

The Civil War and World War II didn’t skirt Sudak. Each time the town was rebuilt and kept living...

The main street in Sudak, the Lenin Street, goes past the “Sudak” Tourist and Health Center. Right after the Center the Sugar Head rock overlooks the road. Right behind the rock the impressive ruins of the Sudak fortress can be seen. The Fortress is one of the major and impressive historical sites of the Crimean Peninsula. Its two-tier defense constructions still look inaccessible. The constructions of various times (walls, towers, temples, and casemates) keep the memory of various peoples, Greeks, Armenians, Khazars, Turks, Italians, and Russians...

The oldest memorial of the Russian period in Sudak is the church of the early XIX century. The first local hospital building and Tatar neighborhood of the old town have survived all cataclysms as well. Low houses with tile roofs go up the hill.

Modern Sudak is a center of viticulture and winemaking. Seven big vineyards produce about 20,000 tons of high-grade grapes annually for the original dessert wines. The ether-oil species, such as rose, lavender and sage are also planted in the Valley. The product of local ether-oil factory is partially exported to foreign companies.
BAKHCHISARAI

Bakhchisaray is a Crimean town and regional center. Its history dates back into the late 15-th, when the Crimean dynasty of the Crimean Khans Girays reigned. Initially, Khan’s residence was situated on the plato of Chufut-Kale but later, due to political reasons, it moved to the mountain bottom, into the valley of the Churuk-Su (“stale water”) River where Bakhchisaray was found. In the Turkic language “Bakhchisaray” means “a palace in the gardens”. Under the reign of Khan Mengly-Girey, the town became the capital of the Crimean Khanate and played its role till 1783. The main tourist attractions of Bakhchisaray are the Khan’s Palace built in the early 16-th century by Khan Abdul-Sakhal Girey, and the famous “Fountain of Tears” built by Iranian master Omer by will of Khan Qirim-Girey to memorize his beloved wife Dilara-Bikech who had died in 1764. The Fountain was praised by Alexander Pushkin in his poem “The Fountain of Bakhchisaray”. Today the Palace is a historical and architectural museum.

Chufut-Kale (“The Jewish (or Karaim) Fortress”), Orthodox Assumption cave monastery – a record of the Russian presence in the medieval Crimea, Tatar town and the Palace make Bakhchisaray at the same time a Jewish, Christian Orthodox, and Muslim town.

Nowhere in the Crimea but in ancient and modern Bakhchisaray and its surroundings you will feel the flavor of the Medieval Age walking along its narrow winding streets and modern multi-storey buildings. Its rich history and monuments attract many thousands of tourists.
SIMFEROPOL

Simpheropolis means “a city of benefit and a gatherer” and its coat of arms carries a hive with honeybees and an inscription “Poleznoye” (literally, “Beneficial”). Simferopol is located in the center of the Crimean Peninsula and accumulates everything the peninsula is famous for. The city is the capital of Crimean Autonomous Republic administrative, economic, and cultural center.

The city's locality has a long and rich history. From the 3d century BC to the 4th century AD, Neapolis, the capital of the Scythian state, was located on the plateau south from the today's city center. This was a vital place in the times of the Crimean khanate and, for some time, the residence of Kalgi Sultan, the second person in the khanate.

Today, Simferopol cannot boast of many architectural sites, but some buildings are worthy of attention: Kebir-Jami Mosque, the city's oldest building of 1508; Vorontsov’s House in the Salgirka park; the former male regional gymnasium; the former hospice; Franko Republican Universal Scientific Library which was built in 1826 for the Gentility Assembly and during the Crimean War gave its premises to the hospital where the famous surgeon N. I. Pirogov worked; the nearby Gorky Russian Drama Theater which was erected in 1911 after the plans of an eminent architect A. N. Beketov.
Seventeenth International Conference and Exhibition «Information Technologies, Computer Systems and Publications for Libraries» LIBCOM-2013

Conference and Exhibition venue: 
Tourist& Hotel Complex «Tourcenter»

Suzdal, Vladimir Region, Russia

November 11–16, 2013

Organizers:
– Russian National Public Library for Science and Technology, Moscow, Russia
– International Association of Electronic Libraries and New Information Technologies Users and Developers, Moscow, Russia
– Russian Foundation for Basic Research, Moscow, Russia
– International Library, Information and Analytical Center, Washington, DC, USA

The subject scope of the Conference covers the state and prospects of new information, computer and Internet technologies in library and information practice; library consortia; digital libraries and digital information resources; legal aspects of libraries’ and information providers’ activities; new educational technologies; interaction of book publishers, booksellers and libraries.

The Conference Program is based on accepted participants’ paper proposals and special invitations issued by the Organizing Committee to selected experts in the Conference topics as well as to providers of information, computer, publishing and Internet products to libraries.

Call for Papers
The Organizing Committee seeks original research and application-oriented papers, not previously presented elsewhere, which make new contributions to the Conference topics.

You are invited to submit an extended abstract of your proposed paper in the electronic form (as an attachment to email) according to the following guidelines:

1. The extended abstract should not exceed 0.75 A4 page in length.
2. The heading should include the title of your paper, followed by names, affiliations, email of the author(s).
3. The deadline for submitting proposals is October 1, 2013.
4. Full text should not exceed 4 A4 pages in length.
5. The deadline for submitting full text is October 15, 2013.
6. Proposals for papers should be sent to sigla@gpntb.ru, kv@gpntb.ru
7. Full texts of accepted papers will be published in the LIBCOM conference proceedings. 

A special exhibition operates during the Conference. The Exhibition scope includes: new computer technologies in information business and librarianship; Internet technologies; digital information; information technologies in libraries and educational institutions; book trade; library equipment and materials; publishing houses’ products; book market services; university products and services as well as other related issues. Stand rental is available at additional fee.

Conference participants will be offered a social and cultural program, which includes:
- a local sightseeing tour
- a concert
- an informal party on the occasion of the Conference Closing with live music.

A pool, gym, and sauna as well as health treatment will be available to the Conference participants on site.

Registration and accommodation

The Conference registration fee covers:
- participation in the Conference professional program and admittance to the exhibiton
- Conference proceedings and information materials
- conference badge
- transfer on the dates of arrival and departure
- organizational expenses for Russian visa support
- participation in Conference opening and closing receptions
- a concert
- a tour

Online registration for the conference and exhibition:

http://www.gpntb.ru/libcom/libcom2013

Contacts:

Tel: +7 (495) 623-1249, +7 (495) 621-2490, +7 (495) 623-9998

Fax: +7 (495) 621-9862, +7 (495) 625-9750

Email: sigla@gpntb.ru, kv@gpntb.ru

Mailing address: «LIBCOM-2013» Organizing Committee, GPNTB, 12 Kuznetsky Most, GSP-6, K-31, Moscow, 107996, Russia
The conference program will be built around the following topics and will include sections, round tables, workshops and presentations:

- Worldwide Information Infrastructure, Interlibrary Cooperation, International Cooperation Projects
- National Libraries and National Information Resources
- Cyber Space and its Impact on Library Infrastructure
- Online Technologies, CD-ROM, Electronic Publications and the Internet in Libraries
- Digital Libraries and Digital Resources
- Automated Library Systems, Information Technologies
- Information Support of Education and Management
- Corporate Library and Information Systems, Corporate Technologies and Library Consortia
- Library Staff, Profession and Education. Development of Educational Technologies in the Information Society Age
- Development of Library Collections in National Languages
- Libraries, Municipal Information and Regional Studies
- Library and Information Services for the Disabled
- Libraries, Museums, and Archives in the Global Information and Cultural Environment
- Ethics and Security of Electronic Information
- Environmental Protection Information and the Role of Libraries in Promoting Environmental Awareness of the Population
– Legal Information and Official Publications. Copyright and Intellectual Property Rights
– Libraries and Business in the Modern Information Environment
– Library Innovations and Marketing
– Cultural Heritage Preservation
– Management of Libraries, Library and Other Professional Associations
– Library Science, Bibliography and Bibliology. Library Statistics
– Medical Information Resources and Systems. Hospital Libraries. Bibliotherapy
– Libraries – the Territory of Tolerance. Libraries and Politics
– Information Culture and Information Literacy

ONLINE REGISTRATION IS NOW OPEN

For further information and general requests please contact the Organizing Committee:

Tel: \(+7(495) 624-9458; +7(495) 621-2490\)
Fax: \(+7(495) 621-9862; +7(495) 625-9750\)
E-mail: CRIMEA@gpntb.ru

Regional managers:

North and South America:

tel: \(+7(495) 621-2490\)
e-mail: crimea.america@gpntb.ru

Europe:

tel: \(7(495) 624-9458\)
e-mail: crimea.europe@gpntb.ru

Asia, Africa, Australia and Oceania:

tel: \(+7(495) 623-4124\)
e-mail: crimea.world@gpntb.ru

The Conference Web-sites:

http://www.iliac.org/crimea2014
http://www.gpntb.ru/win/inter-events/crimea2014
(for online registration also)